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ION OPTICSSTUDIES
GraemeAston
Much of the ion optics work accomplished during this year has been
reported recently in Reference I, which is attached in Appendix B. This
work describes the motion of the screen grid plasma sheath as a result
of grid system geometry and discharge chamber plasma condition changes.
The following topics were however not discussed in this paper. The
apparatus and procedure used to collect the data as well as the propellant
(argon) were the same as those described in Reference I.
Screen Grid Thickness Effects
It has been anticipated that, thinning down the screen grid has
beneficial effects on the ion beamcurrent and discharge losses. Figure 1
provides physical insight into these effects by showing how the screen
hole plasma sheath moves as the screen grid thickness is varied whilei
normalized perveance per hole (NP/H) is held constant. The open, cross
hatched and doubly cross hatched rectangles in the upper right hand corner
of this figure represent a section of the screen grid webbing. In the
figure ds, which represents the screen hole diameter, was 1.27 cm for all
tests and this distance can therefore be used to scale on the figure.
Further, t s represents the screen grid thickness, _g the screen-to-accel
grid separation distance and VD the discharge voltage. The set of equi-
potential contours appearing furthest upstream in Figure 1 are 5 volts
below the main discharge plasma potential, the next set is 15 volts below
plasma potential and the downstream set is 25 volts below plasma potential.
At the -25 volt contour probe measurements suggest that the electron
2densityis approachingzero. Over the centralportionof the screen
hole,the Figure l resultssuggestthat the plasma feels the presenceof
the acceleratorgrid potentialvery strongly;screen grid thicknessand
hence screen potentialdistributionchanges have littleeffect in this
region. Conversely,near the screen grid webbing the competinginfluences
of the screenand acceleratorgrid potentialsare both felt and both in-
fluencethe sheath shape and position. With a thick screen grid (ts/ds =
0.18 in Fig. l) the screen potentialis definedwell within the plasma
and the plasma likewiseforms a rather long, well definedsheath adjacent
to this potentialsurfaceas shown by the solid sheath profileline. As
the screen grid thicknessis reducedthe plasma sheathattempts to move
after the screen grid since the screen grid is still a dominatepotential
surface,though less well defined. However,with sufficientscreen grid
thicknessreductionthe shieldingeffect the screen grid interposesbe-
w
tween the dischargeplasma and the acceleratorgrid webbing is reduced
to a negligiblelevel. Under these conditions(estimatedfrom other tests
not shown to be ts/ds _ 0.05), the sheath boundarybegins to communicate
most stronglywith the acceleratorgrid webbing. Furtherscreen grid
thicknessreductionshave little effect on forcingthe sheath boundary
to follow after the screen grid. These resultswould thereforesuggest
that this value of screen grid thicknessratio would be optimiumfrom a
grid performancepoint of view.
Figure l shows that the competinginfluenceof the screenand accelera-
tor potentialsgives rise to a sheath potentialdistributionat the screen
grid webbingwhich tends to direct plasma ions away from the webbing and
throughthe screen hole with decreasingscreen grid thickness. This effect
is illustratedgraphicallyby electricfield vectorsin,Fig.I.
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The arguments presented above indicate that the position of the
central portion of the screen hole plasma sheath would remain essentially
unaltered with changes in screen grid thickness. This behavior is verified
in Fig. 2 where screen hole sheath profiles are compared for a very thick
screen (ts/d s = 0.49) and a conventional: thinner screen grid (ts/d s = 0.18).
Figure 2 shows that the very thick screen grid has pushed those potential
lines adjacent to the grid webbing back into the discharge chamber while
having very little effect on the central portion of the sheath potential
contours. The result is that the screen hole plasma sheath is now inside
the screen hole (the sheath probe's shape prevented the probe from entering
very far into the screen hole and this is why only a portion of the -15.0
volt contour, for the very thick screen grid, is shown in Fig. 2; however,
the trend is clear). Examination of the sheath potential contours adjacent
to the very thick screen grid webbing indicates that even ions from within
the screen hole might eventually be directed into the webbing and the inside
surface of the screen hole. Indeed, the normalized perveance per hole
value indicated in Fig. 2, while only about 70% of the maximumvalue to
be expected for the conventional thin screen grid, corresponded to the
maximumobtainable normalized perveance per hole for the very thick screen
grid.
Figure 3 shows a plot of discharge loss, normalized to the value for
ts/d s = 0.49, against screen grid thickness. This curve illustrates
dramatically the adverse screen web focusing effects introduced with
increasing screen grid thickness.
The results shown in Figs. I, 2, and 3 are strong evidence that ion
impingement on the screen grid webbing decreases significantly with screen
grid thickness reductions. This has obviQus implications for decreased
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Figure 3. Effect of Screen Grid Thickness on Discharge Losses
screen grid erosion as the screen grid thickness is reduced. Indeed, it
appears that an effort to thicken the screen grid to give longer erosion
life may accelerate the erosion effect. Of course there are definite, but
- perhaps not insurmountable problems in fabricating screen grids of the
thicknesses suggested in Figs. 1 and 3. Also, without some sort of com-
parative erosion life test being undertaken the conclusionspresented here
are somewhat conjectural.
Screen Hole Shaping
Numerous workers 2-5 have reported conflicting results as to the effect
shaping the screen grid hole has on beam current and ion beam divergence.
In order to clarify the beneficial or detrimental effects of screen grid
hole shaping the screen hole plasma sheath of some shaped screen holes were
examined experimentally. It was found that chamfering the upstream hole
q
face (with a 41° chamfer) had only a very slight effect on the screen hole
. plasma sheath potential contours. Similarly, no change from the unchamfered
screen grid geometry was observed in the discharge loss level and maximum
obtainable beam current. This null result supports earlier evidence by
Kerslake and Pawlik 2 that screen grid hole chamfering has little merit.
Someworkers 4'5 have reported computer solutions and experimental
results which indicate that counter boring the downstream screen hole face
leads to significant screen hole sheath shape changes with lower divergence
angles and increased beamcurrent. Such a modification was made to the
tapered screen grid discussed previously. Figure 4 compares screen hole
sheath profiles for this chamfered and counter bored screen grid to those
of a conventional cylindrical screen hole geometry. Only slight differences
- in the sheath profiles are observed. At the sheath adjacent to the screen
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grid webbing the potential contours are amost coincident. Towards the
screen hole center more differences are apparent and the sheath boundary
for the chamfered and counter bored screen hole is displaced upstream
" slightly relative to the boundary Of the cylindrical screen hole. This
trend agrees qualitatively with the previously mentioned computer solu-
tion prediction although it is much less pronounced than these solutions
predict. One would expect that by counter boring the screen hole in the
manner shown in Fig. 4 the average screen hole diameter has been enlarged
slightly. Such a hole enlargement must slightly decrease the positive
potential that the screen grid webbing can impress at the screen hole
center. Consequently, what shielding effect the screen grid could inter-
pose between the discharge plasma and negative accelerator grid will have
been reduced. As a result, the plasma electrons would see a stronger
retarding electric field as they approach the central portion of the screen
hole. This stronger retarding field prevents the plasma electrons from
" penetrating through the ion acceleration region to a depth possible with
the cylindrical hole geometry. The net effect is that the central portion
of the sheath boundary is moved upstream slightly, as shown in Fig. 4.
Perhaps the discrepancy between computer solutions and experimental
results is because all attempts to model the screen hole sheath theorecti-
cally have the sheath positioned within the screen hole for the beam current
or normalized perveance per hole of Fig. 4. With the sheath inside the
screen hole it is apparent that screen hole shape changes might have a
significant effect on the ensuing ion trajectory calculations. However,
as has been mentioned previously, the screen hole plasma sheath is within
the screen hole for large screen grid thickness values only. Normally
" the screen grid thicknessis kept to a minimum becauseof the improved
ion source plasma efficiency.
I0
Chamfering and counter boring the screen grid gave a slight decrease
in discharge loss (<3%) and a slight decrease in the maximumobtainable
beam current (<3%), compared to similar parameters observed with the
cylindrical hole geometry. No beam divergence data were obtained as a
function of screen hole geometry. Also, direct accelerator grid impinge-
ment currents could not be measured accurately because of the relatively
high facility background pressure (_2 X 10-4 Torr) o However, the slight
screen hole sheath shape and position changes apparent in Fig. 4 suggest
beam divergence and direct ion impingement variations would be small as
the screen hole shape was altered.
It is noteworthy that all of the experiments described herein were
conducted at a constant accel-to-screen hole diameter ratio of 0.64. The
effect of variation in this parameter has not been investigated but this
work suggests that the effects of such variations are probably significant. °
Space Charge Neutralization
Langmuir6 has discussed the possibility of increasing the space
charge limited electron current between two electrodes by injecting ions
into the electron space charge and thereby partially neutralizing its
detrimental effect on electron emission. It was thought that perhaps the
opposite tack might be pursued whereby the ion space charge in the screen
hole plasma sheath could be partially neutralized by injecting low energy
electrons into this sheath.
Figure 5 illustrates the manner in which electrons were injected into
the screen hole plasma sheath. Briefly, a circular filament was placed
betweenthe dischargechamber plasmaand the acceleratorgrid. Although
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Fig. 5(a) shows the filamentslightlydownstreamof the screen grid, it
was also positionedat varyingdistancesinside the screen hole and inside
the screen hole plasma sheath. The filamentwas biased relativeto the
anode supply (althoughthe screen grid was also used as a reference)and
its bias potentialcould be varied. Directcurrentwas provided to the
filamentloop via the heaviernickel supportwires; ensuring that only
the filamentloop immersed in the ion beamletwas heated to incandescence.
Only the centralhole of the large seven hole array was modified in this
manner; the surroundingholes were masked off at the screen grid.
Unfortunatelyall effortsto increasethe beam currentby neutralizing
the ion space charge using the electron injectionmethod depicted in Fig. 5
failed. By correctfilamentbiasing, substantialfilamentelectroncurrents
could be drawn throughthe screen hole sheath. However, it appearedthat
even with the filamentimmersedin the screen hole plasma sheath and using
a bias barely sufficientto drive off electrons,the filamentelectronswere
going too fast to establisha sufficientlylarge negativecharge densityto
neutralizethe ion space charge to any measurableextent. A simpleanalysis
assumingthe filamentelectronswere at thermalenergiesonly suggestedthat
their velocitywould still exceed the local ion velocityby three orders of
magnitude. This effect was realizedbefore undertakingthe experiment.
In hindsight,the tremendousdisparityin velocity betweenthe filament
electronsand ions is still the basic problem. No judiciouschoice of
biasingpotentialor filamentemission level seems capableof circumventing
this problemwith the geometry shown in Fig. 5. Other schemesof space
charge neutralizationare however still conceivable.
F
HOLLOWCATHODESTUDIES
Dan Siegfried
A paper 7 presented at a recent electric propulsion specialist
conference and included in Appendix B of this report describes much of
the work accomplished on the subject topic over the past year. This
paper describes experimental work conducted on a quartz tube hollow
cathode which demonstrated the effects of cathode emission current level,
propellant flow rate, cathode orifice diameter and internal cathode pres-
sure on cathode insert temperature profiles and the distribution of emis-
sion current in the cathode. The downstream end of the insert is identified
as the dominant emission site. Internal cathode pressure is identified as
a very important parameter which influences the cathode temperature and
emission profiles. Data presented in this paper support the field-
enhanced thermionic mechanism of electron emission. Additional research
conducted during the past year but not included in Ref. 7 are discussed in
the following paragraphs.
Effect of Magnetic Field on Hollow Cathode Operation
During the test program for the 8 cm thruster it was observed that
the keeper voltage of the main cathode for this thruster was slightly
higher than expected. The magnetic field configuration in the cathode/
baffle region of this thruster was known to be substantially different
than that of earlier thrusters and it was suggested that the interaction
of the magnetic field with the cathode discharge could be the cause of
" this higher voltage. In order to investigate the effect of this magnetic
field/cathode interaction, a mercury hollow cathode was operated in a
13
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diode arrangement in the presence of a variety of magnetic field config-
urations and strengths. Langmuir probes were used to measure the plasma
properties of the cathode discharge both upstream and downstream of the
cathode orifice plate at each operating condition.
A___paratusand Procedure
The test configuration used to examine the effects of the magnetic
field in the vicinity of the cathode on cathode performance is shown in
Fig. 6. The cathode used in these tests v;as a standard 6.35 mmdiameter
tantalum body cathode with a thoriated tungsten orifice plate having a
0.76 mmdiameter orifice. The insert used in the cathode _as fabricated
using rolled tantalum foil coated with chemical R-500.* The anode was a
cylinder made of perforated stainless steel and having its axis congruent
with the cathode axis. The enclosed keeper had an orifice diameter of °
2.5 mmand was separated from the orifice plate by a 3 mmlong quartz spacer,
Two coils (19 mm ID x 30 mmOD), each with 15 turns of #18 wire and each with
its axis congruent with the cathode axis, were used to produce the magnetic
field. The coils were mounted as shown in Fig. 6 so that they could be
moved along the cathode axis; and they were connected to separate power
supplies so the fields they produce could be controlled independently.
These coils were sized to produce magnetic fields in the range of 50-100
gauss when operated at currents of up to I0 A. Langmuir probes were mounted
both upstream and downstream of the orifice plate.
w
* J. R. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, NewJersey.
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In order to get a qualitative feel for the effects-of the magnetic
field, the cathode was operated over a wide range of conditions and mag-
netic field configurations. The magnetic field was found to have very
significant effects on the operation of the cathode in this diode test °
configuration. Turning on the solenoids during cathodeoperation signif-
icantly increased the luminous intensity of the discharge downstream of
i
the keeper and changed its pattern in a manner that depended on the mag-
netic field shape and location. Discharge current, mode of operation,
flow rate, and anode shape and location were all found to be interrelated
with the magnetic field strength and configuration in determining the
character of the cathode operation. This large number of variables,
particularly as it was complicated by the effect of anode configuration,
made it difficult to characterize the effect of the magnetic field or to
define a specific experiment. The present interest in decreasing the
keeper voltage in the 8 cm (SIT) thruster suggested, however, that the
effect of the magnetic field on keeper voltage would be of greatest interest. -
The procedure for this experiment was therefore limited to the case where
the discharge current, keeper current, mass flow rate, and anode configura-
tion were held constant while the magnetic field shape, strength, and
location were changed. A discharge current of 3.0 A, a keeper current
of 0.3 A, and a flow rate of _I00 mAwere chosen as the test conditions;
and the test was conducted using the cylindrical anode shown in Fig. 6.
The above operating conditions are typical for this size cathode when used
in the 15 cm SERT II thruster where the field strength in the cathode region
is on the order of a few tens of gauss. These operating conditions and the
w
anode configuration that was used for these tests were not meant to model
a specific thruster configuration but were chosen as a reference condition
17
typical of thruster conditions to allow a qualitative determination of
the effect of magnetic fields on cathode operation. Although a number of
solenoid coil spacings were investigated, the greatest effect was-seen
with the coils spaced as close as the test apparatus would allow. All of
the data will therefore be presented for this minimum spacing between
coils of _7.5 mm. The position of the coils will be identified using
the dimension X (Fig. 6) which is_under this constraint_the distance from
the keeper to the midpoint of the coils.
Results
The effect of magnetic field in the vicinity of the cathode on keeper
voltage is examined in Fig. 7. Two magnetic field configurationsare con-
sidered; I) the cusped field case where currents through the coils were
in opposite directions and 2) the axial field case where these currents
were in the same direction. The currents through each coil were held
constant at I0 A for all tests. Figure 7 shows that moving the cusp axially
resulted in two conditions of minimum keeper voltage (when the cusp was at
the keeper and when it was _20 mmdownstream of the keeper). For the axial
field case (same current polaritY) the only minimum occurs near the 20 mm
location.
In order to gain additional insight into the cause of these minima in
the keeper voltage, plasma properties were measured at points 8 mmupstream
and 15 mmdownstream of the orifice plate under operating conditions cor-
responding to the minima in Fig. 7. The conditions for the case where
there was no magnetic field present were observed to be as shown in Fig. 8.
The conditions for the cathode operating with the null region of the cusped
• magnetic field (midpoint of the coils) located at the keeper are shown for
18
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Figure 8. Test Configuration- No Magnetic Field
2O
comparison in Fig. 9. The shape of the magnetic field lines and the
field intensity at a few points are also indicated on the iron filings
map below the figure. Both the iron filings mapand the figure are shown
full scale. The conditions associated with the cathode operating at the
minimum keeper voltage for the axial magnetic field are shown in Fig. I0.
When the magnetic field cusp was located at the point associated with
the second minima of Fig. 7 (i.e., cusped field with the cusp _20 mmdown-
stream of keeper), it was found that switching off the solenoid furthest
downstream did not affect the keeper voltage. The plasma and magnetic
field conditions associated with this configuration are shown in Fig. II.
The presence of the downstream solenoid had little effect on the magnetic
field shape or magnitude in the keeper region for this configuration
(Fig. II) and this is probably the reason that switching it off had no
effect on the results. In fact, a comparison of the magnetic fields in
Fig. I0 and Fig. II shows that the field shape in the keeper region is
essentially the same in both cases with only the field strength differing.
This suggests that the cusped field shape is important only when the null
region is centered at the keeper.
As shown in the various cases of Figs. 8 through II the plasma prop-
erties at a point _8 mmupstream of the cathode orifice were not changed
significantly by the magnetic field, so it has been concluded that these
fields have little effect on the internal cathode discharge. On the other
hand, the discharge downstream of the orifice was significantly affected by
the presence of magnetic fields, The most notable effect was an order of
magnitude increase in the plasma density when the magnetic field was applied.
This agrees with the visual observation that the luminous intensity of the
discharge in that region increased when the magnetic field was applied.
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Figure II. Single SolenoidTest Configuration
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Figure 12 shows the effect of magnetic field strength on keeper voltage
for the case of the cusped field centered at the keeper and for the case of
like-polarity solenoids located 19 n_ndownstream of the keeper. In both
cases the keeper voltage is seen to decrease linearly with increases in
magnetic field strength over the 0 to I0 A current range of the magnet
power supplies.
Note that the results shown in Fig. 12 indicate that the keeper voltage
was _II.2 v when there was no magnetic field present compared to a keeper
voltage of 14.7 v shown in Fig. 8 for the same operating conditions with
no magnetic field present. The reason for this _3.5 v difference in keeper
voltage was traced to the presence of an insulating coating on the keeper
when the data of Fig. 8 were collected. This will be discussed in more
detail later.
Discussion of Results
As shown in Fig. 7 the presence of a magnetic field in the range of
50-100 gauss can result in a keeper voltage reduction of 0.75 to 2.0 volts,
if the field is properly positioned with respect to the keeper electrode.
Figures 8 through II provide some insight into the mechanism causing this
reduction in keeper voltage. Since the presence of the magnetic field
seems to have negligible effect on the internal cathode discharge, it
probably acts to reduce keeper voltage mainly by providing better access
for electrons to the keeper. This is most obvious in the case presented
in Fig. 9. In this case the electrons leaving the cathode orifice can
travel along many field lines which intersect the keeper. The electron
gyro radius for 2 eV Maxwellian electrons in a magnetic field of 50-100
gauss is _0.5 to 1.0 mm. The cathode electrons would, therefore, be expected
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to follow the field lines reasonably closely over the few millimeters
distance between the orifice and the keeper. In the cases represented by
Figs. I0 and II, the reason for the lower keeper voltage is not as clear
since magnetic field lines intersecting the keeper do not generally pass
through the cathode orifice. However, a similar mechanism is probably
operating here as well. The presence of the magnetic field traps electrons
on the field lines, and therefore, increases their residence time in the
region along the cathode axis downstream of the keeper. This apparently
increases the number of ionization reactions taking place in that region.
This is indicated by both the increased plasma density and the increased
plasma luminosity in that region. The field lines from this region of in-
creased ionization activity do intersect the keeper electrode and so elec-
trons producted in such reactions would have direct access to the keeper by
traveling upstream along magnetic field lines. This effect would also be
present in Fig. 9 to some degree.
As indicatedin the resultspresentedin Figs. 8 to II, the application
of the magneticfield resulted in an increasein dischargevoltageof _3
volts. This is probablydue to the fact that the field lines on the axis
of the cathode in all three cases (Fig. 9, lO, and ll) are parallelto the
anode surface. The electronsexitingthe cathodeorificemust, therefore,
diffuseacross magneticfield lines to reach the anode, and as a result
their access to the anode is impededwhen the magnetic field is present.
The cathodewas also operatedwith anodes of varioussizes, shapes,
surfaceareas and locations. As might be expectedthe dischargevoltage
was found to be highly dependenton the anode configurationas well as
magneticfield strengthand configurationin the region adjoiningthe anode.
The resultsof these other configurationswere not of sufficientinterest
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to present in detail, except to note that when the anode was constructed
such that field lines aided electron access to the anode the discharge
voltage was decreased. Conversely when, as above, the magnetic field
lines impeded access to the anode the discharge voltage was increased.
The keeper voltage on the other hand was found to be rather insensitive
to anode configuration.
The data for Fig. 7 and Fig. 12 were not collected during the same
operating period as those for Figs. 8 to II. As noted earlier, the keeper
voltage when no magnetic field was present differed by _3.5 volts between
these two experiments. An investigation into the reason for this difference
led to the conclusion that the probable cause of the _3.5 volt difference
in keeper voltage in the absence of a magnetic field was an insulating
coating on the upstream surface and orifice of the keeper electrode during
. collection of the data presented in Figs. 8 through II. This coating, while
it influenced the voltage observed when no magnetic field was present did
" not appear to have a substantial affect on the level of the keeper voltage
when the magnetic field was present. For example, Figure 7 shows that the
minimum keeper voltage in the presence of the cusped magnetic field was
_I0.5 v which is similar to that indicated in Fig. 9 and Fig. II where the
insulating coating was present on the upstream face of the keeper. This
suggests that much of the keeper current is conducted to the upstream side
of the keeper when no magnetic field is present. When the field is applied,
however, the current appears to flow to the downstream side of the keeper.
That this is occurring is supported by two test results. First, when the
. field is applied, the plasma density adjacent to the downstream side of
the keeper increases by an order of magnitude and electrons from this region
" have access to the downstream side of the keeper by traveling along magnetic
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field lines as previously discussed. Second, the application of a thin
insulating ceramic coating to the upstream face of the keeper was found to
cause an increase in the keeper voltage for the no magnetic field case and
no change in the keeper voltage for the case where the magnetic field was
present. This also suggests that high keeper voltages may in some cases
be caused bysputtering of material onto the upstream face of the keeper.
This occurrence would probably be more likely in enclosed keeper config-
urations.
Conclusions
Whenmagnetic fields on the order of I00 gauss are present in the
keeper region of the hollow cathode, the keeper voltage can be reduced by
up to 2.0 volts if the field is properly oriented with respect to the
keeper. This keeper voltage reduction is apparently due to the combined
effect of increased plasma density and of providing direct access of elec-
trons to the keeper along magnetic field lines. The reduction in keeper
voltage is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field. Plasma
properties within the hollow cathode do not appear to be affected by the
presence of the magnetic field. However, the plasma density downstream of
the keeper increases by about an order of magnitude when the magnetic fields
are turned on. Based on results obtained with and without an insulating
coating on the upstream side of the keeper it is concluded that much of
the keeper current is collected at the upstream side of the keeper when
no magnetic field is present. The presence of the magnetic field config-
urations used in these tests appeared to cause the keeper current to flow
to the downstream side of the keeper. These results also suggest high
keeper voltages may be due to insulating materials sputter coated on the
upstream face of the keeper.
ION BEAMPLASMAINVESTIGATION
Introduction
The recent return of the SERT II spacecraft to continuous sunlight
conditions has led to increased testing activity on its two mercury,
electron bombardment ion thrusters. Kerslake and Domitz 8 have reported
that not only has Thruster #2 been operated normally, but Thruster #I,
which has a grid short, has been operated without high voltage and in
this condition has served as a neutralizer for Thruster #2. They report
that neutralization using the #I thruster results in a lower coupling
voltage than that observed when the Thruster #2 neutralizer is being used.
This exceptional performance of the Thruster #I discharge plasma as a
neutralizer is surprising when it is first considered for two reasons.
First, the thruster is about 1 meter away from the ion beam to be neut-
ralized and second the potential difference between the discharge plasma
and the beam plasma is such that electrons should be retarded and even
o prevented from leaving the discharge to reach the beam plasma and effect
neutralization. In order to determine the character of the plasma emanating
from Thruster #I with its grids shorted and at spacecraft potential and to
determine the mechanism of neutralizing electron flow from the thruster
the experiments described next were performed. A further experiment
wherein the grids were biased to extract electrons was conducted to investi-
gate the usefulness of a discharge plasma such as this as a super-neutralizer
8
as suggested by Kerslake and Domitz.
Apparatus and Procedurev
The beam plasma tests were conducted in a 1.2 m by 5 m vacuum test
o facility using a SERTII thruster 9 as the source of discharge plasma. The
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actual test setup is shown in Figure 13. As suggested by this figure
the downstream plasma could communicate with the 1.2 m diameter liquid _
nitrogen cooled cylindrical liner and a radiation cooled target located
3 m downstream of the source. The liner was held at ground potential
during the tests, but the target potential could be maintained at various
values to simulate the range of beam potential variations observed during
the space tests.
The ion source used for the tests (a standard SERTII unit 9) was
modified to allow independent control and measurement of the main and
cathode flow rates. The only additional modification made to it concerned
the neutralizer which had been moved from its initial location near the
accel grid to a point 5 cm downstream of this grid and 5 cm outside of the
edge of the beam. The axis of the neutralizer cathode/keeper assembly was
also oriented parallel to the thruster axis rather than inclined relative r
to it as in the original design. For the test results reportedhere the
cathode and main flow rates totalled about 180 mAeq. with some adjustment "
in the relative distribution being used to achieve the discharge voltage
condition desired. The grids were kept shorted to ground except during
one test when they were biased to facilitate electron extraction from the
source. Whenthe neutralizer was operated the mercury flow rate to it,was
about 30 mAand the neutralizer keeper current was maintained at 0.2 A.
The facility pressure was maintained near 8 x 10-6 torr during the testing.
Plasma properties downstream of the source were measured using a
movable Langmuir which could be swept from the beam centerline either
through the neutralizer axis or opposite it out to a radius of 30 cm
(measured from the thruster axis). This probe could also be moved axially
from a plane within 5 cm of the accelerator grid to one about 30 cm downstream
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Figure13. Beam Plasma Test Configuration
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of it. The probe was fabricated using a spherical platinum sensor 2.2 mm
in diameter supported from the end of a quartz tube. Analysis of current/
8
voltage traces obtained from the probe was accomplished using a thick
sheath approach, This analysis assumes exponential current variation
with voltage in the retarding region of the probe trace and linear variation
in the accelerating region. The procedure is described in detail in
Appendix A. Plasma conditions within the discharge chamber were also
measured on occasion using a conventional cylindrical Langmuir probe. The
resultant traces were analyzed using a thin sheath probe analysis procedure! 0
In order to assure that currents flowing to and from the thruster,
neutralizer, tank, and target were reasonable these currents were measured
where possible. Figure 14 is a schematic of the test configuration showing
the various currents involved. The arrows on the figure show the direction
of net positive current flow -- a net e|ectron current would correspond to
electron flow in the opposite direction. All of the currents shown in the
figure were measured directly in the tests except the tank current (Itank)
which was determined by requiring zero net current flow to the beam plasma.
The conduct of tests concerning the beam plasma was accomplished by
establishing discharge chamber and neutralizer operating conditions and
allowing the system to stabilize for a few hours before collecting data.
Langmuir probe data were collected using an x-y plotter to record probe
current/voltage traces typically at four radial locations within the
thruster (5 mmupstream of the screen grid) and at six or more radial lo-
cations at each of three axial locations downstream of the accelerator
grid. Target bias could then be changed and data collection would be re-
peated. If discharge or neutralizer operating conditions were altered
they were allowed to stabilize before the collection of additional data.
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Results
Downstream Plasma Properties
The thruster was operated at discharge conditions close to those at
which Thruster #I (with the short between its grids) is operating in space
and the beam plasma was probed. Figure 15 shows these plasma properties
measured along the extension of the thruster centerline as a function of
axial position downstream of the grids at a discharge current (I D) and
voltage (VD) of 2.0 A and 38.4 V respectively and a main keeper voltage
(VK) of 10.6 V. The parameter in the figures is the target bias voltage
above tank ground and values of 40 V, 20 V, and -0.I V (floating) were
established during the tests• Probe measurements within the discharge
chamber showed the plasma potential was _37 V as suggested in the upper
graph. The mean discharge chamber plasma had a Maxwellian electron tempera-
ture and density of about 6 eV and 1.5 x I0 II cm-3 and a primary electron
energy and density of about 23 eV and 1 x I0 I0 cm-3. The data of Figure. 15
were obtained with the neutralizer off, but results obtained later with it
on suggested that its operation did not alter these results significantly.
Several observations can be made regarding Figure 15. First, the
downstream thruster potential tends to lie about I0 V above the target
potential and the temperature and density profiles do not appear to be
affected significantly by target bias. Second, the axial variations in
plasma potential and electron temperature are probably not significant to
within the accuracy of the measurements. The electron density does however
decrease rapidly with axial position probably because of expansion of the
plasma as suggested by Kerslake 8 During the course of the collection of
the data shown in Figure 15, the current collected by the target was
measured. No net electron current was drawn when the target was floating
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of course, but a current of 32 mAwas drawn at a target bias potential of
20 V and 54 mAwas drawn when the target was biased to 40 V. An ion _
current -- determined by the Bohmcondition at the screen grid -- of the
order of a few tens of milliamperes should be drawn out of the thruster
so the actual electron current to the target could be higher than the net
electron current by this amount.
The radial variation in the plasma properties of the thruster efflux
with a floating target is illustrated by the data of Figure 16. These data
were measured 20 cm downstream of the thruster with the neutralizer operating
at a potential 7 V below ground potential and skewing of the data is con-
sidered to be a result of neutralizer operation. Comparison of Figure 16
data with those of Figure 15 suggests that the plasma potential and electron
temperature data are in agreement but electron densities of Figure 16 are
somewhat lower than those of Figure 15. The reason for this is not apparent,
but the data for these two plots were obtained at different times and the
discharge voltage was about 2 volts lower when the data of Figure 16 were
obtained than it had been when the Figure 15 data were collected. This
discharge voltage did seem to influence the thruster efflux and it is be-
lieved that the variation in the discharge voltage caused the observed dif-
ference. The data of Figure 16 suggest that the plasma efflux from a source
operated with its grids at ground potential tends to spread quite rapidly.
This is suggested by the fact that the centerline plasma density decays
rapidly (Figure 15) and that the beam diameter has increased from about
15 cm at the grids to 40 to 50 cm in the data of Figure 16, taken _20 cm
further downstream. Comparing the radial spread of these data 20 cm down-
stream of the grids data with those of Thruster #2 operating in space
(with high voltage applied) 8 it appears that beam plasma is more highly
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columnated when the high voltage is on.
Effects of Neutralizer Operation
It was considered desirable to account for the various currents going •
to and from the neutralizer and the thruster operating without high voltage
to assure that all of these currents were reasonable and to facilitate an
examination of the effects of neutralizer bias potential (coupling volt-
age) on these currents. This latter effect was considered important be-
cause the coupling voltage had been varied in space tests.
Figures 17 and 18 show the effect of variations in neutralizer bias
on the currents defined in Figure 14. They suggest that a negative neutra-
lizer bias results in increased neutralizer emission and that most of this
emission goes to the vacuum tank. This would presumably correspond to in-
creased emission to the space plasma in space tests. Net electron emission
from the thruster is not affected greatly by this negative bias. Positive
neutralizer bias results in an increased emission from the thruster which
is collected by the neutralizer. The parameter on the curves is the target
bias which was varied from floating potential (near ground) to 20 V and
35 V. These variations in target potential do not seem to alter the quali-
tative description given above. Figure 19 shows the variation in neutralizer
keeper potential measured with respect to ground as coupling voltage is
varied. It is interesting to note that the neutralizer keeper becomes the
most positive surface in the test facility at -18 V, -12 V and -6 V coupling
voltages for the floating, 20 V and 35 V target potentials respectively.
Significant electron currents are not drawn from the thruster to the neutra-
lizer, however, until the coupling voltage reaches about 5 V. Review of
Figures 17 to 19 has suggested the following observations:
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• Neutralizer emission is not affected significantly by target
bias,
• The target seems to collect most of the thruster emission (even
when the neutralizer keeper is as much as 50 V positive of the
target), and
• Whenthe neutralizer is biased negative most of its emission
goes to the vacuum tank ground•
Operation of An lon Source as a Neutralizer
Initially one might conclude after considering the adverse potential
difference from the discharge plasma to the beam plasma of a source
operating with its grids at ground potential that electrons would not
escape through the grids• This would make the device useless as a neutra-
lizer, but Space tests have revealed that such a source works well in this
application. 8 The question of how electrons can escape from a discharge
plasma at _40 V into a beamplasma at about _20 V as observed in space
begs for an answer• In order to answer this question a series of tests
were run in which thruster discharge voltage was changed by adjusting the
discharge current or propellant flow rates• The data of Figure 20 were
obtained, for example, by varying the discharge current at a constant flow
rate condition. They suggest that an increase in the discharge-keeper
voltage difference results in an increase in the electron current from
the thruster and that this voltage difference must rise above a threshold
near 26 volts before net electron loss occurs• Since this discharge-keeper
II
voltage difference determines the primary electron energy it was
postulated that net electron current was given off by the thruster when
the primary electron energy was sufficient to overcome the potential dif-
ference between the discharge chamber and beam plasmas• Figure 21 shows
the plasma conditions for one typical operating condition where the net
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electron emission current from the thruster (ITH) is 164 mA. If the
proposed model were to be valid the primary electron energy (_p =
21.3 eV) would have to be greater than the discharge chamber-beam po-
" tential difference (_d - _b = 19.7 V) for this case where emission is
occurring. One can see that in this case the condition is indeed satis-
fied. It is also noteworthy that the electron density in the beam
(nb = 7.5 x 109 cm-3) is of the same magnitude as the discharge chamber
primary electron density (np= 16 x 109 cm-3) while the Maxwellian electron
density is much greater (nm = 120 x 109 cm-3). Since electron drift
velocities in the two regions should be of the same order, this too suggests
it is primary electrons that find their way into the beam plasma while dis-
charge chamber Maxwellian electrons having a temperature of several eV tend
to remain in the chamber. It is important to note at this point that the
uncertainty in primary electron energy and plasma potential measurements
is greater than the escaping electron energy (_p - [@d - @b]) being com-
• puted here. One can therefore do no better than to show that this energy
is near zero at low electron emission levels and substantially higher at
high emission levels. Table I contains plasma property data for a number
of operating conditions including the one corresponding to Figure 21. In
the first five cases given the emission is relatively low (near the thres-
hold) and the escaping electron energy (_p - [@d - @b]) is small. In the
last two cases the thruster was biased negative. This caused a large
electron emission current and a correspondingly high escaping electron
energy. In this case it is likely that substantial numbers of Maxwellian
electrons can also overcome the potential difference and contribute to
the net electron current.
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TABLE I
SERTII PLASMAPROPERTIES
Electron Max. Elec. Plasma Escaping
Thruster Emission Probing Temp Density Energy Density Potential Electron
Bias Cur. from Location T n _p np @ Energy
Voltage Thruster (eV) (cm-3) (eV) (cm-3) (V) (eV)
(V) ITH(a)
Beam 2.4 1.6xlOIo .... 14.9 +1.60 0.164 Chmbr 6.2 1.2xlO11 21.3 7.5xi09 34.6
Beam 2.2 5.Oxl09 .... 12.3
0 0 Chmbr 5.2 1.4xlO11 20.8 6.6xi09 33.6 -0.5
0 0.016 Beam 1.5 l.OxlOI° .... 9.4 -I 1
Chmbr 6.9 1.4xlO11 27.1 1.7xlOI° 37.6 "
0 0.84 Beam 1.8 1.4xlOI° .... 9.4 +I 1Chmbr 6.9 1.2xlO11 28.0 2.6xi0I° 36.3 "
Beam 2.9 8.7xi09 .... 14.4 +I 60 0 Chmbr 5.4 1.5xlO11 20.3 3.6xi09 33.7 "
-20 1.8 Beam 2.2 8.8xi09 .... 11.3 +19.5Chmbr 7.0 1.5xi0 zz 27.6 3.1xlO 9 19.4
-20 I.B Beam 6.2 6.0xlO 9 .... 17.4 +25 6Chmbr 6.6 1.5xlO 11 27.2 5.0xlO 9 19.0 •
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The effect of negative thruster bias (including both grids) on the
electron emission current is considered further in Figure 22. Relatively
small thruster bias voltages are seen to enable one to draw electron cur-
rents of the order of a few amperes. Discharge conditions were observed
to change suddenly when the bias voltage was in the -20 to -25 V range
between two distinct modes of operation as this figure suggests. The
high currents achieved here suggest that super-neutralizer operation as
proposed by Kerslake and Domitz would probably be most effective if the
grids were biased in this way.
Conclusions
When the discharge chamber of an ion thruster is operated with its
grids at ground potential both ions and electrons escape from it. The
electrons escaping seem to be mostly primary electrons which are the elec-
trons having a sufficiently high kinetic energy to overcome the adverse
- potential difference between the discharge and beam plasmas. If the
thruster is biased negatively so both primary and Maxwellian electrons
can overcome the potential hill between the discharge and beam plasmas
the electron current drawn from the thruster increases substantially.
Tests conducted with the thruster at ground potential suggest that
when the neutralizer is on, it can draw some electron current from the
thruster, provided it is maintained at a potential significantly above
thruster potential. The electron current drawn to the target from the
discharge chamber does not seem to be altered significantly because of
changes inneutralizer potential, and the neutralizer emission doesn't
seem to contribute to the net electron current drawn by the target at any
neutralizer potential.
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BAFFLEAPERTUREDESIGNSTUDY
\
John Brophy
Introduction
The use of a hollow cathode in place of an oxide cathode to increase
thruster operating lifetime requires, among other things, the addition of
a baffle to restrict the flow of electrons from the hollow cathode. This
separates the plasma into two distinct regions,12'13'14 __ the cathode
region and the main discharge region. The cathode region is defined as
the one containing the plasma that is outside of the hollow cathode but
inside the cathode pole piece/baffle assembly. Proper thruster operation
depends on the creation of primary electrons with sufficient energy to
ionize the neutral propellant atoms, yet not so great that they produce a
large number of doubly charged ions. For example, a hollow cathode, mercury
- ion thruster would typically operate with primary electrons having an energy
in the 20 to 30 eV range. The creation of these primary electrons is accomp-
lished by accelerating the electrons from the cathode region plasma into the
main discharge region through a potential difference occurring in the prox-
14
imity of the baffle aperture. Since the primary electrons constitute an
important aspect of electron bombardment thruster operation it is desirable
to understand the processes on going in the baffle aperture region. In the
past the design and optimization of the cathode pole piece/baffle assembly
has been accomplished by physically performing a number of parametric
variations.12'13'15'16 This procedure is both time consuming and expensive,
therefore it is desirable to minimize the number of variations required.
" The objective of this study has been to develop a theoretical model re-
lating the baffle aperture area to the magnetic field strength and plasma
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properties in this region, with the result that this model could be used
as an aid in thruster design. Extensive Langmuir probing was undertaken
to test the validity of the model. Much of the work accomplished under this
task has been reported in Reference (II) which is included in Appendix B.
What follows is an extension of that work reflecting somewhat different
assumptions in the model.
Apparatus and Procedure
All experiments pertaining to this study were carried out on a 14 cm
dia. radial field thruster. The thruster was equipped with the pole piece
assembly shown schematically in Figure 23. For these tests the cathode
pole piece outer diameter was held constant at 3.18 cm and the wall and
baffle plate thicknesses were both 0.32 cm. The magnetic baffle assembly
of Figure 23 provided separate control over the magnetic field strength in
the aperture through the use of a 12 turn magnetic baffle solenoid. The
magnetic coupling rods shown were made of soft iron and were of sufficient
cross section to assure that the magnetic flux through the rods was well
below the saturation point at the maximumsolenoid current. Control of
the magnetic field strength in the main discharge region was accomplished
through the use of 8 radially oriented electromagnets. Since the cathode
pole piece was part of the main thruster's magnetic circuit, increasing
the current through the radial magnets increased the magnetic field strength
in the aperture region as well as the main discharge region. However,
changing the field strength in the aperature by using the baffle solenoid
i
did not significantly change the magnetic field in the main discharge region.
Magnetic flux densities in the center of the aperture ranging from 9 x 10-4
to 120 x 10-4 tesla could be established using either the baffle or the
radial magnets.
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Figure 23. Cathode Pole Piece/Baffle Assembly
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The pole piece/baffle geometry of Fig. 23 was chosen for this study
because it tends to concentrate the magnetic field lines in the aperture
region. A plot of the magnetic flux density as a function of the radial
position measured from the thruster centerline through the aperture is
given in Fig. 24 for various values of radial electromagnet current (I R)
and baffle electromagnet current (IBAF). These magnetic field profiles
were taken through the midpoint of the gap and they do show that the mag-
netic field is quite peaked in the aperture region.
Two cylindrical Langmuir probes were used to measure the plasma
properties on each side of the aperture. The cathode region probe was a
0,076 cm diameter tantalum wire 0.076 cm long supported from a quartz tube
insulator, It was positioned at a radial distance approximately equal to
the keeper radius at the axial midpoint of the aperture gap. Because the
plasma properties in the cathode region are fairly uniform the positioning
of the cathode probe was not critical, but itwas placed fairly near the
centerline to assure that it was not'in the region of plasma heating. The
main discharge region probe was a 0.076 cm diameter tantalum wire 0.123 cm
long again supported from a quartz tube insulator. The positioning of both
probes can be seen in Figure 23, The main discharge region probe could
also be swept radially through the aperture and several measurements of
plasma properties as a function of the radial distance through the aperture
were made. The probe traces were analyzed using a computer program developed
I0
by Beattie.
Extensive plasma property measurements were made using the cathode
region and main discharge region probes over a wide range of operating con-
ditions. Three different baffle aperture areas were probed. A summary of
the values of the important variables for each test is listed in Table II.
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Table II
Test Conditions
w
Test Aperture Gap Main Cathode Arc Range of Peak Mag.
No. Area Spacing Flow Flow Cur. Flux Density in Gap
[m2] w[cm] Rate Rate [A] [10 -4 tesla]
[mAeq] [mAeq]
1 5.71xI0 -4 0.64 650 165 4.50 9-111
2 6.85xi0 -4 0.76 500 lO0 3.50 15'107
3 9.14xl 0-4 I. 02 500 1O0 3.50 13-88
4 9.14xi0 -4 1.02 400 80 3.50 13-100
The screen and accelerator grid voltages were held at +I000 V and
-500 V respectively for all tests. Before each test the aperture area
was set by adjusting the gap spacing. During the data collection the arc
current, cathode flow rate and main flow rate were maintained approximately
constant while the magnetic field strength in the aperture was varied by
changing the currents through the radial and baffle electromagnets, this
in turn caused the discharge voltage to change. At each field strength
setting two Langmuir probe traces were taken, one with the cathode region
probe and the other with the main discharge region probe. The parameters
describing the operating condition (arc current, arc voltage, beamcurrent
and keeper voltage) were also recorded.
Theory and Analysis
In a properly designed thruster two fields exist in the aperture
region which influence the electron diffusion process there. Oriented
across the aperture is a magnetic field and normal to it through the
aperture is a steady electric field. The following paragraph gives a
qualitative model proposed for the process of electron diffusion through
the aperture.
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The electrons which eventually form the discharge current are initially
thermal electrons in the cathode regions with a relatively low temperature
(_2 eV). They diffuse across the magnetic field lines under the influence
" of a potential gradient, a density gradient and a temperature gradient.
The electrons are accelerated by the electric field, and they diffuse across
the magnetic field lines by having collisions that change the position of
their guiding centers.17 The electrons lose little energy in these collisions
since they are primarily elastic collisions where the fractional energy lost
is of the order of the ratio of the electron mass to the mass of a neutral
particle. 18 It might also be that some type of plasma turbulence facilitates
this electron transport. The electrons continue to diffuse across magnetic
field lines and gain energy from the electric field until they reach an
energy at which inelastic collisions also become important. At this point
several things can happen. Someof the electrons might undergo additional
elastic collisions and escape from the aperture carrying with them the full
amount of the energy gained from the electric field, i.e., these electrons
leave as the so called primary electrons. Other electrons might undergo
inelastic collisions and lose a significant portion of the energy just gained
and leave the aperture region as thermal electrons.* This dumping of energy
through inelastic collisions in the aperture region could explain qualita-
tively why the plasma glows noticeably brighter in the baffle aperture
region than it does in the rest of the discharge chamber. Thus it appears
possible that the discharge current through the aperture consists of both
primary and Maxwellian electrons.
* Still other electrons might escape with their energy intact through the
interaction of some type of plasma turbulence so they may also become
o primaries.
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To derive a relationship between the baffle aperture area and the
magnetic field and plasma properties in this region one can best start
with the momentumequation 19
d_ _P + e(E + v x B) - _c mv . (I)m_- n
In this equation m and e are the electron mass and charge respectively,
n is the electron number density, P is the electron pressure, _ and
are the electric and magnetic field vectors respectively, vc is the
average electron collision frequency and _ is the average electron drift
velocity. For the case where the average drift velocity is small compared
to the electron thermal velocity and for steady state conditions Eqn. (I)
can be written
m
ne_V _P + _ x _ C -_- j = o. (2)e
Where the electron current _ = ne_ and plasma potential gradient _V = -E,
have been defined and incorporated into Eqn (2). Now if a coordinate
system that has its axes everywhere parallel or perpendicular to the
magnetic field is defined, Eqn (2) can be written in component form as,
m_c
Normal to _: env_V - v_P - jo B e J± = 0 (3a)(radial)
. mYc
Parallel to B: env V,,- v,,P - T j" = 0 (3b)
m_c
Azimuthal: env0V - VBP + j_B e JO = 0 (3c)
Where the subscripts_, u and 9 refer to the normal, parallel and
azimuthal directions with respect to the magnetic field vector. For the
experimental configuration here, these directions are defined in Figure 23.
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Assuming there are no potential or pressure gradients in the azimuthal
direction Eqn. (3b) becomes,
Ju = 0 . (4)
Therefore, there is no net current flow parallel to the magnetic field.
Equations (3a & b) can be solved simultaneously for the components of the
current in azimuthal and normal directions to give,
Jo - Be jz , (5)
m_c
_c e
T [nev_V - vzP]
Jz - + (6)
_Cz mB2
The quanity mB_ eBmis the electron cyclotron frequency. These equations
are essentially the same as those given by Wells.14 It can be seen from
Eqn. (5) that if there is a current across the magnetic field lines from the
main to cathode discharge region (j_) then there must also be a current in
the azimuthal direction (jo).
Equation (6) can be written in terms of the classical coefficient for
electron diffusion across magnetic field lines Dc as,
: rneZ V_V eJ_ DC LkT kt _xP] (7)
where,
_c
Dc - mkT[VcZ + mBZ] • (8)
Plasma oscillations leading to potential gradients in the azimuthal
direction have been proposed as a mechanism for Bohmdiffusion. However,
we shall assume here that there are no steady state potential gradients,
while maintaining that Bohmdiffusion is still possible.
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Nowassuming the electron velocity distribution is Maxwellian, the electron
pressure is related to the number density and temperature by,
P = n kT (9)
so that Eqn. (7) becomes,
[ ne2 en T]Jz = DC kTV_V - evzn - _--_ (I0)
d
Finally, making the notation change vz ._-_- Eqno(lO) can be written,
[ne 2 dV dn en dT]j_ = DCLk T _-_- e r T r ' (ll)
The diffusion coefficient that appears in Eqn. (II) is that obtained from
classical diffusion theory and is defined in Eqn. (8). For magnetic field
strengths such that
mB
-->> 1 (12)
v c
which is typical of the aperture region, the classical diffusion coefficient
becomes,
kT mvc
DC - e2B2 (13)
However, it has been found that a diffusion coefficient proportional to
B-I correlates better with experimental results obtained in ion thrusters.20
This diffusion coefficient, first proposed by Bohm,21 may be written as,
_ kT
DB 16eB (14)
At this point in the analysis it was necessary to determine what form
of the diffusion coefficient should be used. (i.e. whether Bohmor classical
diffusion applies through the baffle aperture.) An attempt was made to
determine experimentally an average value for the diffusion coefficient
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through the aperture. To do this Eqn. (I0) was solved for the electron
diffusion coefficient across magnetic field lines to give,
[ ne2 dv _ en d_-r-]I'D_ = j kT dr dr T (15)
The diffusion coefficient appropriate to the experimental apparatus can be
determined from Eqn. (15) provided the derivatives on the right hand side
of this equation can be determined experimentally. The information required
as input to this equation was obtained for a few cases by measuring the
plasma properties at several radial positions through the aperture with a
Langmuir probe. An example of the results obtained by doing this are given
in Fig. 25 where the plasma potential is plotted as a function of radial
position. This type of extensive data collection provides good approximations
to the derivatives required by Eqn. (15). However, the amount of work re-
quired to implement this procedure over a wide variety of test conditions
is prohibitive. The derivatives were therefore approximated as the change
in the property through the aperture divided by the distance over which the
change occurred, that is, the derivative dV/dr was approximated by AV/Ar,
etc. A typical example of the approximation of the potential gradient is
shown in Fig. 25 as the dashed line. The approximation is seen to be fairly
good and is typical of the results obtained for other test conditions. At
very low magnetic flux densities (less than _20xlO-4 tesla) in the aperture
this method tends to overestimate in the value of the derivative and this
artificially lowers the calculated diffusion coefficient slightly. This
is not a serious problem however since the magnetic field in the aperture
of a normally operating thruster is generally well above this value. The
advantage of this procedure is that it enables the experimenter to obtain
satisfactory results with only two Langmuir probe measurements at each
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Figure25. TypicalPlasma PotentialProfileThroughAperture
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operating condition. With these approximations Eqn. (15) takes the form,
ne AV _ en ATI-I (16)" D_= j kT r Ar T -rJ
where the distance Ar is taken to be equal to the aperture gap size w.
The gap size is the distance from the downstream end of the cathode pole
piece to the baffle plate (Fig. 23). It was assumed that the length of
significant magnetic flux density through which the electrons had to diffuse
to escape into the main discharge region was approximately the same as the
distance over which the changes in plasma properties occurred. _rther,
it was assumed that this length of significant magnetic flux density was
equal to the gap size. This led finally to the condition that the quantities
Ar in Eqn. (16) are approximately equal to the gap size w
It must now be decided what values for the density (n) and temperature
(T) should be used in Eqn. (15) since both of these quantities change as one
passes through the aperture. Two different methods of assigning these
parameters were investigated.
The first method assigns average values to the density and temperature
through the aperture. These averages were defined according to the follow-
ing equations,
n +n
_ c m (17)
navg 2
1 e
T + i-o(9Tm+ k cp)
Tavg = c
(18)
2
where the subscripts"c" and "m" refer to the cathodeand main discharge
regionsrespectivelyand Cp is the primaryelectronenergy in eV. The
This assumesthat the potential,densityand temperaturechangesall
" occur over the same size distance. Howeverthis isn't necessarilythe
case and a bettercalculationof the diffusioncoefficientcould be made
if the distanceover which each propertychange occurredwas known.
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average temperature was defined in the manner described by Eqn. (18) in
an attempt to account for the presence of primary electrons at the main
discharge side of the aperture.
The second method is based on an assumption suggested by Kaufman and
Robinson. 22 The assumption is essentially that in traversing through the
aperture from the cathode region to the main discharge region the density
change occurs first while the potential and temperature are constant and
then the potential and temperature changes occur while the density is
constant.
Depending on which method is used Eqn. (16) becomes,
Method I: D_ = j Fe_navg AVA____ enavq _AT]-1
(Ig)
LkTavg ar Tavg
°Fe2nm AV An enm AT1-1
Method 2: D_ : ar _r Tc Ar] (20)
e
By utilizing the experimental data obtained in tests conducted with the
test appartus described previously it should now be possible to determine
diffusion coefficients from Eqns. (17) and (18) which are appropriate to
the two methods which have been described. Diffusion coefficients evaluated
in this way will be given later, but it is necessary to note now that the
experimentally determined coefficients are better described by a Bohmmodel
of the form
kT (21)DB = 16eB_ "
The coefficient _ and the temperature T appearing in this expression will
take on different values for the two methods, but the theoretical development
continues in basically the sameway.
Substituting Eqn. (21) for the diffusion coefficient in Eqn. (II)
yields,
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kT ne2 dV _ edn en dTJ : _16eB kT dr d-_ T (22)
which can be rearranged to obtain
" _16jBdr = endV - kT dn - kndT . (23)
Integrating Eqn. (23) over the diffusion depth as suggested by Kaufman
22
and Robinson yields,
16_ I jBdr : e I ndV - k I Tdn - k I ndT . (24)
Assuming now that there is negilible electron production in the aperture
region so that the current is constant, the current density can be written
as,
j(r) = I (25)
where A(r) is the area as determined by the magnetic field line at a
distance r from the origin from which the electrons find immediate access
to the main discharge region. For the particular pole piece geometry
being considered experimentally here, the area A(r) is essentially constant
through the aperture region so that Eqns. (24) and (25) combine to give,
16 _ I f Bdr
A : . (26)
e I ndV - k I Tdn - k I ndT
In this equation _A tl represents the area which the electrons can flow
through just as they reach the critical field line which takes them into
the main discharge region. For the geometry studied experimentally here
it also corresponds to the physical area of the aperture. Equation (26)
then is thedesired theoretical relationship between the aperture area and
the magnetic field strength and plasma properties through the gap. In
order to calculate the aperture area from Eqn. (26) the integrals in the
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denominatoron the right hand sideof the equationmust be evaluated.
This can be done using eitherof the two methodsdiscussedpreviously.
Resultsand Discussion
It was consideredimportantin this study to determinethe diffusion
coefficientthat seemed to describethe electronflow throughthe baffle
most accurately. This was done by computingthe diffusioncoefficientfrom
Eqns. (19 and 20) using experimentallydeterminedplasmapropertydata. The
resultsobtainedusing Eqn. (20) (Method2) to determinethe diffusion
coefficientare given in Figure26 where this coefficientis plottedagainst
the magneticflux densityin the aperture. In this case it is apparentthat
the experimentaldiffusioncoefficientagreeswith Bohm theory (Eqn.21)
withoutthe need for any correctionfactor (_ = l). The diffusioncoefficient
determinedfrom Eqn. (20) agreedwith Eqn. (21) for _ = l to within an average
of about 30%. For Methodl the correctionfactor(_) was determinedby di-
vidingthe Bohm diffusioncoefficient(Eqn. 21) by Eqn. (19) for all of the
test results. This ratio determinesthen for each case what correctionfactor
is needed to make the Bohm diffusioncoefficientagree with Eqn. (19). This
correctionfactoris plottedagainstthe magneticfield strengthat the
centerof the aperturein Fig.27, where the averageand standarddeviation
are indicatedby the solid and dashedlines respectively.This figureshows
that the coefficienttakes on a constantvalue of 2.6 to with _ 35% over all
test conditions. Regardlessof the method used in the work the predictions
of the classicaldiffusiontheorywere at least an order of magnitudetoo
low. Thereforeit appearsthat eitherMethod l or 2 could be used to model
the electrondiffusionthroughthe aperture,althoughMethod 2 would seem
preferableon the groundsthat it doesn'trequirethe correctionfactorused
in Method I.
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It is noteworthy to point out here that the dominant reasons why the
factor of 2.6 is needed in Method 1 while it is not in Method 2 is that
Method 2 employs the cathode electron temperature in the Bohmdiffusion
- expression (Eqn. 21) while Method 1 employs the average temperature and
the mean value of the ratio of these two temperatures is about 2.6.
Aperture Area Determined Using Method 1
As described previously, this method assigns average values to the
plasma properties through the aperture. It also requires the use of the
correction factor _ so that the aperture area is given by,
16 _ I f Bdr
a : (28)
e I ndV- k I Tdn - k I ndT
The use of average quantities allows the integrals in the denominator of
Eqn. (28) to be approximated as,
" _ndV = navg AV
_Tdn : T An (29)
. avg
fndT ~ navg AT
where n and T are defined in Eqnso (17) and (18) respectively.avg avg
Therefore we can write Eqn. (28) as,
16 _ I _Bdr
a = (30)
en AV - kT An - kn AT
avg avg avg
Finally for the geometry of the pole piece used in this study it was pos-
sible to make the following approximation for the integral of the magnetic
field through the aperture,
. _Bdr = BmidAr (31)
where Bmid is the magnetic flux density at the midpoint of the aperture
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and ar is the aperturegap w. To determinethe validityof this approxi-
mation both the integraland the approximationwere evaluatedfor several
experimentalcases. The resultsare shown for fBdr plottedagainst
BmidAr in Fig. 28. In evaluatingthe integral,the integrationis assumed
to take placeover the distancefrom the centerlineof the cathodeto the
criticalmagneticfield line. There is some difficultyhoweverin knowing
exactlythe locationof the criticalmagneticfield line. For this reason
the magneticfield integralswere evaluatedup to the two differentlimits
shown in Fig. 24 which were observedfrom iron filingsmaps to bracketthe
rangeof uncertainty. The resultsof these calculations(Figure28) suggest.
that the approximationof Eqn. (31) is sufficientlyaccuratefor this work.
Certainlyit is accurateto within the uncertaintyfor determiningthe loca-
tion of the criticalmagneticfield line. With this approximationthen
Eqn. (28)can be writtenas,
16 _ I BmidAr
A = . (32)
enavgaV- kTavgAn- knavgaT
In an effort to make Eqn. (32) easierto apply for someonedesigninga
thrusterit was noticedthat to a first approximationthe ratio enavgaV/
kT An was constant. This constancyis discussedin some detail in
avg
ReferenceII. Its averagevalue was very close to 4 and was constantto
within _46%. Thereforeone can use the approximation,
kTavganz ¼ enavgAV , (33)
The data also show that the temperaturegradientterm (knavgaT)contributes
a negligibleeffect in Eqn. (32) so it can be rewritten
16_ I Bmidar
A ~ 5 (34)
enavgAV
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To test Eqn. (34)experimentallythe plasmapropertieson both sidesof
the aperturewere measuredfor a wide varietyof magneticfield strengths
in the gap for three differentapertureconfigurationsdescribedin Table II.
The resultsof these tests are given in Reference(ll) were the aperture
\
area calculatedfrom Eqn. (34) is plottedagainstthe magneticflux density
at the centerof the gap. These resultsare summarizedin Fig. 29 where
the mean valuesand standarddeviationsof the areas calculatedusing
Eqn. (34) are plottedagainstthe measuredapertureareas. The mean cal-
culatedvaluesare observedto be relativelyclose to the actualareas
althoughstandarddeviationsof as high as 45% are observedin some of the
data.
ApertureArea DeterminedUsing Method2.
This methodmakes use of the assumption22 that in going throughthe
aperturethe densitychangeoccurs firstwhile the potentialand temperature
are constantand then the potentialand temperaturechangewhile the density
is constant. Experimentalmeasurementof plasmapropertiesthroughthe
aperture,of which Fig. 30 is an example,suggestthat this is probablyan
acceptableassumptionalthoughthe physicalbasis for this behavioris not
apparent. Ideallythe densitychange shouldoccur at lesserradii for the
assumptionto be completelyvalid. Using this assumptionthe integralsin
the denominatorof Eqn. (27) can be approximatedto give,
16 I fBdr
A = (35)
enmaV - kTcAn - kn ATm
Now if the approximationof Eqn. (31) is used Eqn. (35) becomes,
16 I BmidarA = . (36)
en AV - kT An - kn AT
m c m
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The data collectedin the tests of Table II has been used in this equation
to determinethe calculatedaperturearea. The mean valuesof these cal-
culatedareas along with standarddeviationsobtainedfrom severaltens of
tests at the varioustest conditionsof Table II is plottedagainst
measuredaperturearea in Fig. 31. The circularsymbolscorrespondto
the resultsobtainedusing Eqn. (36)as written. The differencein tempera-
tures,AT, requiredas inputto the equationwas taken as the differencein
Maxwelliantemperatureacrossthe aperturein this case. The squaresymbols
correspondto the resultsobtainedneglectingthe temperaturegradientterm.
Clearlythe temperaturegradientterm, definedin this manner,exhibitsa
small effect. The correlationobtainedbetweenthe calculatedand measured
valuesusing Method 2 is about as good as that obtainedwith MethodI.
Equation(35)can also be used to solve for the value of the magnetic
field integralrequiredto effectoperationat a specifiedaperturearea
given the plasma propertieson either sideof the gap, the currentflow ,
throughthe apertureand its area. To facilitatecalculationof this
quantityEqn. (35)was solvedfor the integralto yield,
en AV - kTcan - knmAT
fBdr = m . (37)
16 (I/A)
The magneticfield integralcalculatedfrom Eqn. (37) is plottedagainst
the measuredintegraldeterminedusing BmidAr,in Fig.32. The dashed line
representsa linearleast squarescurve fit of the data and the line of
perfectcorrelationis indicatedby the solid line. Again the agreement
betweencalculatedand measuredvaluesas indicatedby the proximityof
these two lines is quite good. Figure32 does show howeverthat there is
" considerablescatterin the actualdata about the mean values represented
by the lines.
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Conclusions
I. The diffusionof electronsthroughthe apertureregioncan be described
by some form of the Bohm diffusioncoefficient. The form of the dif-
fusioncoefficientwhich agreeswith experimentalresultsdependson how o
the values for the plasmaparametersin the apertureare assigned. If
averagevaluesare used, then a correctionfactorof 2.6 must be applied
to the Bohm diffusioncoefficientto make it agree with the experimental
results. However,if the assumptionsof Method2 are made then the
Bohm diffusiontheoryagreeswith the experimentswithoutthe need for
a correctionfactor.
2. Classicaltheoryunderestimatesthe diffusioncoefficientby at least
an order of magnitude.
3. Given the magneticfield and plasmapropertiesin the apertureregion
as inputsto the theory,calculatedapertureareas agreedwith measured
values to withinan accuracyof about _45% for bothmethods.
4. It is also possibleto calculatethe magneticfield integralthrough
the aperturerequiredto effectoperationat a given currentlevel for
a given aperturearea and specifiedplasma properties.
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APPENDIXA
SPHERICALPROBETRACEANALYSlS
Graeme Aston
8
Plasma conditions inside the ion source used for the screen hole sheath
study and the region downstream of the SERT II thruster with high voltage off
are such that the Debye length at typical operation conditions is approxi-
mately 0.5 mmor greater, This fairly large Debye length necessitates the
use of a thick sheath Langmuir probe analysis, For both studies spherical
probes are used. A typical spherical probe trace obtained in these studies
is shown in Figure A-I. This probe trace may be analyzed in the following
way.
In the electron retarding region the electron current to the probe
is given by
- Ln I = AV + B . (A-I)
While in the saturation region the electron current for a thick sheath
spherical probe is described by
I = CV + D (A-2)
Substituting Eqn. A-2 into Eqn. A-I and rearranging gives
cI = (D - ) +_ Ln I. (A-3)
Here, A is the inverseof the electrontemperature(eV)which may be ob-
tained from the slope of a plot of the retardingregion of the trace on
semiloggraph paper. Also, C is the slope of the saturationregion of
the original probe trace,which is linear and is a measure of the con-
ductanceof the plasma. Both B and D may be obtainedonce A and C are
known by solvingEqns. (A-l) and (A-2) at any current-voltagepoint in each
8O
region of the original probe trace. Having found the constants A, B, C
and D the transcendental Eqn. (A-3) may be solved iteratively to obtain
the electron saturation current Isa t and either Eqn. (A-I) or (A-2) may
be used to give the plasma potential Vp. These results may be used to
determine the electron density ne, by using the following equations.
In the retarding region
12 Isa t
n = 2.969 x I0 m-3 (A-4)
e aZT_--
e
In the saturation region
T/f-
n = 2.969 x 1012 • C ---_-e m-3 (A-5)
e a2
Here, T is the Maxwellian electron temperature in eV, while a is thee
probe radius in meters. The values of electron density computed from
Eqns. (A-4) and (A-5) agree to within 20% in data analyzedto date.
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Figure A-I. Typical Thick Sheath Spherical Probe Trace
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APPENDIXB
Results obtained during the past year under the subject grant which
were reported at the
Princeton/AIAA/DGLR 14th
International Electric
Propulsion Conference,
Paper 79-2054 - Plasma Property and Performance Prediction for
Mercury lon Thrusters
Paper 79-2056 - Studies on an Experimental Quartz Tube Hollow
Cathode
Paper 79-2060 - Electron Diffusion through the Baffle Aperture of
a Hollow Cathode Thruster
Paper 79-2062 - A Model for Nitrogen Chemisorption in lon Thrusters
Paper 79-2114 - The Screen Hole Plasma Sheath of an lon Accelerator
System
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PLASMAPROPERTYAND PERFORMANCEPREDICTION
FORMERCURYIONTHRUSTERS*
GlenR. Longhurst**and PaulJ. Wilburt
ColoradoStateUniversity
•. FortCollins,Colorado80523
Abstract V Volume of ion productionregion (m3) _
v Velocity (m/s)
The discharge chambers of mercury ion thrusters W Electron kinetic energy per Maxwellian
are modelled so the principaleffects and processes electron (J)
which.governdischarge plasma propertiesand z Axial location in cylindricalgeometry (m)
thruster performanceare described. The conserva- z' Axial location along magnetic field line (m)
tion.relationsfor mass, charge and energy when F Particle flux (m2s)-I
applied to the Maxwellianelectron populationin n Propellantutilizationfraction
the ion productionregion yield equations which may e Azimuthal location in either coordinate
be made one-dimensionalby the proper choice of system (radian)
coordinates. Solutions to these equationswith the ea Angle betweenmagnetic field and anode (radian)
appropriateboundary conditionsgive electron u First adiabatic invariant (J/T)
density and temperatureprofileswhich agree rea- _ Effectiveelectron collision frequency (s)-I
sonably well with measurements. It is then possible u Ionizationfrequency per Maxwellianelectron
to estimate plasma propertiesfrom thruster design i (s)_I
data and those operating parameterswhich are di- PD Discharge loss in ion production region {ev/ion)
rectly controllable. By varying the operating o Reaction cross section (m2)
parameter inputs to the computer code written to • Primaryelectron thermalizationrate per Max-
solve these equations, performancecurves are ob- wellian electron (s)-I
tainedwhich agree quite well with measurements. Te Effectiveperiod between electron collisions (s)
€ Grid open area fraction
Nomenclature _ cyclotron frequency (radian/s)
A Surface area (m21 Subscripts
B Magnetic flux density (T)
D Electron diffusivity (mZ/s) a Anode or virtual anode
d Diameter (m) ag Acceleratorgridb Upstream end or baffle regionE Electron kineticenergy (j)
e Electron charge (I.6 x lO-19 coul) B Bohm
Fz Divergencedrift force in z' direction (N) c Cathode or cathode region' v ontrolvolume
f Maxwellian electron velocity distribution e Electron
function i Ion
g Maxwellianelectron energy distribution j Index pertainingto state before a collision
function k Keeper
I Electric current (A) L Larmor
K Electron thermalconductivity (w/m) m Maxwellianelectron
k Boltzmann'sconstant (I.38 x tO-23 J/°k) n Pertainingto neutral propellant
L Axial length of discharge chamber (m) p Primaryelectron
M Particle Mass (kg) s Plasma sheath
N Number of particles in control volume sg Screen grid
n Particle number density (m-3) x pertaining to electron collection
P Reaction rate factor for primary electrons _ Atom
(m3/s) B Beam
p Pressure (Pa) € Plasma
Q Reaction rate factor for Maxwellian electrons + Single ion
(m3/s) ++ Double ion
q Ion charge (coul.) _ Perpendicularto magnetic field
R Radius (m) 0 Referencelocation
r Radial location in cylindricalgeometry (m) z Neutralground state mercury
r' Radial location in magnetic field geometry (m) 2 63P0 metastable state mercury
T Temperature (°k) 3 63pz metastable state mercury
t Time (s) _ 62S_ singly ionized state mercury
V Potential (V) s 5IS_ doubly ionized state mercury
6 Lumped state mercury
• Work performedunder NASA Grant NGR-06-O02-112.
Superscripts
•* Research Assistant, Dept. of Mechanical Engineer-
ing, presentlyat EG&G Idaho, Idaho Falls, Idaho. i Index pertainingto state after a collision
• Averaged over control volume
t Professor, Dept. of MechanicalEngineering,
Member AIAA.
Copyright©American Institute of Aeronautics and 1
Astronautics, Inc., 19"/9. All rights reserved.
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Introduction )IIThe investigationof ion thrusterperformance ' ANODE_J '
and the phenomenaand conditionsgoverningit has iI
beenongoingfor manyyears. Perhapsthe most VIRTUAL ,i
significantinsightsto this_roblemweregivenby
Knauer,et al."and by Masek._ Subsequentmodels CRITICALFIELD ml
- to calculatethrusterperformancehavereliedto a ml
largeextenton estin_tesor measurementsof one
or moreplasmaproperties.The needfor a rela- l
tivelysimple,tractablemodelwhichcan provide II
° plasmapropertYand thrusterperformancedatafrom ml
onlythoseparameterscontrolledirectlyby the
,Ithrusterdesigneror operatorhasmotivatedthis
investigation. 'l
o 'I
Whatfollowsis an analysisof the discharge --'_
in termsof the processeswhichappearto govern
it. Theseprocessesare evidentmainlythrough
theireffectson plasmaproperties.Becauseof ii
uncertaintiesattendantin reducingLangmuirprobe
datafromwhichthesepropertiesare determined,
it is appropriateto neglectmanyminoreffects
in theanalysisand concentrateon the firstorder _I
o effects. Beforeapplyingthe conservationlawsto
obtainthe predictivequations,the factorscon-
tributingto theseeffectswillbe discussed. _l
Ion ProductionRegion
It has beenobserved3'4'5thatvirtuallyall
of the ionizationin the dischargechamberis done
withinthe regionboundedby the surfaceof revo-
lutionof the innermostmagneticfieldlineto FigureI. TypicalIonThruster
intersect he anode. Thatregionis therefore MagneticFieldConfiguration_
calledthe ion productionregion. It is shown
schematicallyin Fig.I. The magneticsurface
formingthe lateralboundaryof the ionproduction 63P0and 63P2metastable,62S½singleion 51So
" regionis calledthevirtualanodebecauseelec- doubleionatomicstateswillexistin any signifi-
tronsdiffusingacrossthemagneticfieldof the cantdensitiesin a mercuryplasmadischarge.The
ion productionregionare collectedwithhigh transitionsbetweenthestatesconsideredin this
' probabilityverysoonaftertheybecomeboundto analysisare illustratedschematicallyby linesin
° guidingcenterson or outsidethatsurface. The Fig.2. Linesextendingto thewallsand backto
fieldlineslabelled"criticalfieldlines"in the 61S0statesymbolizede-excitationreactions
Fig.I are thosewhosesurfacesof revolutionde- occurringat thewalls.
fine that regionof the dischargeto whichthe
primaryelectronscomingfromthe cathodehave DISCHARGE CHAMBER WALL'-_
directaccesswithoutthe needof collisionsor /
drifts. VIRTUAL ANOD_,_./ I
J I
The ion productionregionis the control
volumefor energy,massand chargebalances.Be-
foreperformingthosebalances,however,consider I
themacroscopicnatureof particlebehaviorsin
thisregion. Propellantatomsentereither m
throughthe cathodechamberor by diffusionacross l
the virtualanode. Becauseatomdensitiesare low l
and theirmeanfreepathsare large,theyare
assumedto be nearlyuniformlydistributedand
to havea Maxwellianvelocitydistributionfunc- BEAM
tionat the temperatureof the thrusterwalls. RRENT
Propellantatomsleavethe ionproductionregion
eitherby beingconvertedto ionsor by drifting
out throughthe grids. Atomswhichare excitedby
electronbombardmento otherthanionicor meta-
stablestatesare assumedto de-exciteimmediately _ _mDS_I
by photonemissionto theneutralgroundstate.
, Metastableand groundionicstateatomsare as- _ I
sumedto eithertravelacrossthe discharge
chamberto the thrustersurfaces,wheretheyde-
exciteto groundstateneutralatoms,or to the Figure2. Schematicof importantmass
gridapertureswheretheyare lost. It is be- flowsand atomictransitions
" lieved° thatonlythe61S0groundstateneutral, in mercuryion thrusters.
Primary electronsenter the ion production lines within the ion productionregion. The corre-
region from the cathode or cathode chamber plasma lation betweenmagnetic field lines and lines of ._
at an energy correspondingto the difference be- constant Maxwellian electron temperature(obtained
tween main discharge plasma potentialand either by linear interpolationof publisheddata) is shown
cathode potentialor cathode plasma potentialde- in Fig. 4 _or the SEnT II and Axial Field
pending on the design. In the latter case where a thrusters,i This correlationis important because
cathode chamber is used, the cathode plasma is as-
sumed to be near keeper potential. Provided the Iregion defined by the critical field lines in Fig. 1
lies wholly within the ion productionregion, the .___ .7 Ientire cathode or primaryelectron currentmay be "'_ _
assumed to enter the ion productionregion. It is ------I Ifurtherassumed that all the primary electrons _--_6 I
equilibratewith the Maxwellianelectrons before I --_----_5_ Ileaving the ion productionregion. The slowing or
thermalizationof primary electrons constitutesone I _;_--------_"_'_-_'-_- I
distributed source of Maxwellian electrons. The I f _3 _I
other source, also distributedspatially, is de- I ,'_m_"'_ I _" ,|
rived from the ionizationbeing done. As a result
of the plasma being substantiallypositive in Q)AXIALFIELD ANODE
potential with respect to most thruster surfaces rCATHOD_ II ----_
except the anode, very few electrons leave the ion icHAMBER U ..... ----.J.._production region except by diffusing across the
virtual anode surface. They are then collected _ _'_-_
quickly from a fairly thin plasma layer near this \ _-____. ,=_surface. Collection over a thin anode segment is _
suggested by anode melting patterns and current I .__-_=__ \
measurementsto segmentedanodes on Beatties' ! _-'---__ 6
cusped field thruster'_ Reader/ als° f°und that ---'_'-_____-_-- 1
anode length did not significantlyalter performance _ __ \\\ /provided the location of the anode-virtual an de _ .--_-_.
intersectionwas not altered, again suggesting the ' ANODE '_
localized collection of electrons. It is assumed b) DIVERGENTFIELD(SENT_)
that all the electrons collected by the anode are
Maxwellian. _ CONSTANTMAXWELL_N
TEMPERATURE[eV)
Plasma Properties ---- MAGNETICFIELDLINES
A survey of plasma property data from the dis-
charge chambers of a number of different thruster Figure4. Correlationof Maxwellian
configurations1'4'5'8'9 suggests certain generali- electron temperaturecontours
zations regarding plasma properties. These are with magnetic field lines-
of-force.illustratedby the SERT.II plasma property data of
Fig. 3 taken by Peters.4 Perhaps most significant
is that Maxwellian electron temperaturehas been it assures that electrons have relativelyunre-
foundlO to be nearly constant along magnetic field stricted motion along field lines. This allows the
one-dimensionalizationof the transport equations.
Also of interest are the observed absence of pri-
!- I _ !if __, mary electrons outside the ion production region
i and the uniformityof primary electron energy within
,2 that region. This is significantbecause it indi-
cates that primary electrons are able to move outside
the region bounded by the critical field line
'I_I_'_._j..._j/_*,._o__." _ surfaces (Fig. l) without losing energy to colli-_ _ - i _._ _,oo . sions. The details of the scatteringare not under-• stood presently. Next, it is noted that to a
%_,o_.. I_" t__,j_**' first approximation the primary and Maxwellian
"_,_°_ _)'_._'_ -_o__,,_'(o__ _ electron density profiles are nearly the same•%_,.O_oo,,,_ shape. Consideringthe difficultyassociatedwith
_ _ "*' obtainingprimary electron data from probe traces,
• _4
_, _ c_,%, it appears justifiableto assume that the ratio of
I_'_i i i_1 _=--J\_- o.[l_[_I"_-'_" _,_ _ _ primary-to-Maxwellianelectron densities is aconst nt. This assumptiongreatly simpli-
'fJw/_v/J\_f_-_,___/_._j_.._,_o.__* _._/__'/Y_---- fies calculations. Finally, it is observed that
_-' _ _ _ ]_ _ spatial
o _ Maxwellian electron density, and thereforetotal
_.._ T_#, charged particle density, is very low outside the
.%_o,_,_ -%._,_ ion productionregion. This appears to be a re-
•_ _ sult of the combined effectsof ion acceleration -
to the Bohm velocity at or near the virtual anode
surface3 and the rapid collection of electrons
outside the ion production region. It appears toFigure 3. Plasma property profiles for
the SEnT II Thruster. be the latter process which brings about the .
former. Having made these generalizationsand
3
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assumptions regardingplasma propertiesand the where k is the Boltzmann constant. It has been
processesongoing in the thruster, the control foundl2,13,14 however, that a better model for
volume of the ion productionregion will now be diffusion in bombardmention thrusters is the Bonm
quantitativelyanalyzed. Units will be SI unless mndel qiven by
stated otherwise, k T
_ m
DB 16 eB (4)
Mass and Charqe Conservation Eq. (4) was determinedempiricallyrather than de-
rived and fits most experimentaldata within aIf electric fields within the ion production factor of two or three. It will be used here as
region are ignored, the diffusion of the electrons calculated from the local magnetic flux density
within that control volume is given by B and the Maxwellian electron temperatureaveraged
over the ion productionregion volume, T_. Using
_'e= - D • vne (I) this single temperatureis arbitrary,but because
of the approximateway in which Eq. (4) models the
where Fe is a vector electron flux, and D is a electron diffusionand also becauseof the simplifi-
tensor describing the diffusivityof electrons cation it affords, it is deemed acceptable.
which havedensity ne. This equationmay be re-
duced to one-dimensionalform. It was noted pre- It is noted at this point that if the effective
viously that electrons appear to have relatively collision frequencyper electron _ in Eq. (3) is
unrestrictedmotion along magnetic field lines and taken to be one sixteenth the electron cyclotron
that becauseof plasma sheath effects there is frequencyme where
virtually no net transportof electrons in the di- _ e B
- (5)rectionof those field lines within the ion pro- We M
duction region except at the virtual anode surface, e
Now let the local coordinatesystem r', o, z' be
defined such that at every location in the ion then Eqs. (3) and (4) become identical. Use will
productionregion the unit vector z' is tangent to be made of this observationlater.
the local magnetic field, e is the azimuthal unit
vector in a plane perpendicularto the thruster The mass continuityrelation for the Maxwellian
axis and r' is away from the thruster axis and electrons requires that
mutually perpendicularto e and z'. This is
representedin Fig. 5. The assumptionof no net v • Fm =nm (vi + T) (6)
__ where the right hand side of Eq. (6) represents the
rate per unit volume at which Maxwellianelectrons
are added to the population. The first term in
. -GRIDS parentheses_i is the rate per Maxwellian electron
at which electronsare added due to the ionization
process in any region of the control volume. The
rate per Maxwellianelectron at which primaryelec-
CATHODE trOns are thermalizedis _. The quantity _i is
• CHAMBER given by
i j:l nm j Q-MAGNETIC
FIELD LINES where the summation implied is over the number of
atomic states which are present in the control
volume and which may be ionized. It is assumed
3 2
that 61S0, 63P0, 6 P2 and 6 S½ are the only such
Figure 5. Definitionof local unit states and that each gives up a single Maxwellian
vectors r', e and z'. electron in the ionization reaction. Those re-
electron motion along field lines togetherwith actionsare_characterized_by the ionizationrate
the assumed absenceof azimuthal gradients due to factorsP'.(E) and Q'.(Tm)J_- for collisionswith pri-J P
symmetry,impliesthat the only diffusion is in the mary and Maxwellianelectrons respectively,which
r' direction. Eq. (1) thus becomesfor Maxwellian
electrons are given by
I, m = - D_ v,nm (2) pi(Ep)j. = a_(Ep) (8)
where the subscriptz signifies the fact that the and
flux and gradient are in the r'direction,and the i Tdiffusivityin this same direction D_ is a scalar. Qj( m) = f g(E,Tm) P (E) dE. (9)0
The classical diffusivityof Maxwellian elec-
" tons of charge e, mass Me and temperatureTm, The ionizationcross sections a_(E) used in evalu-
diffusingacross a magnetic field of flux density B ating Eq. (8) are those of Rockwood16 for ground
as a result of _llisions which occur with state neutral atoms and of Peters4 for ionizations
frequency _ is involvingother states. The function g(E,Tm) in
k Tm Me v Eq. (9) is the Maxwellianenergy distribution
D_ (3) function
e2 B2
4
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g(E,Tm)_ 2 E½ E ) . (10) where Ic is the cathode electron current, and Y
(k Tm)3/2 e_xp(-k Tm represents the volume of the ion productionregion.B cau the electron current t the anode, Ia, must
includean electron for each ion leaving in the beam
Returning to Eq. (7), one notes that nj is the current (I_as well as one for each electron enter-
number density of the atoms of state j while no ing from the cathode,
and nm are the primary electron and Maxwellian r
electron number densities, respectively. The atom Ic = Ia - IB. (14)
densities n_ will be discussed further later. Since
the ratio o7 primary elect_ns to Maxwellian elec-
trons is assumed constant the local value of the
ratio is equal to the ratio of the average The net flux of Maxwellian electrons in the
densities, ion productionregion is in the r' direction.
* This means that the basic equations describing
n n electron diffusion (Eqs. l and 6) can be combined
P=--_ (II) and simplifiedinto a one-dimensionalexpressionnm n
m in terms of the independentvariable r'. Unfor-
The asterisks denote average over the control tunately the differentialequation for electrondiffusion in this direction is very complex because
volume. It was found unsatisfactoryto calculate n*
from known boundary conditionsand cross sections,p of the structureof the magnetic field surfaces.
Insteada correlationof experimentaldata, shown In order to obtain a .tractablediffusion equation
in Fig. 6 and representedby the equation and therebyfacilitatecalculationof the electrondensity contour it will be assumed that the
n* = 2.75 x lOI_ (la0"15 Va0"75 -12), (12) processof diffusion in the r' direction can bep described in an app_ximate way by representing
the complex surfaceeverywhere normal to the field
is used to calculate n_. In this equation Ia and lines and having a total extent in the r' direction
Va are respectivelyth_ discharge current and the from centerlineto virtualanode of radius R, as
discharge potential, both of which are assumed con- a circular plane normal to the axis with radius
trollable, also equal to R. Then in this plane the solution
for the Maxwellian electron density nm at the
radial distance r/R will be taken to approximate
3.5-xI0i° the solution on the real surface at the location
r'/R. For the approximating planar region Eqs. (1)
DIVERGENTFIELD THRUSTER and (6) combine to give
o 8cm Dio.
3.0 QlScm Dio" _ (vi + • 1_30cm Oio. B2nm + l @nm + R2 = 0 (15)
2.5 A in terms of the reduced coordinate _ z r/R. This
> 0 _ equation is solved easily subject to the boundary
condition nm = nmo at _ = 0 to give "
2.0z
W
z n = nmo Jo R _ (16)1.5 m DB
o where Jo representsthe zeroth order BesselJ
w Function. Then, also, the solution on the real
> 1.0 _u o surface normal to the field lines is given by
_ 0.5
nm: nmo Joi_ _i R _' (17)
I I I I Im4 16 18 2o 22
= .o_8. or
I_= _ tommlSvolt°.'.) = ..--(_
Figure 6. Average primary electron nm nmo Jo\jD--_
r') (18)
density correlation.
Figure 7 shows a discharge chamber magnetic field
geometry with orthogonalsto the magnetic field
Primary electrons are thermalizedas they are lines drawn in. Typical distances from the
released into the discharge chamber at the rate _ thruster axis to the virtual anode along surfaces
(Eq. (6)) which is given by perpendicularto magnetic field lines as they have
been estimated for this analysis are drawn in as
dotted lines in the figure (Ro at the baffle loca-
Ic (13) tion and R at the grids).
5
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• Some correction to this expression is needed however
to reflect the effects of forces such as those due
to magnetic field divergence.17 An empiricalmodi-
CATHODE _ T _ I_ fication to the direct proportionalityof Eq. (19)
CHAMBER 11_ that seems to facilitatebetter matching of the
L . experimentaldata is
nm _ B exp l B (20)
nmo0o
The solid lines shown in Figure 8 were obtained
VIRTUAL ANODES/ V \ using Eq. (20) with the referencemagnetic flux
density Bo defined as the average value of flux
density evaluated over the surfaceeverywhere normal
to the field lines at z'/L = 0.3. At this axial
location the centerline and reference MaxwellianANODE-_
• DOWNSTREAM P_LE PIECE_")_--I electron density nmo, takes on its maximum value.As the proximatelyof the solid lines and data
I'O-- w w _ _
Figure 7. Curvilineargeometry of a O_
divergentmagnetic field.
= O REF. 4
Eq. (18) approximates the variation of Max-
wellian electron density on a surface everywhere
normal to the field lines in the ion production
region in the absence of electric fields. Because D i I I i f I I I I I
the primary-to-Maxwelliandensity ratio (np/n_ is
assumed constant, Eq. (18) also describes the
° total electron density profile. By the quasi- I.O- _
neutralitycondition for plasmas the total ion • •
density must also have this profile. • •
The longitudinalvariation in electron density E •
" will now be examined. Even though there is no net = AXIAL FIELD
flux of Maxwellian electrons in the z' direction, £.
density gradientsmay exist along magnetic field = O REF. I
lines due to body forces. Consistentwith previous
assumptions and the fact that ion energies are
typicallyonly one percentor so of electron en-
ergies except at ion production region boundaries, O = i i i i I i I I J
electric fields in the z' direction are ignored.
The data points of Figure 8 show the variation _ I'Or/ _0
of electron density along the axes of several
thrusters. Typically this density is observed to
drop off as one proceeds either upstream or down-
stream from the point where z'/L = 0.3. The de-
=[ocrease in density occurring upstream and downstream "- 0.5of this point is due at least in part to the diver-gence of the field lines and the associated change • REF. 21in the cross sectional area of the ion productionregion. Since the surface area-magneticfluxdensity product is essentiallyconstant over a sur-face everywherenormal to the field lines in the i l i i l f i i J =
ion production region,one might expect the plasma O 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.8 I.O
density to vary directly with the magnetic flux z'/L
density.l0
Figure8. Relative Maxwellian electron
• nm : B density as a function of
nm---o_o (19) normalized thruster lengthmeasured from the upstream
end of several thrusters
along the thruster axis.
Lines are plots of Eq. (20)
evaluatedwith Bo at z'/L=0.3.
6
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For convenience in calculations,it is found suffi-
points in Figure8 suggest, incorporationof the ciently accurate to evaluate this as
exponentialterm of Eq. _20) yields a good match
with experimentaldata particularlyin the cases of [d N+\ 3 np
the SEnT II and 3_ rm dia. thrusters, n* ! [Qj(Tm)+.* Pj(Ep)j+l n.
(27)
£---_t):_ m j 1 nm 3Eq's. (18_ and (2D) may be combined to give a g I"
two-dimenslonalMaxw_ian electron density profile
within the ion productionregion: where the * denotes volume averaged properties.
n_(r',z') _B(z') exp(1- B(z')) Double ions are produced primarily from single atom_
m = nm0 B0 B0 and their productionrate is given by
\V(//-_+T-DB-_r) (21) (d N++_ n* " ++'T*" np ++ ] (28)
_)gai_ V m n+LQ+ (m) + nm P+ (Ep)J0
The evaluationof the reference density nm leads Before evaluatingn+ and n++, the densities ofo the ground and excited state neutral atoms must be
to the final area of considerationunder the topic found. For the metastable states, 63pn and 63P2,
of conservationof mass and charge. For the dis- it is assumed that productionoccurs s61ely from
cussion which follows it may be helpful to refer ground state neutralatoms and that loss occurs
to Fig. 2. only at the boundaries,as with ions, becauseof
their relatively long lifetimes. Specificallythe
It is apparent from the quasi-neultralityre- productionand loss of the jth excited state
quirement of a plasma that the total electron (wherej=2j3) is described satisfactorilyby assum-
density must equal the ion density. That density ing atom state densities are spatialconstants.
will be such that the productionand loss rates of When these rates are equated one obtains
ions are equal. To calculate the loss rate of ions , j , np pj (Ep)] nJ Va +from th ion production region it is assum d that _ n n [QI(Tm) + =
sufficientlyfew three body collisions (required m I nm I Acv 4 (29)
for recombinationin the control volume) occur that * Rj[Q_(T*) +j m np P_(Ep)].jthe only ion loss mechanism is recombinationat _ nm nmthruster walls or loss to the beam. I s have
been found2,3 to leave the ion productionregion at The left side of this eguation approximatesthe
the Bohm velocity18 which is given by rate of formation of jtH state atoms. The first
F _½ term on the right is the rate of loss across the
n I area of the ion production region (Acv) where v_
q kTm P) • (22) is the thermal velocity of the atoms given byVB= |_ (I+
nmL_
ikTHere q is the ion charge and Mi is its mass. For v_ _m _ (30)
single ions q is replaced by e. The single ion
loss rate may be calculated by integratingover the The atom temperatureTa is assumed equal to the
surfaceof the ion production region, thruster wall temperaturewhich is assumed known. "
The second term on the left of Eq. (29) is the rate
at which jth state atoms are converted to single
I dN_ = II n+ _ dA . (23) ions and thus lost.-t-)loss Acv One more equation is needed to form a determ-
inistic set for the computationof atomic specie
For doubly charged ions vB is vr2times that for densities. It is the equation for the conserva-
single ions, hence tion of neutral ground state atoms. Neutral ground
( _ state atoms enter from the propellantfeed system.They are converted to the 63pn and 63p2 metastableJ2-n++ _d N+= (24) state atoms and to single ion_. As previously
n'-_ \_I loss stated, it is assumed that all other sub-ionic ex-\ I
cited states decay immediatelyleaving atoms in
Recalling that ion density profiles are assumedto their ground state. The recombinationof ions and
follow electron density profiles and that the ratio metastableatoms at the walls constitutesan addi-
np/nm is taken to be constant, Eq. (23) may also be tional source of ground state neutral atoms.Another loss mechanism is escape of neutral atoms
written through the grids. Consideringthese effects the
(d _ ( ) _ conservationof neutral ground state atoms may be
N+ = l + _ nm vB dA. (25) written as
_"--_/ .4 n]v
loss cv _ n nlj [Q (T) +np p ]+ Asg¢ 4The production rate for single ions is the sum m 2 nm
of the production rates from the 61S0, 63po and 63P2
state atoms respectively In 3 n. v
,/dN+_,_ 3 + P+(Ep)j e-+ (Acv- As €) Z -_+ + J2-n5) (31)\---_t ain= _j!l [nm Qj(Tm)+nP ]njd_t. (26) g j=2 (n4
,g rs. dA
(_cv'_sgl
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The left side is the neutral ground state atom trons in the cathode chamber have a Maxwellian
loss rate in which the first term approximates temperatureof typically from l to 3 eV19 before
collisional excitations. The states referred to they cross the cathode plasma sheath. Taking kTc
by the index j as it varies from l to 5 are res- as this thermalenergy, the primaryelectron
pectively 61S0 neutralground state, 63p0 and 63P2 energy Ep may then be found from
- metastable states,62S½ single ion and 51S0 double Ep = V - Vk + kTc (34)
ion states. The second term on the left is the
rate at which state l atoms leave through the grids and the energy flow to the ion productionregion
which have total area Asg and effectiveopen area from Ic
" fraction to neutrals@.Since virtually none of the " = (35)
atoms oo directly throuah both qrids without Ein _- Ep
scattering off at least one surface, it is appro-
priate to consider the flow restrictionsassociated where Ic is the net cathode emission current which
with the open area fractions of each grid, @sg for is assumed specified.
the screen and Cag for the acceleratorgrid, as
series resistancessuch that The plasma potentialV¢ is usually within a
few volts of anode potentialVa. Fair resultsmay
be obtained by assuming it is exactly at anode
= -_s_@ag (32) potential,but so_e improvementis obta,inedby
@sg + @ag calculatingV_. This is difficult to do exactly,
but an approximationcan be made by recalling that
The right side of Eq. (31) is the rate at nearly all of the electron current collected by the
which state 1 atoms are addedto the control volume, anode comes from a very thin layer near the virtual
In/e is the propellantmass flow expressed in equi- anode surface. Thicknessof that layer is about
valent amperes divided by the electroniccharge, equal to the mean free path for collisionaldiffu-
The second right hand term is the rate at which ex- sion across the magnetic field, whi_ is about
cited state atoms go to the walls, de-ecite,and equal to the average Larmor radius. Using the
return to the ion productionregion. The final symbol Tma to represent the Maxwellianelectron
term in Eq. (31) is the rate at which the two ionic temperatureat the virtual anode this becomes
state atoms reach the walls, recombine,and come
back as state l atoms. Me LB kTmal_Now equating the productionand loss rates of _RL_ : -_ _Te ] (36)single ions, Eq's. (23) and (27), and double ions,
Eq's. (24) and (28), and consideringalso Eq's. (2_)
(two equations for two species) and (31);one ob-
tains five equations which are linear in and can be The plasma potential is establishedsuch that for
solved for the five atomic state densities. An the electron density near the anode - virtual
additional equation derived from the quasi-neutral- anode intersectionnmx only enough electrons can
ity condition enables one to solve for the total cross the anode plasma sheath to supply the anode
electron density,as well. current la. For an electron collection area Ax
+ n = n4 + 2 n5 (33) (assumed less than the anode area) given bynp m
• xda < RL}
• = _ ' (37)
Thus if the electron temperatureTm and the primary Ax slnoa
electron energy Eo are known,the atomic and ionic
specie densitiesRay be calculated (recallthat where d is the anode diameter and o is the angle• • * • a . a
the volume-averagedprlmary electron density nR Is the magnetic field makes wlth the anode surfaceas
obtained using Eq. (12) and that the ratio nDr/nmy shown in Fig. 9. The equation describingelectron
is assumed equal to n_/n_ so the Maxwellian r ---- collection is obtained by integratingthe differen-
electron density is khown as well). ObtainingMax- tial flux:
wellian electron temperatureand primary electron
energy will be discussed next. _____
T CATHODE [
Energy Conservation CHAMBER
i
Having neglected electric fieldswithin the k_, ELECTRON COLLECTIONion production r gion, the conservationof energy
deals with accounting for electron kineticenergy de _ / LAYER -GRIDS
and inelasticcollisional energy transfers. Ionic
and atomic kineticenergies are not important ex- I VIRTUAL ANODE--_-----_cept as prev ouslydiscussed in c nnectionwi h
loss rates.
IThe only energy input to the control volume is <RL>'-_the kinetic energy carried by the primary electrons . ANODE \_i,
which come from the cathode. This energy is gained _
" as these electrons are acceleratedacross the
sheath into the ion productionregion. The cathode
sheath potential is the differencebetween the
plasma potentialV_ in the ion productionregion
o and the potential 6f the plasma near the cathode.
For hollow cathode thrusters the cathode plasma is Figure 9. Electron CollectionGeometry.
near keeper potential Vk. Additionally, the elec-
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I } the cross section - velocity product (rate factor)
la F [kTa 1½ -e Vsa| transitionsfrom jth to ith states, and E_ isvF(vldvexpTa )(38)for
enma _ _=/5-_/_,Sa the characteristicenergy of the j,i transition.It is noted that n addition o the two metastable
€ _ and two ionic states (i=2 through 5) consideredas
possible products of the collisiona] process,
This may be solved explicity for the anode sheath ground state (j=l) neutral atoms are also assumed
to be available for excitationto what Rockwood16
potential Vsa: calls the "lumpedstate" (i=6) which is a collection
kT ½1 of all other sub-ionicexcited states and for which .
Vsa = V¢ - Va = a_ _n la ]. (39) heitsgivescharacteristican effectiveenergy,cross section function with
Table I gives a comparison of values of Vsa so Some of the energy transferredto the Max-
computed along with values (V_ - Va) observed in wellian electrons eventually leaves the control
tests for several thrusters.TData for the axial volume in the form of ions or as de-excitation
field _nd SERT II thrustersare from Knauer, photonsresulting from collisionsof Maxwellian
et al. The SIT-8 data were taken at Colorado electrons with atoms. That energy loss rate is
State University,and the 30 cmdata are from Hughes 6 4
Research Laboratories.21 The agreement is seen _m = fH Z n_ Qj(Tmx)i* ito be good. Plasma potential Vm may then be found nmiZ
by summing Vsa with the known a_ode potential Va Vcv =2 j=l 3 Ej
dV (41)
i(T_) is a rate factor for Maxwellian elec-to calculate the primary electron energy from where Qj
Eq. (34). trons and is related to P!(E) throughEq. (9).3
Having thus found the rate at which energy is The only other significantenergy loss from
supplied to the ion productionregion _in, atten- the Maxwellianelectrons in the ion production
tion is now given to energy losses from this region, region is that carried across the boundariesof the
The kinetic energy of the primary electrons goes control volume. The dominant loss at the boundary
either to heating the Maxwellianelectrons or to is the convective loss at the virtualanode. Its
inelastic collisionswith atoms or ions. The mass magnitude can be calculated fromdifference between electronsand atoms precludes
significantatom or ion heating by the electrons. Ea = Ax f _ f nm _ _'r'1"2+"2+v2_'ez
The inelastic collisionalenergy lost by the .... Vmin x
primaryelectrons is approximatelygiven by (42)
Vr_f(Vr_ f(ve) f(Vz,)dVr,dVe dvz,
_€ 6 4 n* _(Ep)E_= ff/ n Z Z j P di?. (40)
p _ Pi=2 j=l 3 where Vmin the velocity required to overcome the
sheath potential i a for Vsa > 0 and zero
Here the index i denotes the excited states con- otherwise. Eq. (42) r_duces to
sidered as possible outcomes from the collisions,
and j refers to the,stateof the atoms before the I
collisions. Thus ni is the volume averaged density Ea = -_ (2 kT + eVsa) (43)
of jth state atoms _61So, 63Po, 63p2, 62S½), P] is ma
Table I
Comparisonof CalculatedAnode Sheath Potential
with Measured Values for Several Thrusters
Thruster Axial Field SERT-II SIT-8 30 cm
Ta (eV) 4.6 5 11.6 2.3
B (T) .0019 .0015 .0044 .0018
Ba (deg) 26 75 55 76
da (m) .15 .15 .088 .296
Ia (A) 1.03 1.7 0.72 lO.O
nm(m-3xlO-16) 0.8 2.0 2.0 4.3
Vsa(V) 1.69 1.30 6.33 -I.4
V_- Va (V) 1.5 1.5 7 -2 °
for an assumed isotropicMaxwellian distributionof Using the same effective electron collision period
velocitieswith the temperatureof the Maxwellian Te makes the electron thermal conductivityparallel
electrons at the virtual anode surfaceTma. to the magnetic field approximately 175 times the
value perpendicularto the field K_.22
One surface nther than the virtual anode sur-
- face over which s_gnificantMaxwellian electron The kinetic power to and from the Maxwellian
energy is lost is that at the upstream end of the electrons in the ion production region constitute a
ion productionregion where the magnetic field distributedsource of heat. The net power addition
lines intersect the structure. There a few of the per Maxwellianelectron in the ion productionregion
. electrons in the tail of the Maxwellian distribution may be defined as
have sufficient energies to cross the sheath and
carry their energies from the ion production region. _ _ l (Ein - E_p VmL- Eb) • (48)Applying Eq. (42) to this baffle region by noting *
that the potential to be overcome in this case is nm_'cv
V¢ rather than Vsa and that one must integratefor In the steady state this power must be removed by
Vsa in Eq. (42) gives the flux density for this conductionacross the field lines as rapidlyas it
energy flow. Then for upstream area Ab the energy is supplied. The conductionequation for one-
loss rate Eb becomes -- eV-- dimensionaltemperaturegradients which describes
(kT m _½ (- €_ (2kTm+eV@)dA.(44) this condition is:
= _ 2_Te ) expi kTm ) 2Eb AblInmb v (K_T m) = - W nm . (49)
This energy loss rate from the tail of the Max-
wellian distributionis small, typically 5 to 15 Note from Eq's. (40) and (41) that the energy loss
percent of the energy loss rate to the virtual rate terms in Eq. (48) are locally proportionaltothe Maxwellianelectron density nm or the primary
anode for the cases studied. Electron energy electron density which has a similar profile. The
losses across the downstream end of the ion pro-
duction region are even less important because of upstream energy loss rate Eb is proportionalto n ,
the lower densities at that end and the small the electron density on the upstream surface of t_e
fraction of the area there which is at cathode thruster, however, the effectively infinite con-
potential. The acceleratinggrid potential is ductivity parallel to the magnetic field suggeststhat treating it as also everywhere proportionalto
assumed to reflect nearly all electrons over most nm will be acceptable. Now substitutingEq. (47)
of the screen grid area. into Eq. (49) and applying the same arguments,
For steady state operation the power into the assumptionsand limitationsconsidered in density
electron populationmust be balanced by the power profilecalculationsregarding the cylindricalco-
loss from it; that is ordinate system approximation,Eq. (49) may be
rewrittenas
Gin = EVp + _¢m + Ea + Eb " (45) 1 dT W nmd r' m
, For a given input power, the temperatureof the _' _ ( nm d---r-F)= 4.7 DB (50)
Maxwellianelectrons will adjust itself to satisfy
this balance. Before Eq. (45) can be evaluated, Then using Eq. (18) and performingthe indicated
however, the electron temperatureprofile must be differentiationthis becomes
found.
d2T dTm [ 1 Y dl(Yr') ]Because the magnetic field restrictssignifi- dr___+____F _- jo(Yr,) + 4.---_B= 0 (51)
cant electron motion in the direction perpendicular
to the magnetic field (r') while there is no such where
restrictionalong the field, any gradient in tem- /u. + T
peraturewill be in the r' direction. That this is Y -=/J]-R_ (52)
the case is evident in Fig. 4. Furthermore,the # uB
energy transportmechanism across the magnetic
field is expected _R be principallyconduction for Eq. (51) is not amenable to analytic solution,
which the accepted_ expression for conductivityis but for Yr' < 2.4 gives a numerical solution similar
to the parabola
nm kTm
=4.7 (46)
T-(r') = Tin0-_[m _ _ ] r'2 (53)
Here _e is the electron cyclotron frequencygiven
by Eq. (5), and Te is the effective electron mo- where Tm^ is the value of Maxwellian electron tem-perture _alone the thruster axis. Recalling that
mentum transfer collision period. For this case the diffusion coefficientvaries inverselywith mag-
where Bohm diffusion was assumed to apply it was netic flux density (Eq. 4) and that the magnetic
found that this periodwas effectively16/_e. flux density-surfacearea product is essentially
Making use of this relation and Eq. (4) it _s seen constant over surfaces everywhere normal to field
" that for conductivityto be consistentwith diffu-
lines in the ion2Productionregion one can show that
sivity Eq. {46) may be rewritten as the parameter r' DB is approximatelyconstant along
field lines. Eq. 153) therefore suggests that elec-
Kz = 4.7 nm DB . (47) tron temperatureTm(r') is also constant along field
o lines, in general agreementwith the resultsgiven
in Figure 4.
To perform the energy balanceof Eq. (45), the
lO
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finding, say, the discharge current or cathode
average temperatureT_ given by emission required to sustain a given set of plasma
properties is much easier. To solve the former
* = _ fff Tm d_t (54) problem a computer code has been written which con-Tm
_CV_cv verges to the required plasma propertiesusing a
two-step iterative procedure. First, because the
and the virtual anode temperatureTma- Tm(r'=R) are equations connected with density profile calcula-tion are far less sensitive to temperatureerrors
needed. Using these relations,and the boundary than temperatureequations are to density errors,
condition that Maxwel]ianelectron temperature is guessed, and a
Ea nm _ _ (55) consistent solution for the various densities is -= ' obta ned. The energy balance is then performed
leadingto a better estimate of Tm. The process
the temperatureTmo may be uniquely determined, then repeats until both sets are simultaneously
Hence the complete one-dimensionaltemperature satisfiedto a specified accuracy. Two percent hasbeen used successfully,requiring often only a few
profilecan be found. (_2-5) iterationson the Maxwelliantemperature.
By varying Ic a_d thedischarge voltage Va about
Thruster Performance nominalvalues while holding the other parameters
constant, it is possible to generate performance
The equations presented to this point are al- curves (P'Dvs n) similarto those measured on
most sufficient to calculate the plasma density and operating thrusters.
electron temperatureprofiles from design and
operationaldata. These data includethe volume As an example of the comparisonbetween calcu-
and the various bounding areas of the ion produc- lated and measured values, Figs. lO and II compare
tion region, the function B/Bn(Z') which describes
the magnetic field divergence_the values for B_,
the functions P](Ep)jand QI(TAs_,€_g and Csg' j _'
keeper and anode potentials Vk and Va, cathode
emission current Ic, propellantmass flow rate In, _>and the thruster wall temper ture,Ta. The r main- _0
ing quantity required for the analysis is the beam
current I_. It is found by integratingthe Bohm _#(-i_ .
flux density over the open area of the screen grid. _'g
If the screen grid has area Asg and open area _J i0
fraction Csg this is _K_
IB = AsHe ¢sg[n+(r"z')+2v_2n++(r"z')l (56) _,
_(r') dA . _<---_,_,_ _ _-_.- .
where _ is the local Bohm velocity (Eo. 22) based " "m/_-_._-_.----_ _'_
on the electron temperatureat the location r'. _°_(a) TMEASURED
Once the beam current has been calculated the _VALUE
discharge loss _ (eV/ion)and the propellantuti- I
lization n can found. The equation used here
f°r c lculatingPD' Ia Va _ _0
neglects keeper power since keeper current is small _ OFand was not calculated nor assumed known. Heater _ j I
powers are also neglected. Utilizationis easily _ _ L-_ IIzl__I_%
calculatedfrom ; I
Since double ions have been consideredhere, the re- "o/,._i_.'_,. / _-_"
sults can be compared directly with experimental
data, and utilizationsmay exceed unity slightly. -"_Z'°_'_'<__ -_-_'"
rO_lb)
Calculations Figure 10. Comparisonof (a) calculated
with (b) measured Maxwellian
Analytical solution of the system of equations electron density for the SERT II
described is quite tedious, especiallywhen trying thruster operating at 1.7 A, "
to obtain plasma propertiesand peformancefrom 37.2 V and .307 Aeq propellant
operating and design data. The inverse problem of mass flow rate.
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Peters'4 SERT II measurementswith the computed
profilesof nm and T for the same operating
conditions. Tab_ II lists other calculated
_ r values and the correspondingmeasurements (in
. _ parenthesis)for several thrusters. Fig. 12 shows
calculatedand measured perfomance curves for
those same thrusters. Data are from Knauer et all
(axial field), Peters4 (SERT II) and Rawlin23(30cm).
" Consideringthe gross approximationswhich have
been made, the agreement seen in Table II is fairly
good except for Maxwellianelectron properties in
the 30 cm thruster case considered. The poorer
agreement in this case is believed to be the result
of the ve_ strong magnetic field divergence in
that thruster which apparentlyexceeds the applica-
bilityof the cylindricalgeometry assumption in the
i equations which model the transport processes. The
MEASURED r' variationof B in that thruster is also substan-.
"e_ (o) VALUE tial. These variancesnot withstanding, the calcu-
lated perfomance curves of Fig. 12 agree well with
the measured ones.
j s_ _RT-O O [ AXIALrmLO
_ _ 4_ 0 CALCULATION D I 0 CALCULATION
_ OUNPUBLISHEDCSU O _REF,
30C DATA
_ 8o
> 2_ 0 0 0 0 0 00_ _DO0
L ooo
_ IOC
S
SERT - U WITH HIGH _RVEANCE _ cmDISHED GRIDS 0 CALCULATION
_0 0 CALCULATION O _F 23
2_ oo [] o o _o _'
_ o o
(b) ,_
• I l I to+o.+o!+o!+oi,o!,oi+,.oo.+o.+olsoi+o., oi.of, ,10
Figure II. Comparisonof (a) calculated UTILIZATI_,+
with (b) measured Maxwellian
electron temperaturefor the
SERT II thruster operating at Figure 12. Comparison of calculated
1.7 A, 32.7 V and .307 Aeq performancewith measurement
propellantmass flow rate. for several thrusters.
Table II
Comparisonof Calculatedwith Observed (in parentheses)
ParameterValues for SeveralThrusters
SERT-II
Thruster SERT-II HPD Grids Axial Field 30 cm
IB (A) .240 (.258) .640 (.654) .267 (.268) 2.1 (2.0)
Tmo (eV) 7.29 (9) 7.7 (9) 5.77 (7) 2.0 (2.5)
• T*
m (eV) 6.4 (6) 6.7 (7.1) 4.8 (5) 1.6 (2.5)
nm (m-SxlO-16) 8.8 (8) 17.3 (23) 8.3 (9) 63 (19)
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STUDIES ONAN EXPERIMENTALQUARTZTUBEHOLLOWCATHODE*
Daniel E. Siegfried and Paul J. Wilbur
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado
Abstract tubular (non-orificed) hollow cathodes which corre-
lates well with experimental data but requires the
° An experimental investigation is described in knowledge of the emitting surface temperature pro-
which a special quartz tube, hollow cathode was file as input. Using this profile as input is
operated in a test fixture which allowed the simul- generally unsatisfactory, however, both because the
taneous measurement of internal cathode pressure, profile is usually not known and because the results
insert temperature profiles, and the emission cur- are extremely sensitive to these temperatures.
rents from various cathode components as a function Bessling, _ Krishnan, and Siegfried _ have all pre-
of discharge current and propellant (mercury) mass sented models which correlated various aspects of
flow rate for a number of different cathode orifice cathode operation with experimental data and led to
diameters. The experimental set up included the a better understanding of certain hollow cathode
capability of rapid, in vacuo variation of the in- phenomena. This is all to suggest that the search
ternal cathode pressure and the orifice diameter, for physical understanding and analytical rigor
These capabilities were considered necessary to continues; and that, both the practical matter of
eliminate insert surface condition changes which designing hollow cathodes for thrusters and the ul-
could occur with time or exposure to air. The re- timate goal of developing a fully self-consistent
sults include an empirical correlation of the in- model to predict cathode performance are dependent
ternal pressure, mass flow rate, and orifice on gaining additional experimental evidence about
diameter with the cathode emission current; as well hollow cathode operation.
as, the effects of each of these parameters on the
insert temperature profile and the emission current The objective of this study has been to de-
distribution. The results show that the insert tem- termine precisely where the emmission takes place
perature profile is essentially independent of in the hollow cathode and what operating parameters
orifice diameter but depends strongly on internal are important in determining hollow cathode oper-
cathode pressure and emission current. It is shown ating characteristics. This experimental investiga-
that for normal cathode operation _ 87% of the emis- tion relies heavily on the use of a special quartz
sion current is from the insert while only _ 10% tube, hollow cathode mounted in a test fixture
comes from the orifice plate. By using a special which allows the simultaneous measurement of in-
segmented insert, the emission region of the insert ternal pressure, insert temperature profiles, and
is shown to be localized on the last few millimeters the emission currents from various cathode components
• at the downstream end of the insert. The product as a function of discharge current and propellant
of internal cathode pressure and insert diameter is mass flow rate for a number of different cathode
shown to be important in determining the emission orifice diameters. The results of these measure-
location and the minimum keeper voltage. The simul- ments will be presented and discussed as they per-
taneous measurement of local insert temperature and tain to an understanding of the basic cathode
° emission current allow the calculation of the phenomena and to the design of hollow cathodes for
average effective work function for various segments thrusters.
of the insert. The results support earlier work
indicating that field-enhanced, thermionic emission Apparatus and Procedure
is the most probable candidate for the emission
mechanism for this type of hollow cathode. The Cathode
results are discussed as they apply to the design
of hollow cathodes for thrusters. In order to isolate the insert electrically
and to provide for direct visual observation of the
Introduction insert, a special cathode was constructed using a
quartz body tube in the manner suggested by Fig. I.
The orificed mercury hollow cathodes used in
electron bombardment thrusters are critical compo-
nents in the thruster design from both a lifetime T,_o_E
and a performance viewpoint. One long term goal of
hollow cathode research, both by the present authors
and other researchers in the field, has been the
thorough understanding of the physical phenomena in-
volved in hollow cathode operation leading ultimate-
ly to the development of an analytical model to pre-
dict cathode performance. This goal has proven
elusive. A number of models of various kinds of
hollow cathodes have been proposed. These models
have shed light on various aspects of cathode
physics but have not proved wholly satisfactory, or
• capable of providing a fully self-consistent ex-
planatio_ of cathode operation. Ferreira and
Delcroix" recently proposed a theoretical model for
. * Work performed under NASAGrant NGR-06-O02-112. Fig. 1 Hollow cathode test configuration.
Copyright©American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc., 1979, All rights reserved.
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The cathodeconsisted of a quartz tube 6.3 mm 0D x constructionwill be discussed in greaterdetail
4.0 mm ID coveredon the downstream end with an later, The cathodeassembly was mounted in the
orifice place. The end of the quartz tube and the supportstructure shown in Fig. I. The anode was a
back of the orifice plate were both ground flate to cylinder 6 cm in diameter and 8 cm long, made from
facilitatea good seal between them. The plate was perforatedmetal sheet. The stainlesssteel support
held tight against the tube by a tensioningdevice structure shown in Fig. l includeda plenum chamber
which also acted as the keeper electrode. This with removablecovers on both the top and the up-
electrode had an orificediameter of 3.6 mm and was stream end. The insideof the chamber was fitted
separated from the orifice plate by a 2.5 mm thick with a wire heater to preventmercury condensation.
quartz spacer as shown in Fig. I. Although pre- The top cover was fittedwith five electrical
liminary testingwas conductedusing the orifice feedthroughswhich could be used to make electrical °
plate shown in the figure,most of the data pre- connectionsto the inside of the cathode such as
sented in this paper were collectedusing the the one to the insertshown in Fig. I. The rear
orifice plate/valveassembly shown in Fig. 2. plate containeda taperedhole which was used as a
throttle valve seat and another straight hole which
accepted the pressure tap of a U-tube monometer.
VALVE WITH THREE The needle of the throttlevalve was made of a piece
ORIFICEDIAMETERS (O.51,0.79,l.Omm) of taperedquartz tubingwhich could be moved
axially to vent a portionof the mercury propellant
into the bell jar. This allowed rapid adjustmentof
BODY WITH the pressure in the plenumchamber without requiring
1.61mm ORIFICE an adjustmentof the mercury vaporizerheater.
ILDER FOR Most of the cathodecurrent data in this paper
KEEPER-SPACER will be presentedas total emission current, IE,
which is the sum of the keeper current, IK, and the
_EAF SPRING (TYP) anode current, ID. It was found that, for a given
emission current the keeper current, IK had a neg-
ligible effect on the insert temperaturesand the
internalpressure (over the range of interestfor
thrusterapplication). For all tests the keeper
currentwas thereforeheld constant at 0.3 A. The
bell jar pressurewas in the 10-3 to 10-4 torr
Fig. 2 View of downstreamside of orifice range for the tests.
plate/valveassembly.
Insert Construction
This assembly consisted of a tantalum body ground
flat on both sides having an orifice diameter of Earlier testingshowed that insert temperatures
1.6 mm drilled through it togetherwith a sliding were very dependenton operating historyand ex- "
orifice plate. This tantalum orifice slide,also posure to the atmosphere. This was found to be
ground smooth and flat, had three orifices with particularlyimportantwith a single layer, foil in-
diametersof 0.51, 0.79, and 1.0 mm drilled through sert which did not containa significantamount of
it. A pair of leaf springs held the slide in con- R-500 to be released once the original surfacewas
tact with the downstream side of the body. By depleted or contaiminated. Since the surfacework
moving the slide to match different slide orifices function of the insert is critically importantin
with the body hole, one could change the cathode determininginsert temperaturesas well as keeper
orificediameter quicklywithout the necessity of and discharge voltages,considerablecare was taken
opening the bell jar and exposing the insert to the in the fabricationand conditioningof the inserts.
atmosphere. During cathodeoperation the orifice Insertswere constructedof 0.025 mm tantalum foil
diameter was changed incrementallyby turningoff 15 mm long and _'I.75 times the perimeterof the
the discharge and moving the slide to change from 3.9 mm diameter mandrel around which they were
one diameter orifice to another. It was also pos- wrapped. The flat foil was first cleanedwith
sible, by moving the slide througha short distance, chlorotheneand then with acetone. The three
to change the orifice area continuouslywithout quarter turn sectionwhich would be two layers thick
having to shut off the discharge. For some tests in the final insertwas coated with R-500. This was
this latter mode of operation was preferred, done to providea reservoirof R-500 therebyextend-
ing the useful lifetimeof the insert. The foil was
The quartz tube was covered on the outside by then wrapped around the mandrel and both free edges
a wire heaterwrapped in a serpentinepattern,which were spot welded. The insidediameter of the insert
was in turn covered on both its interior and ex- and the upstream side of the orifice plate were
terior surfaces by a tantalum foil radiation shield, then coated with R-500. The insert was assemblied
The heater covered_ 75% of the perimeterof the in the cathodewith the one quater circumference
quartz tubingallowing a longitudinalgap along one section,which was a single layer thick, positioned
side of the cathode throughwhich the insert could where it could be viewed directly. The downstream
be viewed. The insert,which was 3.9 mmindiameter, edge of the insertwas positioned_ 0.5 mm from the
was constructedof 0.025 mm tantalum foil coated orifice plate. The insert was conditionedby allow-
with chemical R-500.* It was placed in the quartz ing the cathode assembly to warm up overnite with
body in such a way that it presenteda single layer the cathodetube heateroperating at _ 850°C and
thickness in the viewing direction. Its the mounting structureheaters at operating tempera-
ture. The cathodewas startedand allowed to oper-
ate at 2 to 3 A emission current until the insert
* J. R. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, temperatureshad stabilized. This required 4 to 5
New Jersey. hours of operation. On initial startup it was found -
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that the insertwould operate cold (no visibleradi- The fluid levels in the manometer could easily
ation) or would have a small hot region along or be read to within ± .5 mm, which for thelowspecific
near the downstreamedge. During the break in peri- gravity indicatingfluid was equivalentto 0.038
od the temperatureprofilewould change to what was torr. Becauseof this the precisionof the pressure
considered the normal operating condition for this data is consideredto be very good. However, the
insert,a condition that will be shown later in the heater on the high pressurecolumn of the manometer
results. Betweenoperating periods the cathodewas causes that column to be at a higher temperature
maintained in a vacuum environmentwith the mechan- than the low pressure column. This significantly
ical pump. If the bell jar was opened it was kept affects the fluid densityof the high pressure
° open for as short a period as possible. After the column.The results presented inthisreportare cdr-
initialbreak in, the cathode warmup time was a few rected for this effect. The uncertaintyassociated
hours and the cathode was generallyallowed to run with this correction is estimated to be 0.25 torr
for an additionalcouple of hours before data were although errors as high as l torr are considered
collected. These precautionswere sufficientto possible. Unfortunatelythe greatest absolute error
insure that insert temperaturesat a given operating occurs at low pressureswhen the two column heights
condition could be reproducedto within ± 25°C are nearly equal resulting in what could be sub-
during different runs and within ± 10°C or less stantial relative error at these pressures.
during a single run.
Throttle Valve
Segmented Insert
In order to determinewhether the throttle
A special, segmented insertwas constructedin valve could be used to adjust the internalpressure
order to determine more preciselywhere the emission and, therefore,the flow rate throughthe cathode
takes place on the insertand to correlatethis with orifice rapidlyand without adverse experimental
the insert surface temperatureat that location. An effects, the followingexperimentwas conducted.
insertwas first constructedin the manner described The cathodewas operated at a constant emissioncur-
previously,and then it was cut into four 2 mm long rent for four different flow rates into the plenum
sectionsand one 7 mm long section. Each section chamber. In each case the internalcathode pressure
was connectedwith a lead wire to a separate feed- was maintainedat a constant value by adjustingthe
throughon the top cover of the cathodemounting throttle valve. This test was performedon three
structure. A sketch of this segmented insert is occasionsand includedoperationwith two different
shown in Fig. 3. The segmentswere separated by orificediameters and operationat two different
0.3 mm, and the emission current for each segment emission currents. In all cases, it was found that,
was monitored separately. The conditioningproce- for a constant emission currentand constant in-
dure and precautionsmentioned above in regard to ternal pressure, the insert temperaturesremained
the continuous insertwere also followed with this essentiallyconstant regardlessof the flow rate
segmentedone. into the plenum chamber. The total mass flow into
• the plenum chamber does affect the bell jar pressure
howeverand, as expected, changes in total flow rate
_f\,ORIFICE PLATE were found to have a small effect on the discharge
fQUARTZ TUBE, and the keeper voltages. LEADSTO
" /,__ i , _ I : FEED- TemperatureMeasurements
( {'i}))€_'2_)'3_'4)I "5 _ THROUGH Inall of the tests whichwill be described in"'_ -- -- - this paper, insert surface temperatureswere meas-
_._ ured using a micro-opticalpyrometer. This method
/ f"1,2,3,4- 2mm LONG of temperaturemeasurement is influencedby boththe emissivityof the radiating surfaceand theSEGMENTED INSERT "5- 7mm LONG transmissivityof the quartz tube and glass bell
accounted for by cali-jar. These effectswere
_. LSEGMENT DIA.-3.9mm
"QUARTZ BUSHING WITH SLIT FOR LEADS brating the pyrometeragainst a platinum/platinum-
rhodiumthermocouple. The calibrationwas carried
outfora sample of the tantalum foil used in making
Fig. 3 Detail of segmented insert, the inserts. The material samplewas spot welded
to a sectionof swaged heaterwire and the thermo-
PressureMeasurements couplewas attached to the surfaceof the sample.
This sample/heaterassembly was then inserted into
The stagnationpressure in the plenum chamber a quartz tube and the whole apparatuswas placed in
supportingthe quartz cathode was sensed by a U-tube the bell jar. The surface temperatureof the sample
manometer (Fig. l) filled with Dow Corning 705 dif- was then measured at various heater powers using
fusion pump fluid. This fluid has a vapor point at both the thermocoupleand the micro-opticalpyro-
0.5 torr of 245°C compared to 108°C for mercury, meter. All of the results contained in this report
The heateron the high pressure side of the mano- were correctedbased on the calibrationcurves re-
meter maintainedthat column at a temperaturewhich sultingfrom these tests.
preventedmercury condensationwithout causing the
diffusionpump fluid to boil. The manometerwas ExperimentalProcedure
containedcompletelywithin the bell jar and thus
provided directmeasurement of the pressuredif- The purposesof the experimentswhich will be
ference betweenthe bell jar and the plenumchamber, reported in this paperwere to determine the effects
The manometer had a pressure range of 24 cm of fluid of internalpressure,orifice diameter, and emission
which was equivalent to 18.2 torr. currenton the temperatureand emission distribution
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of the insert. This was done by operatingthe _" 0.04
cathode over a range of emissioncurrentswhile <I:
using the throttlevalve to adjust the internal I::
pressureand the orificeplate slide to set the ea
orifice diameter. The detailsof the individual -E
experimentswill be discussed in the next section I= 0.03
along with the resultswhich were obtained. .'-
oResultsPressure- Mass Flow Rate 0.02 o
. JThe stagnationpressure in the plenumchamber (
immediatelyupstream of the cathodewas measured _ o
with the manometer for emissioncurrentsof 0, 0.3, "O
0.5, 0.7, 1.3, 2.3, and 3.3 amps, orificediameters _ O.O1(
of 0.51, 0.79, and 1.00 mm, and for mass flow rates .I=
rangingfrom 90 to 450 mA. The throttlevalve was
closedduring these tests. Fig. 4 shows the pres- Q.
sure in torr plottedas a functionof mass2flow,_, _ _ l i
divided by the orificediameter squared,do, in O O I 2 3 4
mA/mm2 as determinedin these tests. The data for
the case where there is no dischargepresentfollows EMISSIONCURRENT (A)
closely a singlecurve for all threeorificediameters.
Fig. 5 Effectof emissioncurrenton
IB pressure correlationcoefficient.
[ -----_ !/I_-AYMBOL$)_° ii°• providesufficientinformationto yield a reason-
16 IE"3.3A • _/ able estimateof the stagnationpressureupstream
{SOUDS of the insertin a mercury hollow cathodeover a
o/ •/ _ //,.3re(HAL wide range of emissioncurrent, flow rate, and or-
I ei []
_14 ifice diameterconditions. It is noteworthythat
_ ILI_ (OPENI'-2.3ASYMBO_/_/_ F SYMBOLS) boththe theoryoffreemolecularflowandthetheory
of contin um,choked low predictthat thepressure-
/=//e/,/_/z_ mass flow relation takes the functionalform
'oF
//m/_ / /(:i'_I,'O.5A _/ P = v?Tm
8
//_/_////o/_ -I,-O_DISCHARGE where T is the gas stagnationtemperature at the
z 6_ _w orifice andm is the atomic weight of thegas. This ,
ii_ _x///_///_ simplyrepresentsa straight line throughthe origin
of slope CT_/mwhere C is a constant of proportion-
Z _///J ORIFICE OlA.-_(mm} alitywhich is differentfor the two cases (free
o o_, molecularand continuum). The gas temperaturefor
..... the no dischargecase was estimatedon the basis of
i.oo the plenum and cathodewall temperaturesto be
o_ ,oo 260 3_o 4_o s_o 66o ?_o s_o 9_o logo _ 425°C. However, in the presence of the internal
mld_ (mAlmmt ) dischargethe single temperaturecannot adequately
describethe kineticenergyof the multi-component
Fig. 4 Internalpressurecorrelation gas. The situationis also complicatedby the factthat the stagnationpressuredecreasesand the stag-
of mercury hollowcathode, nation temperatureincreasesas one approachesthe
The fact that the data for this no dischargecase is orificebecauseof the heatingeffectof the dis-
not linearwith respectto flow rate is not sur- charge. Presumablyit is becauseof these effects
prisingsince pressuresin the range from 0.5 torr that the ratio (Pd_/m)increaseswith emission
to 18 torr correspondto flow conditionsin the current.
regime for transitionfrom free molecular to con- The internalcathodepressurehas been found
tinuumflow for all threeof the orificediameters, in all of the teststobeavery importantparameter
However,the curve can be characterizedby two in determiningcathodeoperatingconditions. It is
slopes: one at the origin and one for the straight believed that the orifice diameter and the mass flow
portionof the curve at higher flow rates. The data rate are importantin determininginternalcathodefor the cases where there is an emissioncurrent are
fittedwithstraightlines throughtheorigin. These processesprimarilyto the extent that they de-
straightlines fit the data sets reasonablywell ex- terminethe internalpressure. For this reason,all
of the data presentedin this paper will use the
cept for the data at higher pressuresparticularly pressureas a parameterrather than mass flow rate.for the smallestorificediameter of 0.51 mm, which
shows considerablescatter. Fig. 5 plots the slope Mass flow rate throughthe cathodeorifice at a
of the straight lines in Fig. 4 as a functionof given conditioncan, however, be easily estimated
emission current. For the no dischargecondition from the resultsshown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 shows both the slope at the origin,0.014
torr mm2/mA,and that for the straightsection, InsertTemperatureProfiles
0.008 torr mm2/mA. Although it is a purelyem-
piricalpresentationof the data, Fig. 5 should The effectof changesin orificearea on inserttemperatureswas investigatedby operatingthe
4
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cathodeat a constantemissioncurrentof 3.3 A and
a constant internalpressure of 3.3 torr while vary- IIOO
ing the orifice area. This was done by establish- [ It =3.3Aabove pressureand dischargecondi ions _ ORIFICE DIA. O?9mm
using the l.Omm diameterorifice(_ 0.79 mm2) and
recording inserttemperatures. The orificeslide w IOOO (torr)
was then moved to close the orificepartiallyto
what was estimatedon the basis of the pressure in- m
creaseto be an area of _ 0.40mm2. The throttle _ 3.1
valve was then opened to maintain the pressureat _ 900w 6.1
3.3 torr and the inserttemperatureswere again re-
corded. This procedurewas repeated for an orifice w
area of _ 0.21 r_n2. The resultsof this experiment _ 800
are shown in Fig. 6. Both the magnitudesof the in-
sert temperaturesand the insert temperatureprofile
are seen to be relativelyinsensitiveto the almost w
four-foldchange in orifice area as long as the _ 7OO
emissioncurrent and pressure are held constant.
I I I I IO" 4 6 8 I0 12
DISTANCE ALONG INSERT (ram)
I100
o I{=3.3A
o _ P =3.30torr Fig. 7 Effectof internalcathode pressure
_IOOO{_ ORIFICEAREA (ram') on inserttemperatureprofile.
_ o ~0.2 1
= _._ o ~0.40
-o o. ._,ooo ,o.
ORIFICE DIA. 0.79ramw W
I{ 4.3A800
_ 900
+ +
m w
z _
-- 700 _ 800
0 2 4 6 8 10 _2 _ 2.3A
DISTANCE ALONG INSERT (mm) _ .__ u
w 70C
Fig. 6 Effectof orificearea on insert z , , , ,
temperatureprofile. -- O 2 4 6 8 IO 12DISTANCE ALONG INSERT (mm)
This experimentwas also conductedfor emission
" currentsof 2.3 and 4.3 A on two differentoccasions. Fig. 8 Effectof total emissioncurrent
In each of these tests there was a slighttendency on insert temperatureprofile.
for the inserttemperatureto increaseas the or-
ificearea was decreased. However,in all of these Fig. 8, the temperatureprofiles remainsimilaras
tests the resultswere similarto those shown in the emissioncurrentis increasedwhile the maximum
Fig. 4. The maximum increasein insert temperature temperatureincreasesfrom 720°C at 1.3 A to 1O00°C
observed during the tests was _ 35%, although in at 4.3 A.
most instancesit was considerablyless than this.
It was interestingto note during the tests that, EmissionCurrentDistribution
althoughreductionsin orifice diameterat constant
internalpressuredid not cause a substantialin- Insertand orificeplate emission currentswere
crease in insert temperature,they did result in a measuredseparatelyin all of the tests described
substantialincrease in orifice plate temperature, above. It was found that the insertcontributed
approximately85% of the total emissioncurrent
The next parameterto be variedwas the in- while the orificeplate contributed_ 1O%. The re-
ternalpressure. The cathodewas operated at a mainderof the currentcan presumablybe accounted
constant emission currentof 3.3 A with the 0.79 mm -for as ion currentto the internalsurfacesof the
orificewhile the internalpressurewas varied from cathodemounting structureand to other surfacesat
0.90 torr to 12.7 torr. The pressurewas adjusted ground potentialin the facility. The relative
using the throttlevalve. Fig. 7 shows that the fractionsof the currentfrom the insert,orifice
internalpressurechangescause significantchange plate,,andstructurefor a given operatingcondition
in the insert temperatures. For example,the maxi- were found to be constant and very repeatable.There
mum insert temperaturedecreasedby _ 125°C as the were, however, definitetrends in the percentageof
pressurewas increasedfrom 0.9 torr to 12.7 torr. insertand orificeplate emissioncurrentwhich
could be identifiedwith changes in dischargecur-
- Finally,the effect of emission currenton the rent, pressure,and orificediameter. Over the wide
insert temperatureprofilewas determinedby oper- range of these parameters,the fraction of emission
ating the cathodewith the 0.79 mm orificeat a currentfrom the orificeplate ranged from 3 to 12%
constant pressureof 6.3 torr while varyingthe and the fractionof the emissioncurrentcoming
emissioncurrentfrom 1.3 to 4.3 A. As shown in from the insertrangedfrom 80 to 90%.
o
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The importanceof the insert in the emission
processwas also demonstratedthrougha test in l.C
which the insertwas isolatedby disconnectingit P :6.Ttorr
from thecircuit duringcathodeoperation. This do:O.?gmm
caused an immediateextinctionof the discharge.
However, disconnectingthe orificeplate from the
circuit showedlittle effecton the dischargeout- _ ~
side of a slight (less than one volt) increasein wzO.9 oft SEGM
NT
dischargevoltage. When the orifice plate was dis- _ [] D-o D U O u
connected,it was found to float at 3 or 4 volts
above ground potential. The fact that the orifice
plate can be floatedwith respect to groundwithout z
significantlyaffecting cathodeoperation is con- _ O.E
sidered important. By operatingwith the floating
orificeplate one would expect to reduce orifice _ .
erosionbecauseoperationin such a conditionwould
result in a marked decrease of the impact energyof _ 0.2
the impingingions. o
z
It was considereddesirableto investigate o /O_FICEPLATE
furtherthe effect of the above parameterson the
emissioncurrentdistributionbetweenthe insert _ O.I
and orifice plate and to determinemore accurately
the emissioncurrentprofilefor the insert. In
order to do this an experimentwas set up using the
same experimentalconfigurationused for the insert SEGMENT_2
temperaturemeasurementsbut incorporatingthe O -- , L
segmentedinsert describedearlierand shown in O 2 4 6 8
Fig. 3. It was hoped that the ability to measure EMISSION CURRENT (A)
insert temperaturesand emissioncurrents simul-
taneouslywould shed additionallight on the loca-
tion and type of emissionprocess takingplace in Fig. g Emissioncurrentdistributionin
the cathode, a mercuryhollow cathode.
The experimentsconductedwith the segmented becausethey indicatethat at this moderate pressure
insertwere carriedout in a manner similarto those the emission region is localized to the downstream
describedfor the temperaturemeasurementsof the end of the insert includingat most the 2 mm of the
continuousinsert. The pressurewas controlled insertclosestto the orificeplate, and it prob-
using the throttle valve and the orificediameter ably coversonly a small fraction of that region.
was selectedby moving the orifice valve slide.
Temperaturesand emissioncurrentswere measured for The effect of pressureon the emission current
each insert segmentand for the orifice plate assem- distributionis shown in Fig. 10 for the cathode
bly. The temperaturewas measured at the centerof operatingat an emissioncurrent of 7.3 A with the
each of the short insertsegments (Fig. 3). The 0.79 mm orifice. Figure10 shows that at pressures ~
temperatureof these short segmentswas found to be over 4 or 5 torr the emissioncurrent is distributed
reasonablyuniform (typicallya gradientof _ 10°C in essentiallythe same way as indicatedin Fig. 9.
along the segmentwas observed). The #1 segment However,as the pressure is reducedbelow _ 4 torr,
was an exceptionand was found to have a local hot the emission currentcoming from the orificeplate
region duringmost of the testing. This region_ and the first segment is seen to decrease;and the
which initiallyhad a temperatureas much as 65°C second segmentis seen to becomeactive in the emis-
hotter than the rest of the segment,eventually sion process. At still lower pressures segment#3
dropped in temperatureto the same value as the and then #4 begin to make a small contributionto
rest of the segment. The temperatureat the center the emission current.
of each segmentwas consideredto representa
reasonablevalue of the averagesegmenttemperature Qualitativeresultsobtained in the early
and is the one which will be presentedin the re- stages of this investigationsuggestedthat the
sults and used in later calculationsof averagesur- work functionand the pressure are both important
face work function, in determiningthe area of the insertover which
the emission takes place. Figure II shows tempera-
Figure 9 shows that at a pressureof 6.7 torr ture profilesfor a cathodeoperatingwith an insert
and an orificediameterof 0.79 mmmost of the which was believedto have a surfacework function
emission comes from segment#1 of the insert. It is which was somewhathigher than usual due to deple-
also seen that the emissionfractionof 0.87 for tion or contamination. At the high cathodepres-
this segment is essentiallyindependentof total sures the emissionregion,as indicatedby the
emission current. The emission fractionof the or- shape of the temperatureprofile,was at the tip of
ifice plate increasesrather rapidlyat low total the insert. As the pressurewas decreasedthe tem-
emission currentschanging from 0.075 at 0.8 A to perature profilechanged shape becoming flat over a
0.11 at 2.3 A. However,at emission currentsover longerportionof the downstreamend of the insert,
2.3 A, the orifice plate fraction is seen to in- suggestingthat the emission regionwas covering a
crease by only 0.004 per amp of emissioncurrent, greaterarea of the insert. This is the same sort
Figure9 shows that segment#2 of the insertcon- of result seen in Fig. I0 where more of the segments
tributes less than I% of the total emissioncurrent, began to emit as the pressurewas decreased. Situ-
The resultsof Fig. 9 are felt to be significant ationswere observed with insertsthat appeared to
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I.O
end of the insert,but that as the pressurede-
creasesand/or the work functionincreasesthe
emissionregion will tend to move upstream covering
more of the surfacearea of the insert.
I-- The orifice diameterwas also found to affect
z 0.9
,,, !SEGMENT _I the fractionsof the emission currentcoming from
" _ the insertand the orifice plate. Figure 12" shows
{E
that as the orificediameter is increasedwhile
internalcathodepressure is held constant the
z fractionof the emission currentfrom the insert
" 0 0.8 segment#1 increasesand that from the orifice
m plate and segment#2 decr ases.(/)
-3
uJ I{ = 7.3A
,, 0.2 do = O.79rnrn
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90 LITATIVE _" Fig. 12" Effect of orificediameteron
I- _._ _'_ _ \ \ EFFECT AS PRESSURE emissioncurrentdistribution.
w_ 80___ Figure12 also shows that the effectdue to orifice
Z diameter is rather insensitiveto emission current,
at leastover the range of 2.3 to 4.3 amps.
I I I f I f
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14 16
DISTANCE ALONG INSERT (mm) DiscussionfResults
Insert
Fig. II Effectof internalpressureon
insert temperatureprofilefor The resultspresented in the previous section
depleted or contaminatedinsert, suggesta numberof importantfeaturesof orificed,
hollowcathodeoperationwhich may be useful in
cathodedesign. It was seen that the insert is
responsiblefor most of the emission and that under
be almost completelydepleted of R-500 in which the normaloperatingconditionsthe emission is lo-
inserttemperatureprofilechangedqualitativelyin calizedto the downstreamend of the insert. This
o the manner indicatedby the dashed lines of Fig. II suggeststhat insertdesign might be improved by
as the pressurewas decreasedto very low values, providinga surfacespecificallydesigned for
This suggests that, if the insertwork function is emission. The low work functionmaterial would
low enoughor if the pressureis sufficientlyhigh, then be replenishedby a separate dispenseror
the emissionwill take place near the downstream reservoirdesignedto supplythe material directly
7 *--_-gure12 was incorrectas it appeared in the
originalpublicationof this paper. The figureand
associatedtext have been correctedinthisprinting.
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and specificallyto the emission surface. One means
of accomplishingthis would be to use an impregnated, 24 _ 900
sinteredtungsten insertwhich is sealedon all
outer surfacesexcept the last few millimeterson
DISCHARGEthe downstreamend of the insidediameter. This
would force all of the R-500 to evolve throughthe
emissionsurface.
OrificePlate 20 800 ,-.
The resultsshowed that the importantoperating .-- _\ ,_,_Tr ,nORIFICEPLATE
parametersaffectingthe inserttemperatureswere > \_ i ,_mr. ,
the surfacework function,the internalpressure,and "-" __ W
n-
the total emission current. The inserttemperatures, bJ
were on the other hand, found to be rather insensi- _ 16 700 _
tive to the orificediameter. This suggeststhat <I
the main functionsof the orificeare to restrict _ n-bJ
the propellantflow in order to maintain a high 0.
neutraldensity insidethe cathodeand to providea KEEPER VOLTAGE_'_. :E
currentpath to the downstreamdischarge. The _ b_effect of the orifice plate as an emissive surface J-
was seen to be minimal. It was also suggestedthat 12 600
one way of reducing orificeplate erosionwould be IE =35A
to allow the orificeplate to float with respectto P =3.2torr
ground in order to reducethe incidentenergy of
the impingingions. , , , ,
O 0.4 O.8 1.2
It should be noted here that the orifice diam- ORIFICE DIAMETER (mrn}
eter does affect the keeper and the discharge volt-
age as wel] as the orifice plate temperature.
Figure 13 shows the effect of orifice diameter on Fig. 13 Effect of orifice diameter on
keeper voltage, discharge voltage, and orifice discharge voltage, keeper voltage,
plate temperature for the experimental quartz tube and orifice plate-valve assembly
cathode operating at an emission current of 3.3 A temperature.
and an internal pressure of 3.2 torr. The tempera-
tures shown in the figure were measured on an outer maximum emission current density locating itself
edge of the orifice plate/valve assembly. The re- approximately.one diameter upstream of the cathode
sults of Fig. 13 agree with evidence presented by exit. Lidsky b and Delcroix 7 both found experiment-
Crawford_ which showed that a plasma sac forms on ally that one criterionfor the emission location
the cathodeside of a constrictionin a plasmadis- was that the local pressure-diameterproductbe
charge. This sac was found to be boundedby a equal to _ l torr-cm. Although the insertdiameter
double sheathwhich accelerateselectronsacross was not varied in the presentinvestigation,there
the sheath to sufficientlyhigh energies so that was evidence that the insert diameterand specific-
they can producea dense plasmawith a high ioni- ally that the pressure-insertdiameter productis
zationfractionwithin the constriction. Crawford of importance. This was demonstratedduring some
measured the potentialdrop across such a constric- preliminarytests of the quartz tube cathodeequip-
tion sheath in a mercurydischargetube. He found ped with a thoriatedtungstenorifice plate having
the increasein plasma potentialacross the sheath an orificediameter of 0.51 mm with a 1.5 mm diam-
to be on the order of lO volts and to be dependent eter counterboreon the upstreamside of the orifice
on the ratio of the diameterof the dischargetube channel. The orificeplate disc was 6 mm in diam-
on the cathode side of the constrictionto the eter and 0.9 mm thick. While operatingthe cathode
diameter of the constriction. In hollowcathodes with this steppedorifice plate it was found that
the orifice providesa dischargeconstrictionwhich the fraction of emissioncurrentfrom the orifice
would be expected to producethe type of double plate increasedwith increasesin internalcathode
sheathfound by Crawford. The diameterdependence pressure in a manner similarto that shown in
of the potentialdrop across such a constriction Fig. lO. However,as the mass flow rate was in-
sheathat the hollow cathodeorificeis considered creasedbeyonda fairlywell definedtransition
to be the probablebasis for the voltage-orifice point the orificeplate would begin to emit up to
diametereffect seen in Fig. 13. 99% of the emissioncurrent and the insert emission
would effectivelycease. For an emissioncurrent
Insert Diameterand InternalCathode Pressure of a few amperesthe transitionoccurred at a mass
flow rate of about 70 mA which was estimatedto
One parameterwhich was not varied in this correspondto an internalpressure of _ 8 torr.
study,which is almost certainlyof importancein When the transitionoccurredand the orifice began
the internalcathode process,is the insertdiam- to emit, the temperatureat the downstreamend of
eter. Krishnan_ workingwith large diameter (non- the insertwould drop from I030°Cto less than
orified)argon hollowcathodes suggestedthat the 840°C while the outsideedge of the orificeplate
parameter_/d, the ratioof the energy exchange increasedin temperaturefrom _ 900°C to _ ll30°C.
mean free path to the cathode diameter,determines This transitionwas very consistentand repeatable,
the lengthof the cathoderegion over which the but was seen only with this orificeplate and only
dischargeestablishesitself. He presentedevi- when the orificeplate was installedwith the
dence to indicatethat the optimumoperating con- counterboreon the upstreamside. This suggests
dition was one at which _/d was approximatelyunity that the upstreamcounterboreregionwas beginning
and that this condition resultedin the site of the to operateas in insertat high pressureswhere the
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counterborediameter-pressureproductwas nearer eithera multiple or a continuouslyvarying (such
the desiredoperating point than the insert diam- as in a conicalsection)cross-sectionbut with
eter-pressureproduct. It was expected that a uniform thermalproperties. It is interestingto
similartransitionwould be seen with the orifice note, however,that the pressurediameter-product
plate/valveassembly shown in Fig. 2, since it had estimatedfrom the tests with the steppedorifice
, a 1.6 mm diameter bore immediatelyupstream of the plate are similar to those reportedby a number of
smallerorificeon the slide. However, no transi- other researchers. At the pressureconditionwhere
tion was seen under any operatingconditionswith the emission transferredto the orifice plate, the
the orifice plate/valveassembly. It is believed productof the upstream stagnationpressureand the
that the reasonno transitionoccurred in this case counterborediameterwas _ 1.25 torr-cmin the case
• was becausethe greatermass and surfacearea of of both the thoriatedtungstenorifice plate and
the orifice plate/valveassembly acted to the tantalumorifice plate. For the case of the
cool the orifice regionbelow a temperatureat tantalumorificeplate havingthe tantalumfoil in-
which it could emit. sert in the counterbore,the pressure-diameter
productwas _ 0.5 torr-cm. Lidsky° determined,
In order to test this hypothesisregardingthe based on experimentswith a tubularhollow cathode
orificetemperature,an orifice platewas fabricated operatingwith a number of gases (H2, He, A, Nz),L
from a tantalumdisc _ lO _ in diameter and l.O mm that the emission regionlocates itselfat a point
thick. This orifice plate had a 0.51 m orifice where the local pressure-diameterproductis _ l
with a 1.8 mm diametercounterborethat was _0.75 mm torr-cm. Delcroixz found for similarcathodes that
deep. The orificecounterborewas coatedwith R-500. the pressure-diameterproductcriteriawas in the
Operationwith this orificeplate showedthat a range of 0.2 to 1.6 torr-cmover a very wide range
transitionbetweenemissionfrom the insert to of mass flow rates. It should be stressedthat the
emission from the orifice plate could occur at in- pressure-diametercriteriareferred to above are
ternalcathodepressuresabove _ 7 torr. However, based on the local pressurewhich may be consider-
a transitionwould actuallyoccur above this pres- ably lower than the upstream stagnationpressure.
sure only if the emissioncurrentwas increased However, it is believedto be significantthat the
above _ 5.0 A. An emissioncurrent of 5.0 A was resultsfor the orificedhollow cathodeof the pres-
sufficientto heat the orifice plate so that it ent investigationare in approximateagreementwith
began to glow red. Once the emissionswitched to those referencedabove for tubular, non-orificed
the orificeplate, the emission currentcould be de- cathodes.
creasedto a few amperes, and the emissionwould
continueto come from the orificeplate until the DischargeVoltages
pressurewas decreased beflow_ 7 torr. This or-
ifice plate had a thermalmass and surfacearea One goal in the designof hollowcathodes for
intermediatebetweenthe thoriatedtungstenorifice thrustershas been to providea cathodewhich will
plate and the orificeplate/valveassembly. The operateat a minimumdischargevoltagefor a given
above results, therefore,supportthe earliersug- emissioncurrent. Here again a pressure-character-
gestionthat since the thermalpropertiesof the isticdimensionproductappears important. Martin
orificeplate affect the surfacetemperaturein the and Rowe9 found that for a low-voltagearc operating
orificeregion,they can be a determiningfactoron with noble gases betweenplane, parallelelectrodes
whether or not the emissionregion can establish that a pressure-electrodespacingproductof_ 3 torr°
itselfon the orificecounterbore. Additionalsup- cm resulted inaminimum dischargevoltage. This
- port of this was found by coveringthe wall of the agrees qualitativelywith the resultsdiscussed
orificeplate counterborewith a few layersof aboveconcerningemissionlocationwhich is presumed
0.025 mm tantalumfoil. The foil, since it pre- to be determinedultimatelyby the criterionof
sentedan emission surfacewhich was not in very operationat some minimum energycondition. It also
good thermalcontactwith the orifice plate,would has implicationsfor designingcathodes to minimize
presumablybe able to maintain a temperaturewhich the keeper voltage. It is easy to imaginewith the
would be sufficientfor emission. This appearedto orificed, hollowcathodethat a numberof character-
be the case becauseoperationwith the foil in istic dimensionsare of importancein minimizingthe
place allowed a repeatabletransitionof the emis- voltage. The insertdiameter is importantbecause
sion location to occur at a pressureof 2 - 3 torr the plasma potentialadjacent to the insertsurface
when operatingat an emission currentof 3.3 A. It is dependenton the volume plasma processestaking
should be noted that evidence of a similartransi- placewithin the boundaryof the insert. As dis-
tion phenomenonwith a stepped orificeplate was cussedpreviously,the orificediameter affectsthe
previouslyreportedby Fearn.o Fearn suggested potentialdrop across the orifice region;and,
that the shiftingof the emission regionwould also finally, the keeper-orificeplate separationdis-
accountfor the transitionfrom the high-voltage tance would be expectedto have some effect on the
plume to the low-voltagespot mode of operation, potentialdrop acrossthe region betweenthe orifice
In the presentinvestigation,it was found that the plate and the keeper electrode. In each case the
so called plume-to-spotmode transitionoccurred pressureof interestwould be the local pressure in
with all of the emissioncurrentcoming from the the regionof the characteristicdimension. If all
orifice plate which indicatesthat it is not a re- of these variablesare, in fact, importantin de°
sult of the shift in emission location, terminingthe keepervoltage, then a rather complex
experimentwould be requiredto establishthe im-
The above tests indicatethat both the pres- portanceof the variouseffects. This was not done;
sure and the emission surfacediameter are important however, the effect on keeper voltageof varying
° parametersin determiningthe locationat which the the internalcathodepressurewas investigated.
emission processtakes place. Further,testing is
needed to better quantify this effect;specifically, Figure14 shows the keeper voltagenormalized
it would be desirableto remove the effectsassoci- by the minimum keeper voltageplottedagainstthe
ated with the thermalpropertiesof the orifice internalpressurefor the experimentalcathode
• plate by conductingthe test with an inserthaving operatingwith the 0.79 mm diameterorificeand
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L2c rate of the low work functionmaterial that it con-
c_ IK'O.SA tains. The results presentedearlierare useful invK,,,., 2v hat they show the Shape of th temperatureprofile
If5 \ do.OTgmm of the insertand indicateits sensitivityto such
INSERTOIA.-3.9mm parametersas internalpressure and emissioncurrent.Howev r, the magnitudeof the insert temperat eis -
, ,<->, Ho Io.2OA highly dependenton insert designand the thermalconfigurationof the cathode itself. The thermal
/ Io'6"OA ' configurationof the experimentalquartz tube
>" Io_ m_, /_ n_n_ cathode is obviouslyvery differentfrom that of a ,
xc_ __.-_P_ standard thrusterhollow cathodebecausethe quartz
ioo "_n___.n-_-_-_ tube has a very low thermalconductivityand is more
transparentto thermalradiationthan a metallic
o _ _ _ _ i_ i_ i_ i_ i_ 2b one. An earlier experimentalinvestigation10 used
INTERNAL PRESSURE (tort) a quartz tube cathodewith a 1.9 mm diameter insert
to simulate the cathodeused in the 8 cm thruster.
• In this study inserttemperatureprofileswere
Fig. 14 Effectof internalcathode measured for a multiple layer rolled foil insertand
pressure on normalized a sinteredtungsten insertunder a varietyof oper-
keepervoltage, ating conditions. It was found that for each insert
the maximum inserttemperaturevaried approximately
3.9 mm diameter insertat a keepercurrent of 0.3 A linearlywith the dischargecurrent and could be
and dischargecurrents of 2.0 and 6.0 A. Figure 14 characterizedby the slope of the maximum insert
shows that there is a definiteminimum in keeper temperatureverses dischargecurrent line. It was
voltagefor the 6.0 A conditionat a pressureof also found that this slope was independentof the
7 torr. The 2.0 A dischargecondition shows a level of cathodeheater power. For the multiple
keepervoltageminimumat _ 14 torr. The 2.0 A layer, tantalum foil insertused inthosetests, the
curve in Fig. 14 shows an anomolyin the form of an constantwas 315°C/Aand for the sintered tungsten
inflectionpoint at _ 7 tort. Data obtained with insertthe constant was found to be 137°C/A. The
other orificediametersshowed similarbut more differencein the two constantswas attributedto
definite inflectionpointsand in some cases a the differentthermalpropertiesof the two types ,,
secondminimum. The data of Fig. 14 were all col- of inserts. In the investigationdiscussedabove,_u
lectedat approximatelythe same bell jar background it was suggestedthat the energy input to the insert
pressure(i.e. total mas flow rate was held constant was effectedby ion bombardmentof the internalsur-
and the internalcathodepressurewas set by adjust- face of the insert and the major energyloss was in
ing the throttle valve). Operationat other total the form of thermalradiationbetweenthe outer sur-
mass flow rates showed,however,that background face of the insertand the cathode body. Based on
bell jar pressurehas a significanteffect on the these assumptions,a parameterwas definedwhich was
keeper voltageand the keeper voltageminimum, common to both the experimentalquartz cathodeand
Though not shown in the figure,the dischargevolt- the actual cathodeused in the 8 cm thruster. The
age was also found to go throughone or more mini- detailsof this, which have been presentedprevious-
ma as the internalpressurewas varied,and all of ly,TM will not be repeated here except to note that
the comments above also hold for it. However, the once the insertconstant is known it should be
dischargevoltage is characterizedby the plume-to- feasibleto define a parameterwhich bridgesthe
spot mode transitionwhich is felt to be highly gap between the experimentalquartzcathode and the
dependenton downstreamconditions4 and tends to cathodewhich is beingmodelled.
over shadow the other effects. All of this suggests
that a more carefullycontrolledexperimentis war- In the case of the present investigation,
ranted and that there probablyis not a singlekeeper Fig. 15 shows the variationof maximum insert tem-
voltageminimum determinedexclusivelyby the in- peratureas a function of emissioncurrentfor the
ternalcathode pressure. In fact, this is in qual- cathodeoperatingat a pressurenear 6.5 torr with
itativeagreementwith the earlierdiscussionwhich the 0.79 mm orifice. Although the data does not fit
suggestedthat there are probablya numberof a straight line over the full range of emissioncur-
pressure-characteristicdimensionproducts that are rent, there is a straight line portionof the curve
importantand that, dependingon their relative over most of the range which can be characterized
importance,each product could result in a separate by a slope of _ 73°C/A. The data of Fig. 15 indi-
voltageminimum as the internalcathode pressureis cated by the squaresymbolswere obtained using the
varied. The data of Fig. 14 is presented,therefore, segmentedinsert. The temperaturesrepresentedby
only as a representativecase to illustratethe ex- these data were from the center of segment #1 and
istenceof the keepervoltageminimumand to suggest are believed to be a good estimateof the bulk
that the pressure-insertdiameter product is prob- average temperatureof that insertsegment. It is
ably one of the importantparameters. It is interestingto note that the data in Fig. 15 for
interestingthat the minimum conditionfound at both the continuousand segmentedinsert fall very
7 torr representsa pressure-insertdiameter close together. This suggests that segmentingthe
productof 2.7 torr-cmwhich is in Bood agreement insertdid not alter its thermaland emission
with the resultsof Martin and Rowe discussed characteristics. Consideringthe usual cathode
earlier, sensitivityto variationsin insertconditionsthis
condition is consideredat least in part fortuitous.
InsertTemperatures However, this resultdoes tend to supportthe sug-
gestion that the energy is transportedprimarilyby
Inserttemperaturesare of crucial importance radiationin the radialdirection for this relative-
in hollowcathodedesign becausethey affect both ly thin (_ 1.75 layer of 0.025 mm foil) insert,
the performanceof the cathodeand the depletion rather than by conductionin the axial direction.
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... insert surface temperature and the current to a
_IIOG r_ segmentof the insertat a given location. For the
_ first time this allows a reasonablyaccurate esti-
o_~T 3 mate of the effectivework functionfor the emission
surfaceof the hollow cathode. For field-enhanced,
_IO0O thermionicemission the currentdensitycan be cal-
°CIA culatedusing the Schottky equation
 ooo [e0e1P j = Ao T2 exp - (2)
" /,_ do :G79mm
_ 800 / o _N_?oT_S INSERT where Ao = 120 A/cm2K, Ts is the local insert sur-fac temperaturein °K, _e is the effectivework
Io []SEGMENTED INSERT functionof the emittingsurface in volts,e is the
700 o/ (P:6._orr) electroniccharge in coulombs,and k is Boltzmann's
x
< , , , , , , constant. The effectivework function is defined
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 by the expression
EMISSION CURRENT (A)
Fig. 15 Effectof total emission _e _ _s - _o (3)
current on maximum insert
temperature. Here @s is the surfacework functionassociated
The effectof internalpressureon the maximum with the material, E is the electric field adjacent
to the emittingsurface in volts per meter,and co isinsert temperaturecan be presentedin a manner
similarto that describedabove where the effect of the permittivityof free space in farads per meter.
emissioncurrentwas considered. Figure 16 shows Eq. 3 shows that the effect of a strong electric
the maximum inserttemperatureas a functionof in- field adjacentto the emissionsurface is to reduce
ternal pressurefor the cathodewith a 0.79 mm or- the effectivework function of the surface,that is
ifice operatingat an emissioncurrent of 3.3 A. it acts to pull more electronsfrom the surface than
would be expectedfrom the thermionicmodel for the
prevailingtemperature. Since the temperature,the
oU_.llO0 surface area, and the current are known for each
segment, Eq. 3 can be used to calculate the average
_'_._ effectivework functionfor each segment. It should
I000 -_ be recognizedthis assumesthat all of the measured
~- currentfrom each segmentis due to electronemis-
w sion; and thereforeit ignoresthe fact that a
portionof the apparent emissioncurrent is actually
w 900 due to a positiveion currentto the segment. The
IE=3.SA effectof the ion current should,however,be small.
do=O.79mm The averageeffectivework function has been calcu-s w
m BOO lated based on this assumptionfor the first two
o CONTINUOUS INSERT segmentsof the segmentedinsert. Figure17" shows
[]SEGMENTEDINSERT this effectivework functionplottedagainstin-
ternal pressurefor the cathodeoperatingat 3.3 A
700 with the 0.79 mm orifice. Figure 17 shows that the
x average effectivework function for the emitting
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12 surfaces is in the range of 1.7 to 2.0 volts.
INTERNAL PRESSURE (torr) Materialwork functionswith values this low are
reasonablefor tantalum surfacescoatedwith R-500,
Fig. 16 Effectof internalcathode so the emission could be due to thermionicemission
pressureon maximuminsert alone. However, Fig. 17 also shows that the average
effectivework functionof segment#1 decreasesas
temperature, the internalpressure is increasedand this suggests
Again the data from both the continuousinsertand it is affected by the electricfield. The probable
mechanismfor this can be seen by noting that as the
the segmentedinsertfollow the same curve. Over a internalpressureis increasedthe neutraldensity
wide range of pressuresa straight line provides a
good fit to the data. In this case the slope of the and, therefore,the plasma densityboth increase.
insert temperatureverses internal pressureline An increasein the plasmadensitywould effecta
is - 7°C/torr. decrease of the sheaththicknessand lead to larger
electric fieldsat the insert surface. As indicated
The EmissionMechanism by Eq. 3, an increasein the electric field strength
would decrease the effectivework function. Such a
Evidenceprovided from a number of experimental decrease in the effectivework functionresulting
investigationsI, 2, 4 has suggestedthat the emis- from increasesin internal pressureare also in
sion mechanism for this type of hollowcathode is agreementwith the resultsof Fig. 16. As the
that of field-enhanced,thermionicemission.This cathodepressure is increased,the maximum insert
experimentalinvestigationhas suggesteda physical temperaturecan decrease by 7°C/torrfor a given
locationfor the emission site at the downstreamend emissioncurrent becauseof increasedelectricfield
of the insert. With the test apparatusused for strengthwhich acts to enhancethe electron emission.
• this work, it has been possibleto measureboth the
II * Figure17 was incorrectas it appeared in the
original publication. The figureand associated
text have been correctedin this printing.
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24 It is interestingto compare this resultwith
that shown in Fig. 17 for segment#1. For example,
X[-3.3A assume that at the 2 torr conditionthe effectof
-- do-oTsmm the electricfield on the average effectivework
z functionwas 0.26 volts. Then accordingto Eq. 3
9 (¢s =Te + 0.26),thesurfacework functionat that
2.0 conditionwould be _s = 2.13 v, sinceTeis equal to
1.87 volts. Assuming that the sixfoldincrease
_. FSEGMENT _2
in pressure from 2 to 12 torr resultsin an effec-
_ "°''-~° ..... _/-_"........ _..... o- tive work functionreductionof 0.41 v due to the
o electric field as suggestedabove, then the average
o,_ effectivework functionat the 12 torr condition
_ would be expected to beI.72volts (Te = 2.13-0.41).
18 SEGMENT*l This is in good agreementwith the value shownU
w in Fig 17 for segment#1 at a pressureof 12 tort.
_ _ The resultsof Fig. 17 for segment#2 are also in
w _ qualitativeagreementwith the theoryof field-
enhanced,thermionicemission. Both the plasmaand<
the plasmadensityare knownl, 4 to fall off rapidly
w with distanceupstream of the emissionregion. This
1.6 drop off would result in a marked decrease in the
electricfield as one moves upstream along the in-
sert, and this would in turn result in a higher
o 2 4 s B Io 12 14 averageeffectivework functionfor the segments of
INTERNALPRESSURE(torr) the insertupstreamof the first segment. This sort
of effect is indicatedby the resultsof Fig. 17 for
Fig. 17 Effectof internalpressure segment#2. The resultsdiscussedabove are felt to
on average effectivework providesignificantadditionalevidencethat field-
function, enhanced,thermionicemission is the primary emis-
sion mechanismin orificed,mercury hollowcathodes.
The electric field strengthat the surfaceof
the cathode can be estimatedon the basis of Child's
law considerationsas Conclusions
dV 4 Vc In the normal operatingcondition,80 to 90% of
E = - d-x=-3_D (4) the emissioncurrent from a mercury hollowcathodecomes from the insert. The hollow cathodewill
operate in a normalmanner with electron emission
where Vc is the cathodedrop at the sheath and _D from the insertalone. The main functionsof the
is the thicknessof the sheath. The sheaththick- orificeappear to be as a flow restrictionto main-
hess is assumedto be one Debye lengthand can be tain a high neutraldensity insidethe cathodeand
calculatedas as a current path to the downstreamdischarge. How-
/%kT e ever, the orificediameter does affect the keeper ,
_D =_/ nee--_z- (5) voltage,the dischargevoltage, and the orificeplate temperature,all of which decreaseas the or-
ifice diameter is increased.
where Te and n_ are the electron temperature(°K)
and density (m_3) at the locationwhere the field The insert emissionregion is localizedon the
is to be calculated. In an earlierexperimental last few millimetersat the downstreamend of the
investigation,4 Langmuir probeswere used to meas- hollow,cylindricalinsert. The emission region
ure the plasma propertiesa few millimetersup- tends to extend upstreamalong the insertas the
streamof the orificeplate of a mercury hollow internalcathodepressure is reducedor the surface
cathodeoperating at an emissioncurrentof 2.3 A. work functionis increased. Field-enhanced,therm-
Using the resultsof that experimenttogetherwith ionic emissioncan accountfor the total emission
Eqs. 4 and 5 to calculatethe electric field ad- current. The surfacework functionof the insert
jacent to the downstreamend of the insert,the is estimatedto be _2.13volts; and the effect of
field at the insert surfaceis estimatedto be the electric field acts to substantiallyreduce
4.8 x lO7 V/m. Based on Eq. 3 this would be this by a few tenthsof a volt. Increasesin inter-
equivalentto a decrease in the surfacework func- nal cathodepressurecause the electric field ad-
tion of 0.26 volts over the case where there was no jacent to the insert surfaceto increaseand, there-
field. This effect is of the right order of mag- by, cause a decrease in the average effectivework
nitude to explainthe resultsof Fig. 17. If it is functionof the emissionsurface.
assumed that by doubling the pressurethe plasma
density is also doubled, then Eqs. 4 and 5 show The insert temperaturesare essentiallyin-
that the electric field wpuld be expected to in- dependentof the orificediameter,but highlyde-
crease by _ factor of (2)_ and the factor pendenton surfacework function,internalcathode(e E/4_ o) would, therefore,increaseby (2)_. So pressure,and emissioncurrent. Inserttempera-
for the sixfold increase in pressureshown in tures tend to vary linearlywith internalcathode
Fig. 17, it is easy to imaginethat the effect of pressureand emissioncurrentover a wide range of
the electric field on the work functionwould in- conditions. The insertcan be characterizedby
crease from 0.26 to (0.26)(6)_or 0.41 v. the coefficientsdescribingthese varations. In
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the case of the insertused in these tests, the I0. Siegfried,D., "HollowCathodeStudies,"
effectof emissioncurrentcan be characterizedby appears in "Mercury Ion Thruster Research- 1978,"
a coefficientof 73°C/Aand the effectof internal NASA CR-159485,December1978, pp. 7-37.
cathode pressureby - 7°C/torr. These insertco-
efficientsfrom the experimentalquartz cathode
. can probably be appliedto model the insert tem-
peratureof an actual thrustercathodeby the
carefulselectionof a parameterwhich bridgesthe
gap betweenthe thermalpropertiesof the experi-
mental quartzcathodeand the cathode being
modelled.
The internalcathodepressureand the insert
diameterare importantparametersaffectingthe
locationof the emission regionand the keeper
voltageof the hollow cathode. The emission tends
to occur at a point where the local pressure-
emission surfacediameter productachievesan opti-
mum value. The resultsof this investigationare
in generalagreementwith those of other research-
ers who have suggestedthatthisoptimumvalue is
l torr-centimeter. The keepervoltage passes
throughat least a singleminimum as the internal
pressure is increasedfrom a very small value, An
internalpressure-insertdiameter productof a few
torr-centimetersis estimatedto be a criterion
for the realizationof a minimum keepervoltage.
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ELECTRON DIFFUSIONTHROUGH THE BAFFLE APERTURE
OF A HOLLOW CATHODE THRUSTER*
John R. Brophy and Paul J. Wilbur±
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado
Abstract DBohm Bohm electron diffusion coefficient
A mathematicalmodel relating the baffle DclassicaI Classicalelectron diffusion coefficient
aperture area of a hollow cathode thruster to the e Electroniccharge
magnetic flux density and plasma propertiesin the
aperture region is developed. The resultsof the I Current through the baffle aperture
developmentsconsideringboth Classical and Bohm Beam current
diffusion theories, is presented. The diffusion IBeam
coefficientdetermined experimentallyfrom Langmuir IArc Arc current
probe trace data indicates that the Bohm diffusion IR Radial electromagnetcurrent
theory can be used to predict the diffusion co-
efficient in the aperture region provided a con.- IBaf Baffle electromagnetcurrent
stant correction factor equal to 2.6 is used. The j Currentdensity throughthe baffle
classical theory typically underestimatedthe dif- aperture
fusion coefficientsby an order of magnitude. A
number of assumptionswere made to simplify the k Boltzmann'sconstant
baffle aperture model so that it could be used as m Electron mass
an aid in thruster design. Extensive Langmuir e
probingwas undertaken to verify the validity of n Electron number density
the simplifiedmodel. The results show that the Average electron density in the aperture
model can be used to calculate the aperture area nAvg
required to effect discharge operation at a ni Ion number density
specified dischargevoltage and arc current. The n Neutral number density
dominate force driving the electrons through the n
baffle aperture was seen to be the force due to Qn Electron-neutralcollision cross section
" the electric potentialgradient. This force being T Electron temperature
approximatelyfour times the force due to the elec- Average electron temperaturethrough
tron density gradient. The results also show that TAvg the aperturethe value of the electric potential difference
through the aperture can be approximatedby the Keeper voltage
difference between the arc voltage and the keeper VKeeper
voltage, and that this difference is equal to the V Plasma potential
primary electron energy in eV. VArc Arc voltage
Average electron velocity
Nomenclature w Baffle aperture gap
ABaf Baffle aperture open area _ Correction factor for Bohm diffusion
F Electron flux vector
Calculatedaperture area using
(ABaf) Bohm Bohm model. _ Electron flux across magnetic field lines
Calculatedaperture area using A Non-dimensionalizedplasma shielding
(ABaf) Classical Classicalmodel, distance
B Magnetic flux density u Electronmobility tensor
D Electron diffusivitytensor u_ Electron mobility across magnetic fieldlines
D_ Coefficientfor electron diffusion Electron momentum exchange collision
across magnetic field lines Uc frequency
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ei frequency
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Introduction electron diffusion process there. Oriented across
the aperture is a magnetic field and normal to it
The use of a hollow cathode in place of an through the aperture is a steady electric field.
oxide cathode to increase thruster operating life- The electronsmust diffuse across the magnetic field
times requires among other things the addition of lines to form the discharge current. Due to the low
a baffle to restrict the flow of electrons from thermal energy of the Maxwellianelectrons orgi-
the hollow cathode. This separates the plasma into nating from the cathode region plasma the initial
two distinct regions;l,6,9 I) the plasma outside penetrationof the electrons into the regionof
the hollow cathode but inside the cathode pole significantmagnetic flux density will be on the
piece/baffleassembly, which will be called the average small (this can be approximatedfrom the
cathode region plasma, and 2) the plasma in the analysis given by Robinsonl2). Under the influence
main discharge region. It is well known that for of the crossed electric and magnetic fields the
proper thruster operation the discharge voltage electron motion may be separated into three parts.
must lie within a relatively narrow range. For One is the helicalmotion about the magnetic field
example a hollow cathodemercury ion thruster would lines or guiding centers, the second is the drift
typically operate in the 30 to 40 volt range. The in the E x B direction,and the third is the net
creation of primary electrons is accomplishedby motion of the guilding centers across the magnetic
acceleratingthe electrons from the cathode region field lines due to momentum exchange collisions. It
plasma into the main discharge region through a is this third motion, that of the diffusion of elec-
potential sheath of approximately this magnitude _ trons across the field lines that results in the
occurring in the proximity of the baffle aperture,v discharge current. Throughout the following
The aperture impedence,which might be defined as analysis the effect of the non-Maxwellianelectron
the ratio of the potential rise across this sheath energy distributionin the baffle aperturewill be
to the current through the aperture, is primarily neglected. The diffusion process through the
a function of three variables;l,2,4,5,9 I) the aperture may _e modeled as suggestedby Kaufman
physical dimensions of the aperture, 2) the and Robinsonl_ as
strength and shape of the magnetic field across the
aperture and 3) the neutral density (the ion den- _= n_V - D_n (I)
sity is also important but to a lesser extent).
where F representsthe electron flux vector, D and
are tensorswhich describe the diffusivityand
In the past the design and optimizationof mobility of the electrons respectively,V is the
the cathode pole piece/baffleassembly has been plasma potential and n is the electron number
done by physicallyperforming a number of para- density; Inorder todescribethe polepiece geometry
metric variations.l,2,3,6 This procedure is both shown in Figure I a cylindricalcoordinate system
time consuming and expensive; therefore,it is was used. The magnetic field throughthe aperture
desirable to minimize the number of variationsre- will be approximatelyparallel to the axis of sym-
quired. The objective of this study has been to metry of the pole piece. This line of symmetry will
develop a theoreticalmodel, relating the aperture be taken as the Z-axis. The electric field is
impedence to the variables listed above, with the normal to this and directed throughthe aperture in
result that this model could be used as an aid in the radial direction. Since the directionof cur-
thruster design. Extensive Langmuir probingwas rent flow throughthe^apertureis normal to the
undertaken to verify the validity of the model and magnetic field lines,_ Equation (I) may be written
demonstrate its capability, in one dimension as,
dV dn (2)
Theory and Analysis _ = nu_d-r- D_
Cathode Region Plasma
The cathode region plasma has properties
similar to the plasma created when a hollow cathode II_MA,NDISCHARGE
is operated in a diode configurationin the spot i_ _G_ONPROBE
mode.l Throughoutmost of the cathode region II(except in the vicinity of the aperture) the plasma
potential is approximatelyconstant and the Max- 9_---¥__A_RTU_Ewel]ian electron temperatureis about l or 2
eV._,7,11 According to wells9 the current ini-
_\\_ _-_ ............. Rootially flows from the cathode in a 30° diverging ........__
plume and is driven by the density gradients caused CAT.OOE--__ 0 =T.O_.O{---J,by the plasma flow from the hollow cathode. The - : _GION P_'_T_
plasma conductivitynear the cathode is classical. KEEPER--_ PROBE = _I
At distances nearing the baffle the axial component ............ " t:v:_::;I ........................ _ R,_.59o_
of current becomes substantiallyreduced. Through k\\\_ _I
the baffle aperture the plasma potential and ._\\\\\\\\\\_\\\\\\\\'q--,_ _L
electron energy rise sharply to approximately _SOLENOm
their main discharge region values. It is in this CATHODEPOLEPIECEJ
region that plasma heatingoccurs and primary elec-
trons are created.
Electron Diffusion Fig. l Cathode pole piece/magnetic
baffle assembly. °
In a properly designed thruster two fields
exist in the aperture region which influencethe The electron flux_is related to the current density
2
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J by, In order to apply Equation (12) it was found
[I --_ (3) convenientto make a number of simplificationsto
e facilitatecalculation of many of the terms. For
example the derivativeswere approximatedfrom the
"Assumingthe Einstein relation, probe trace data as the slope of the line between
the plasma potentialsand densities in the cathodee
" p = _ D (4) region and those in the main discharge region.
Equation (12) can then be used in the form,
to be valid we can combine Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) I AV e an (13)
• to obtain D_ = A-_aftkTAvg A_- A-r
[en dV dn]J : O_ k-T- _- e_-_ (5)
Figure 2 shows the variation in plasma potential
This equation relates the current density through throughthe baffle aperture for a typical test case.The dashed line represents the approximationaV/ar
the aperture to the coefficientfor diffusion of the derivativedV/dr. The approximation is seen
normal to the magnetic field lines and the plasma
parametersin this region. The classic_X diffu- to be fairly good and is typical of the results
sion coefficientfor Maxwellianelectrons"" is obtained for other test conditions. At very low
magnetic flux densities (less than _20xlO-4 tesla)
given by
kT [[vc___+_J _l in the aperture this method tends to overestimateDClassicaI - Me (6) the value of the derivativeand this artificiallylowers the calculateddiffusion coefficientslightly.
where vc is the electron momentum exchange colli- This is not a serious problem however since the
son frequency and Me is the electron mass. The elec- magnetic field in the aperture of a normally opera-
tron'cyclotronfrequency_B is given by ting thruster is generally well above this value.
eB (7) 50
_B : M-
e
where B is the magnetic flux density. For the _ A,
magnetic field strengthsand densities in the 40
aperture region it was found that, __
o _ APPROXIMATION
_B
-- >> I (8) _ 30
v
c
B • 59 _uss
therefore we may neglect v_ relative to =_ in _ ," m_-5OOmAEO
" Equation (6) and write _ 20 m¢.lOOmA EQ
kTMeVc _ w-LO2cm
DClassical= T (9)
• ,d '
which yields the familiar result that the classical F_
diffusion coefficientvaries as B-2. However it
has been found that a diffusion coefficientpropor-
tional to B-I gives better results in an ion o zlo 21_ 31othruster.15T_isdiffusion coefficientfirst pro- o15 iio is
posed by Bohml_ may be written as, POSITION(cm)
kT (lO) Fig. 2 Typical variationof plasmaDBohm = 16eB potential through the baffle
aperture.
Since this expression is uncertain to a factor of
2 or 3 it will be written as, A similar type of approximationwas made for the
electron density variation. Plasma property profiles,
kT (ll) like the one shownin Fig.2,were_btainedbymoving aDBohm : _ Langmuir probe through the aperture region. This
required a large number Langmuir probe traces while
where _ is a constant correction factor. In order calculationof the gradients for Equation (13) re-
to decide whether Classical or Bohm diffusion is quired only that the differences in plasma proper-
applicablein the baffle aperture region Equation ties measured on either side of the aperture be
(5) can be solved for the diffusion coefficientto divided by the term ar shown in Figure 2. Such an
yield, approximationenables the experimenterto obtain
{e2n dV dn I-z satisfactoryresultswith only two Langmuir probeD± = J lkT r e_-_ (12) measurementsat each operating condition. Thequantity ar represents physicallythe thickness of
the plasma sheath in the aperture region through
" Comparisonof diffusion coefficientsdetermined
using measured plasma conditionswith this equation which the electrons are accelerated. It is the
and using the predictionsof Equations (9) and (lO) distance from the point where the magnetic flux
will enable the determinationof the most appropri- density begins to rise dramatically in the
ate diffusion model for the aperture region, cathode discharge region to the critical field
" line which carries the electrons into the
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main discharge region. Figure 3 shows the magnetic kT f e2n dV dn,
flux density variation through a typical aperture. J =_ [ kT _- e_ J (16)
This expression can be rearranged to obtain
I00[ 16= JB dr : nedV - kT dn (17)w=1.02¢m
IOomp, IsAF=eomp
Integrationof this equation over the aperture
potential sheath giveseo
IiA F " 8amp 16_ r JBdr : e f ndV - k f Tdn . (18)g
X
To introduce the baffle aperture geometry it is
assumed that the current density is constant over
z the sheath thickness,i.e.,
4Q j _ I (19)
ABaf
where I represents the current through the aperture
=Oamp, ISAF=4amp
w and ABaf is the open area of the aperture. Substi-z
tuting Equation (19) into Equation (18) we have,
16_ I / Bdr : e _ ndV - k _ Tdn (20)
ABaf
I
0 0.5 I.O 1.5 2.0 2.5
POSITION(cm) which can be solved for the baffle area to obtain,
16_ .
(T)I _ Bdr
Fig. 3. Magnetic flux density variations (ABaf)Bohm= k (21)through the baffle aperture, fndV - _ _ Tdn
The data, of which both Figures 2 and 3 are ex-
amples, suggested that this distance ar could be where the subscript Bohm refers to the fact that
approximatedwith reasonableaccuracy as the Bohm diffusionwas used in the derivation. If in-
aperture gap dimension w. This approximationwas stead classical diffusion is used the result is
therefore used in the analysis of most of the data. (l_T_e)iUc,, _ B2dr
The current through the baffle aperture, I, re-
quired in Equation (13) is simply the arc current
minus the beam current, (ABaf) = (22)Classical k
I = IArc - IBeam (14) _ ndV - _ _ Tdn =
The temperaturethrough the aperture while not
being constant was neverthelessapproximatedby An interestingfeatureof Equation (21) is the
an average temperaturewhich attempts to account appearanceof the term _Bdr which has been used with
for the energy of the primary electrons, i.e., some success in the modeling of prim_y electron
e containmentfor multipole thrusters,m_ Equation (22)
(9 + _ Ep_ differs from Equation (21) in that the integral
TCathode +_ TMainlO ) (15) fBdr in Equation (21) has been replaced by _B2dr and
= the term (16_/e)was replaced by (I/vcMe). In the
TAvg 2 derivation of Equation (22) the collision frequency
where TCathode and TMain are the Maxwellianelec- was assumed constant over the region of interest.
tron temperaturesin the cathode and main discharge The use of the classical diffusion coefficient
regions respectively, and Ep is the primaryelec-
tron energy. The electron density in the aperture requires the evaluationof the electron momentum
was taken to be the average density measured by exchange collision frequency. For diffusion throughthe aperture we need consider only electron-neutral
the two probes, nAvg. and electron-ionelastic collisions. The electron-
neutralcollision frequency, VenWaS approximated
Baffle Aperture Model using'18
An expression relating the aperture area to Yen = nnQn _ (23)
the magnetic flux density and plasma propertiesin
the aperture will now be derived. The development where nn isthenumberdensity ofneutrals, which
can be based on either the Classicalor Bohm diffu- canbeevaluatedfrom thetheorydevelopedbyWilbur.19
sion models, and because both developmentsare Qn is the electron-neutralcollision cross section,
similar only the one using the Bohm diffusion co- and v is the relative velocity of the colliding
efficient will be given here. Substitutingthe particles. The relative velocity is assumed equal
expression for Bohm diffusion into Equation (5) to the average thermalvelocity of the electrons
yields, given by
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= 8_kT (24) tests the cathode pole piece outer diameter was held
_--_ constant at 3.18 cm and the wall and baffle plate
thicknesseswere both 0.32 cm. The magnetic baffle
The electron-ioncollision frequency _ei, was eval- assembly of Figure l provided separate control over
uated frg_ the expression given by Holtand the magnetic field strength in the aperture through
- Haskell,l_ the use of a 12 turn magnetic baffle solenoid. The
magnetic coupling rods shown were made of soft iron
- 0"83T3/2 (25) and were of sufficientcross section to assure that
Vei ni_nA the magnetic flux through the rods was well below
where ni is the iol,number density and A is the the saturationpoint at the maximum solenoid current.Control of the magnetic field strength in the main
non-dimensionalplasma shieldingdistance which can discharge regionwas accomplishedthrough the use of
be calculated from,_° 8 radially oriented electromagnets. Since the
T3/2 cathode pole piece was part of the main thruster's
_nA = an [12.4xi03_2] (26) magnetic circuit, increasingthe current throughthe
radial nagnets increasedthe magnetic field strength
in the aperture region as well as the main discharge
In order to calculate the baffle aperture area region. However changing the field strength in the
from Equations (21) or (22) several integralsmust aperture by using the baffle solenoid did not signi-
be evaluated. Howevermost of the information ficantly change the magnetic field in the main dis-
necessary to evaluate these integralswould not be charge region. Magnetic flux densities in the center
available to someone designing a thruster. In of the aperture ranging from 9xlO-" to 120xlO-" tesla
order to make these equations more useful the fol- could be establishedusing either the baffle or the
lowing simplificationswere made. For the integrals radialmagnets. The pole piece/bafflegeometry
fTdn and fndV the averagequantities TAvq and nAva shown in Figure 1 was choosen for this study because
as defined previouslywere used so the t_mperatur_ it provided a magnetic field whose lines-of-force
and density could be moved outside the integral to were nearly parallel to the Z-axis and concentrated
give, mainly in the baffle aperture. This being the case,
_Tdn : TAvg An (27) it would be expected that a plot of the magneticfield strength component in the Z-directionas a
_ndV : nAvg AV (28) function of the radial position through the aperture
would be rather peaked in the vicinity of the gap.
It was also necessary to evaluate the integralof Figure 3 is such a plot, where IR is the radial
the magnetic flux density in Equations (21) and electromagnetcurrentand IBaf is the bafflemagnet
(22). For the fairly well confined magnetic field current. These figuresdo show the magnetic field
obtained with the pole piece geometry used in these tends to be concentratedin the aperture Region.
tests the approximation The measurements,for Figure 3 were taken with the
- gap spacing, i.e., the distance from the downstream
_Bdr : Bar (29) edge of the cathode pole piece to the upstream edge
of the baffle plate (w in Figure l), equal to
was also made, where the B on the right hand side 1.02 cm. This was the largest spacing used in the
of this equation was the value of the magnetic flux tests. Since the larger gap size resulted in
" density at the center of the aperture. However greater spreadingof the magnetic field, the curves
with other pole piece configurationsit may be in Figure 3 correspond to the case having the field
necessary to evaluate this integral. This could lines spread over the greatest distance of any that
be accomplishedby making magnetic flux density were investigated. Since it was believed that the
measurementsthrough the aperture along a path amount of this spread influencesthe thicknessof
perpendicularto the flux density vectors. Com- the plasma sheath through the aperture, and since
bining Equations (14), (27), (28) and (29) along the approximationsof the derivativesare better for
with Equation (21) yields the simplifiedequation small Ar it was considereddesirable for this study
used to calculate the baffle area for the Bohm to have the magnetic field spread out as little as
diffusion model, possible.
- 16_(IArc - IBeam)BAr (30) Probes
(ABaf)Bohm e nAvg AV - kTAvg An Two cylindricalLangmuir probes were used to
measure the plasma propertieson each side of the
The corresponding result for classical diffusion aperture. The cathode region probe was a 0.076 cm
is e _ iBeam)B2Ar diameter tantalum wire 0.076 cm long, and was po-
ucMe (IArc sitioned at a radial distance approximatelyequal
(ABaf) = (31) to the keeper radius at the midpoint of the aperture
Classical e nAvg AV - kTAvg An gap. Because the plasma propertiesin the cathode
region are fairly uniform the positioningof the
cathodeprobe was not critical, thus it was placed
fairly near the centerline to assure that it was not
Apparatus in the region of plasma heating. The main discharge
region probe was a 0.076 cm diameter wire 0.123 cm
" Magnetic Baffle long. The positioningof both probes can be seen in
Figure I. The main discharge region probe could al-
All experimentspertainingto this study were so be swept radially through the aperture and
carried out on a 14 cm dia. radial field thruster, severalmeasurementsof plasma propertiesas a
. The thruster was equipped with the pole piece function of the radial distance throughthe aperture
assembly shown schematicallyin Figure I. For these
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were made. The probe traces were analyzed using
a computer programdeve10ped by Beattie.17
Data Collection 9c 0
Extensive plasma property measurementswere
made using the cathode region and main discharge
region probes over a wide range of operating con- so
ditions. Three different baffle aperture areas
were probed. A summary of the values of the im-
portantvariables for each test is listed in
Table I. 7c
w • 0.64cm
Table I m_.GSOmAEO
Test Conditions m©-165mAEO
GO
Test Aperture Gap Main Cathode Arc Range of e
No. Area Spacing Flow Flow Cur. Peak Mag. -
[m2] w[cm] Rate Rate [Amp] Flux Density
[mAEq][mA Eq] in Gap _ so kT
[I0-_ tesla] _ _ ; a-2.6
8
1 5.71x10 -_ 0.64 650 165 4.50 9-111 _no
2 6.85x10 -4 0.76 500 100 3.50 15-107 _ . W_Z.T[.__b;_.]
m• _t + _
3 9.14xi0-4 1.02 500 I00 3.50 13-88
4 9.14xlO-_ 1.02 400 80 3.50 13-100 30
The screen and acceleratorgrid voltages were held
at +lO00vand-5OOv respectivelyand the cathode 20
pole piece diameter was 3.18 cm for all tests. _ o o
Before each test the aperture area was set by ad- t _ o
justing the gap spacing. During the data collec- i o o
tion the arc current, cathode flow rate and main io l o_ o o °o° o
flow rate were maintained approximatelyconstant. _ o
The magnetic field field-strengthin the aperture "',
was varied by changing the currents through the "''_ .....
radial and baffle electromagnetsand this caused °o _o 40 60 so ioo izo
the discharge voltage to change. At each field MAGNETICFLUXDENSITY(xlO-4TESLA)
strength setting two Langmuir probe traces were
taken, one with the cathode region probe and the
other with the main discharge region probe. The
parametersdescribing the operating condition (arc Fig. 4. Comparisonof the experimentally
current, arc voltage, beam current and keeper determineddiffusion coefficient
voltage) were also recorded, with the Bohm and classical
theories.
Results and Discussion at low magnetic field strengths, but in some of the
other sets of data not presented here a case could
It was of interest first to determine if Bohm be argued for classical diffusion. In all sets of
or classical diffusion applies to the processof data at the highermagnetic field strengths the
electron flow through the baffle aperture area. diffusion coefficientfollowed the Bohm theory more
The diffusion coefficientwas experimentallyde- closely than the classicalone. This observation
termined by using the Langmuir probe trace data is in agreementwith the results of Wells.9 The
obtained with the two probes in Equation (13). classicallydetermined coefficientwas typically an
order of magnitude too small.
D_ = I e2nAvg AV e An The aperture areas calculatedfrom Equations
ABaf kTAvg a_- _-r (30) and (31) are plotted against the magnetic flux
density in the aperture in Figures5, 6 and 7.
As suggested previously evaluationof this equation Ideallythe calculatedarea should be independent
was accomplishedby setting the sheath thickness of the flux density since in each case the area was
(Ar) equal to the aperture gap spacing (w) on the held constant as the magnetic field strength was
basis that this approximatedthe experimentalsitu- varied. For each of the three different areas
ation adequately. This experimentaldiffusion co- tested the model using Bohm diffusion showed ex-
efficient along with the predictionsfrom the Bohm cellent agreement with the actual area. The solid
and classical theories are shown in Figure 4. This lines in these figures represent the statistical
figure contains only the points obtained under test average of the Bohm points only and the dashed lines
number l in Table I. However the Bohm diffusion represent the standard deviation. In all cases the
coefficientwas seen to give good results in all classical theory failedbadly. Insomeinstancesitwas
cases when a constant correction factor of _ = 2.6 offbyasmuchast_oordersofmagnitude and showed a
was used. Here Bohm diffusion seems to apply even strong dependenceon the magnetic flux density. The
6
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Fig. 5. Comparisonof areas calculated OCLASSICAL
• with the Bohm and Classical
theories for an actual area
of 5.7lxlO-4m 2. ;- • •
I=
explanationfor this behavior can be traced back to o • •
Figure 4 and the failure of the classical diffusion x oOc_• Go o •• °°_oe°coefficient to fit the experimentaldata. The end • •
result of this effort can be seen in Figure8 which _ o • oo _t_
shows the average calculated baffle area using the _ --_°--b_---°----o'-__oOO ....
Bohm diffusion model plotted against the actual _ i.c _ o_--qy_ _°Jo
baffle area. The solid line representsthe line _ /, oof perfect correlationand the error bars indicate = " o• _ qn_. I_ _) Go
the standard deviation representedpreviouslyas w:i o
the dashed lines in Figures 5, 6 and 7. The cor- _ •
relation is remarkablygood consideringthe number _ • ,-IO2cm
of simplificationsused.
App1ication
2 •
Finallya descriptionof how to apply this
model is in order. Equation (30)is rewritten here
for convenience,with the subscript Bohm dropped
and the line integral of the magnetic flux density oJ , J _ J , ,
through the aperturerestored o 2o 40 so e• _oo 12o! MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY ( xlO -4 TESLA)
o 16_(IArc - IBeam) [ Bdr
ABaf -- (32) Fig. 7. Comparisonof areas calculated
e nAvg AV - kTAvg An with the Bohm and Classical
theories for an actual area
It is seen that in order to calculate the aperture of 9.14xlO-4m2.
area the user must determine a priori the value of
each of the quantitieson the right hand side of
120
1.4 and tested. Fortunately it can be shown that the
ratio of the voltage gradient term to the density
gradient term is approximatelya constant regard-
less of the prevailingmagnetic flux density, flow
rates, baffle aperture area or discharge current.
1.2 The absolute value of this ratio written as,
e2nAVI
Ivoltage 9radient termI = kT _r I= AV -
:E 1.0 Idensity gradient termI e Anl I_ _-nl(33)
/ Arl
x is plotted against the magnetic flux density in the
< aperture in Figure 9 for all test cases. The solid
O.B line represents the average value and the dashed
lines represent the standard deviation. Consider-
w able scatter is evident in the data. However to a
first approximationthe ratio is independentof
< the variablesconsidered important in the baffle
=o.6 aperture model. This important result allows the
O
w term kTan to be approximatedby -_enaV for any
combinationof aperture area, magnetic flux density
J
and flow rate investigatedin these tests. No
_0.4 hysicaljustificationof this observation has
o been identified.
All that remains now is to determine the volt-
age differenceacross the aperture. It is this
O.Z voltage difference throughwhich the electrons are
acceleratedto become primary electrons. If the
plasma potential in the cathode discharge region
can be approximatedby the keeper voltage,
0 0 0.21 0.4= 0.61 O.B= l.ol (VKeeper)and the plasma potential in the main
ACTUALBAFFLEAREA(xlO -3m z)
Fiq. 8. Comparisonof the calculated
baffle area to the actual _ 12 w(cm)mm(mAEQ) m©(mAEQ)
baffle area.. _ 0064 sso _6s
_ 0.76 500 I00
I0 _ [] 1.02 500 I00 =4 80
this equation. An importantassumptionwhich mustbe made now is that the value of the correction
factor, _ = 2.6, which was used with success in this _ e
study, can be used for any thruster with any cathode _ a 0
pole piece geometry. Although this assumption has
notbeen tested as yet it seems justifiableon the _
grounds that the mechanism of electron diffusion _ 6
through the baffle aperture should be similar for _ . o--- -.... 93__
other aperture configurations. The designer of a _ _ _- o_ oo_ o_ o_ ^_ o
thruster will know in general from other considera- _ z_ _ no o o _ 0 _°o°ion the va ues of the b am cu rent, a c current, 4
o "0o u _0 U VO
primary electron energy and the density at which _ ^0
the thruster should operate. The density of the _ 0 o 0 o<>_oo o0
main discharge region could be used as a first order ___Q__oo__a___O__o_o9 o _o.
approximation for the average plasma density in the _ a o a
aperture region (nAvo). Further, the magnetic flux _ _ 00
density and configurationof the lines-of-forcein
the aperture region will be under his control.
• . I I I I I I
Using a physical model of the magnetic circuit for _0 20 40 60 80 i00 120
the aperture region the magnetic field through the MAGNETICFLUXDENSITY(xlO"4 TESLA)
aperture can be mapped with a gaussmeter and the
line integral of the flux density can be calculated.
Next it is appropriate to consider the relative
magnitudes of the potential and density gradient Fig. 9. Comparisonof the voltage gradient
driving terms in Equation (32). In particular it term to the density gradient term.
is desirable to determine if some simplification
can be made here which would make the model more
useful to a designer. This is necessary because
the density gradient across the aperture would in
general not be known before a thruster was built
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discharge region by the arc voltage (VArc), then Finally now we can write Equation (30) in the
the voltage difference across the sheath could be form in which it will be most useful
determinedusing 16a(IArc - IBeam)Bar (34)
AV = VArc - VKeeper (34) ABaf = 5
, _ e nAvg (VArc - VKeeper)
If this is valid, then this difference should also
be equal to the energy gained by the primaryelec- This is the form of the equation which was used to
trons after being acceleratedthrough the aperture generate Figures 5-8.
sheath. Figure lO is a plot of the primary elec-
tron energy against the difference between the Conclusions
arc voltage and the keeper voltage, includingdata
from all the test cases. The solid line represents The diffusionof electrons through the baffle
the line obtained from a linear least squares curve aperture of a hollow cathode ion thruster closely
fit and it has a correlation coefficientof r=0.92, followsthe Bohm diffusion theory when a correction
The slope of the curve fit line is seen to be very factor equal to 2.6 is used. Classical theory
close to one. The dashed line representsthe line underestimatesthe diffusion coefficientby typically
obtained if the primaryelectron energy was equal an order of magnitude. Applying the Bohm diffusion
to this voltage difference. At any point along
these lines the difference between them is about theory it is possible to calculate the aperture area
required to effect discharge chamber operation at a
2 eV which is approximately the temperatureof the specifieddischarge voltage and current. The areas
electrons in the cathode region plasma, calculated by this model using Langmuir probe trace
data from an operating thruster agreed well with
the actual baffle areas. The dominate physical
force driving electronsthrough the aperture was
42 identifiedas the electric potential gradient. The
electron density gradient results in a force that is
_ _/ about one-fourthof the electric field force. The
3B _ energy gained by the electrons (in eV) as they are
_-/ acceleratedacross the baffle aperture sheath is
approximatelyequal to the difference between the
34 o _ j / arc voltage and the keeper voltage. Therefore thevalue of the potential rise through the baffle
- ° _ __//J//_i aperture can be approximatedusing this difference.3O /
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A MODEL FOR NITROGEN CHEMISORPTIONIN ION THRUSTERS
Paul J. Wilburt
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado
i
Abstract Subscripts and Superscripts "
A theoreticalmodel describing the formation a AcceleratorGrid Open Area
of nitrogen species subject to chemisorptionon ion
thruster discharge chamber surfaces is presented, c At cathode potential
Molecules,atoms, atomic ions and molecular ions
are identifiedas the important species in the e EffectiveOpen Area of Grid Pair to Neutral
analysis. Current densities of the atomic and Particles
molecular ions predictedby the model are compared
to current densities measured in the beam of a Hg Sputter inducingmercury ions
SERT II thruster. The predictedand measured
values of these two current densities are shown to m Maxwellian Electron
agree within about _ I00%. The mechanisms in-
volved in the erosionof a surfacesubjected to p PrimaryElectron or Primary Electron Region
simultaneousnitrogen chemisorptionand sputter
erosion by high energy ions are also discussed, s Screen Grid Open Area
w Dischargechamber Wall
Nomenclature
0 In the Vacuum Tank
A Area (m2)
i Atomic Nitrogen
f Fraction of Surface Area
2 Molecular Nitrogen I
j Particle Current Density (m-2sec-I)
+ Atomic Nitrogen Ion
k Boltzmann Constant (I.38 x ]023J/°k)
2+ Molecular Nitrogen Ion
m Mass of Molecular Nitrogen (4.68 x lO-26kg)
' SputteringSite Where the Effect of Nitrogen is
n Particle Density (m-3). Felt.
p Pressure (nt/m2)
Introduction
P Primary Electron Rate Factor (m3/sec)
When nitrogen is present in the discharge
Q Maxwellian Electron Rate Factor (m3/sec) chamber of an ion thruster it is known to reduce
the erosion rates of thruster components,l For
S SputteringYield ground based qualificationtests of ion thrusters
this phenomenonis undesirablebecause it results
T Temperature (°k) in greatercomponent lifetime measurementsthan
those that would be observed in the space environ-
v Velocity (m/sec) ment where nitrogen is not present. On the other
hand one can envision an operating mode wherein
V Volume (m3) nitrogen might be carried on an electricallypro-
pelled spacecraftso it could be supplied to the
Sputtered Metal Removal Rate (m-2sec-I) discharge chamber during operation to extend the
lifetime of critical thruster components. It is
Z Rate Factor-DensityProduct for Primary plus desirable to have a theoreticalmodel describing
Maxwellian Electrons-Eqn(15) (see)"I the change in sputtering rates effected by the
presence of nitrogen in the discharge chamber so
€ Probabilityof Striking a SputteringSite one can compute the associated changes in component
Affected by a Nitrogen Atom lifetimes that could be expected either in space or
during a ground test. The purpose of this paper is
Sticking Probability to develop a portion of that model; namely that
portiondescribing the arrival rate of reactive
nitrogen species on the discharge chamber walls.
Results predicted by the model will be compared
with some experimentalmeasurements. Further, the
, means by which results given by the model might be
Work performedunder NASA Grant NGR-06-O02-112. used to compute variationsin sputteringrates
caused by nitrogen impuritieswil] be suggested.
t Professor,Mechanical EngineeringDepartment, The amount of nitrogen,which would have to be
Member AIAA. carriedon board a spacecraft to bring about a
Copyright©American Institute of Aeronautics and 1
A,_lronautics, Inc., 19"/9. All rights reserved.
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substantial reduction in discharge chamber sputter- N + e . N+ + 2e (I)
ing rates is estimated using th_ erosion,rate data 2 2
given by Rawlinand Mantenieks._ This analysis is N+
contained in the Appendix. N + e . N + + 2e (2)2
N + e . 2N + e (3)
Physical Processes 2
Durino ground based testing of ion thrusters N + e . N+ + 2e (4)
• nitrogen enters the discharge chamberas molecular
nitrogen throughthe grids. Molecular nitrogen The final reaction might be consideredquite
exhibits a low probabilityof being chemically unlikely initially because the atomic nitrogen
adsorbed on thruster materials compared to other density would be expected to be substan-
more reactive species so its rate of chemisorption tially less than the molecular nitrogen density.
will be neglected in this analysis.2 Molecular The reaction is significanthere howeverbecause of
nitrogen, which is present in the dischargechamber its comparativelyhigh cross section. The electrons
in the highest concentrationof any nitrogen specie, inducing the reactions given above will in this
is however subject to electron bombardmentand the analysis be assumed to fit the two-groupmodel
speciesresulting from these interactionsgenerally (monoenergeticplus Maxwellian)generally applied
do exhibit a high adsorptionprobability. The to mercury ion thruster plasmas.
speciesproduced include atomic nitrogen and atomic
nitrogen ions both of which are highly reactive and
exhibita chemisorptionprobabilitynear unity when TheoreticalDevelopment
they strike an unsaturatedsurface. As a surface
becomes saturatedwith chemisorbednitrogen however In order to calculate the current densitiesof
incident atoms and atomic ions would probably be the various specieswhich are chemisorbedon the
held only for the time necessary to form molecular thrusterwalls it will be necessary to determine
nitrogen which would be released back into the dis- the density of nitrogen in the discharge chamber.
charge chamber. Molecular nitrogen ions are also For the case where a thruster being ground tested
formed in the dischargechamber and they can also is considered,this is determined by a nitrogen
be chemisorbed into a metal surface if they can balanceequating inflow and outflow through the
acquirea sufficientlyhigh kineticenergy with grids to and from the vacuum tank. Figure l is a
which to impact a thruster surface.3 In ion schematicdiagram of the vacuum tank and discharge
thrusters,molecular nitrogen ions acquireenergies chamber. In the vacuum chamber the nitrogenmole-
on the order of 30-40v as they pass from the bulk cular density (no) can be related to the nitrogen
plasma to cathode potential surfaces and this is partial pressure (Po) and the tank wall temperature
sufficient to facilitatetheir dissociationupon (To) through the perfectgas equation
*_ impact and subsequentchemisorption. In this
energy range the sticking probabilityfor molecular Po
ions on molybdenum is for example about 50%. no - , (5)
Molecular nitrogen ions striking anode surfaces k TO
will generally not stick and they will therefore
come back off as neutralmolecular nitrogen. Other where k is Boltzmann'sconstant. It has been as-
speciessuch as metastable nitrogen specieswould sumed here that the molecules are in good thermal
be expected to behave as molecular nitrogen so they communicationwith the tank walls so they equili-
will be neglected in this analysis.4 Another brate at the tank wall temperature.
processwhich can be important in some cases in-
volves energetic electrons (>lOeV) striking
physicallyadsorbed molecular nitrogen.4 This
mechanism should not be important in thrustersbe-
cause electrons striking the cathode potentialsur- f-VACUUMTANK
faces which are of interesthere do not have _-
sufficientenergy to effect dissociation. DISCHA_E
Once nitrogen chemisorption has occurred, / r-----_ cHAMeER
atomic nitrogen present in the metal apparently I I _ !_a
enhances the sputter resistanceof the base metal I I 4. :__
in the surface. When the surface is impacted by _"--- "°
an energetic ion and nitrogen is dislodged it
appears to leave the surface in the atomic state. 4
This sputtering would of course be expected to
occur from cathode potentialsurfaces where the f_
energies of sputtering ions are substantialand
it would not be expected from anode potentialsur-
faces where the energies of sputtering ions are
much lower. Figure I. Nitrogen Flow Schematic
The specieswhich have been identifiedas im- The flow rate of nitrogen atoms into the
portant in the nitrogen chemisorptionprocessare thruster (no) is given by the equation for free
atoms, atomic ions and molecular ions. These molecular flow through a sharp-edgedorifice,
speciesare considered in this analysis to be pro- 2novoAa novoAa
duced in the discharge chamber as a consequenceof _o - 4 2 (6)
the following reactions:
where Aa is the open area of theaccelerator grid
2
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and vo, the mean molecular velocity, is given by averaged values.
V_ kTo The rate constants for primary electrons (P_+)Vo = m (7) and Haxwellia_ electrons (Q_+) are d fined as the
relative velocity-crosssection products based
respectivelyon the primary electron energy and the
The quantity m is the mass of a nitrogen molecule. Maxwellianelectron temperature.5 Values for these
constants,pertaining to the productionof molecular
As a result of electron bombardmentwithin the ions (2+) from molecular neutrals (2), ha.e been
discharge chamber, nitrogen molecules (N2) will be computed u_ing experimentallydeterminedcross °
converted to molecular ions !N_ ), atomic ions (N+) sectionsZ,° and they are given in Figures2 and 3.
and atoms (N) and these specieswill reach equili- Tabular rate constant data are also given in the
brium densitiesn2, n2+, n+ and nI respectively. Appendix for this reaction and other reactions
The equivalentloss rate of nitrogen atoms (n) from found to be important in this analysis.
the discharge chamber as a result of migration of
each of these species through the grids will then
be given by loxi_4
= 2 J2Ae + 2 J2+ As + J+As + Jl Ae ' (8)
9
The symbols J2, J2+, J+ and Jl represent respective-
ly the particle current densities of nitrogen mole- NITROGEN
cules, molecular ions, atomic ions and atoms toward e
the grids. The quantity As is the effective open
area of the screen grid to ions and Ae is the effec-
tive open area of the screen and acceleratorgrid _ 7
pair to neutral flow from the dischargechamber to _"
the tank. This latter effective open area is de-
termined by considering the effective resistanceto _ s
flow for the two-grid system to be equal to the sum
of the resistancesof each separate grid and is
given by
(As) (Aa) _ 5
Ae As + Aa (9) z0
=4
The area given by this expression is being used be- o
cause it seems to yield closer agreement with ex- Jw
perimentallydetermined neutral loss rates through _ 3
an accelerator system than the acceleratorgrid
open area alone.5,6 •
The current densities of the various species
in Eqn. (8) can be determined by consideringeach
specie separately. The neutral molecules are as-
sumed to be unifomly distributed throughoutthe I
discharge chamberand to have a Maxwellian velocity
distributioncorrespondingto the thruster wall
temperature(Tw). Hence the molecular current
density (J2) is 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70PRIMARY ELECTRON ENERGY (eV)
n2v2 ;£__8 kTw (I0)J2 = 4 - _ m Figure 2. Primary Electron Rate Factors
Molecular nitrogen ions are produced within for Nitrogen
the primary electron region of the thruster as a
result of electron bombardmentof molecular nitrogen The current density of atomic ions which
by both primary and Maxwellianelectrons. These appears as the third term on the right side of
ions are assumed to be lost uniformly at the same Eqn. (8) is calculated in a way similar to that
rate as they are produced by migration across the used for molecular ions. As suggested by Eqns. (2)
bounding surfacearea of this region (AD). The and (4) however atomic ions can be produced from
current density of molecular ions (j2+)'isthere= either atoms or molecules and the current density
fore given by the production rate divided by the of this specie thereforebecomes
surface area. V_ = Ap [p_+ 2+ J+ V +
Q_)
J2+ =A_. n2 (rip + nmQ2 ) (ll) n2(npP2
+
nm
(12)
P
+ nl(npP_ + nmQ_)
_herenX io the applicationof this equation is the
assumption that the primary electrons at density np The rate constants for production of atomic ions
+ +
and the Maxwellian electronsat density nm are dis- from molecules (P_, Q2) and from atoms (PI, Q_)
tributed uniformlyover the primary electron region have been determinedusing respectivelythe o
of volume Vo. These densitiesas well as others measured cross sections from Rapp, et al8 and
used in thi_ analysis are therefore volume-
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Keifferand Dunn,9 and they are also given in going to any surface over that which would occur
Figures2 and 3 and in the Appendix. if nitrogen came back off of cathode potential sur-
faces in molecular form. It is importantto note
at this point that any of these speciesgoing to
io-,4 anode potential surfaces would be expected to re-
turn to the dischargechamber as molecular nitrogen.
This occurs becauseanode surfaces are not subject
to significantsputteringand they therefore tend
to become saturatedwith nitrogen in the steady
NITROGEN state condition. In order to simplify the analysis
o_ this model of nitrogen productionwill be de-
coupled from the sputteringmodel, and it will be
assumed that the chemisorbednitrogen coverage on
1.5 cathode potential surfaces is small. This enables
E one to neglectcathode potentialwall encounters
- Q in which a nitrogen atom or ion is rejected because
the site it strikes is saturated. Consideringtheo
u_ phenomenadescribedabove the equation for the
current density of atomic nitrogen becomes
+ •n,0 +
- nl[npP; + nmQ_][+ Jl fcl (13)
+ (J+ + 2J2+ V2+) fc+J
J
0.5
x The quantitiesfct and fc+ representrespectively
the fractionsof the discharge chamber surface
area which appear to the neutralatoms and ions to
be at cathode potential. These two factors differ
because the grid system presentsdifferent open
areas to neutraland ionized particles. The
quantity _2+ appearing in the last term is the
probabilitythat a molecular ion will be chemisorbed.
_. o o 2 4 6 B 1o s2 14 This probabilityis dependenton both the energy of
MAXWELLIANELECTRONTEMPERATURE(eV) the average sputtering ion and the materials on
which it is impacting. Molecularnitrogen ions,
having energies characteristicof ion thruster
sheathswhich strike molybdenum have a sticking
• Figure 3. Maxwellian Electron Rate probabilityof about 50% for example.3 Rearranging
Factors for Nitrogen Eqn. (13) one obtains:
The calculationof the currentdensity of V + +
neutral nitrogen atoms is considerablymore complex Jl: A-__(n2(Z2+2Z_)-RIZII+(J++2T2+J2+)fc+
than those for the ionic species because each of p (14)
the following phenomenamust be considered in the
formulationof the associated equation: (l - fcl)
l) The productionof atomic nitrogen in the where the quantity Z, which has been used to simpli-
primary electron region as a result of
the reactionsof Eqn. (2) and (3), fy the expression, is defined by
•Z4 : npP + nmQ_ (15)2) The loss of atomic nitrogen in the i
primary electron region as a result of
the reaction of Eqn. (4), and In the steady state the flow rate of nitrogen
atoms into the thruster (no) would have to be equal
3) The release of atomic nitrogen from sur- to the nitrogen outflow rate (n). Employing this
faces at cathode potential in sufficient condition and using Equations (5) through (8), (10)
numbers to assure no net accumulationof through (12) and (14) the following expressionfor
nitrogen once steady-statesputter the molecular nitrogen density in the discharge
desorption/chemi-adsorptionconditions chamber is obtained:
are achieved. _ Po [ Ae k/_w VPI2Z__(As+ AeFfc++lllThe third condition cited above reflects the n2 _k_o_-- _/_-m + Ap _A _A L_clJ/fact that chemisorbednitrogen tends to be sputter-
ed off as atomic nitrogen.4 This specie,which
. rfc.l])(Ae(10could have been derived originallyfrom any of the nl (ZI_( s Aeatomic or ionic species subject to chemisorption, +__ + +may end up being sputtered betweenseveral cathode n2 \_-)\_A _A Ll-_cl] -f_cl\_A)
• potential surfaces. This results is an increase -l
in the average atomic nitrogen current density 2+(_) Ae F fc+ IT2+)1 ]+ Z + _AALl_f _ J
4
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The first term in the square brackets generally depending on whether or not that site was influ-
tends to dominate this denominatorterm. This cor- enced by a chemisorbednitrogen atom. Similarly,
responds physicallyto the condition in which ni- incident nitrogen being chemisorbedwould be ex-
trogen is lost throughthe grids primarily in the pected to exhib.itthis same binary behavior. The
form of neutralmolecules. With the exceptionof wear rate of base metal per unit area would then be
the atomic-to-molecularnitrogen density ratio given by
(nl/n2)Equation (16) is written in terms of quanti- - S'ties which can be evaluated_ The quantitieswhich W = S " (l €) + " € (19)
would have to be known include the discharge plasma JHg JHg
properties, the tank nitrogen partial pressure and where S is the yield of base metal at a site where
the geometry and material specifications for the nitrogen doesn't influence the sputtering, S' is the
thruster. The atomic-to-molecular density ratio yield at a site where the influence of the nitrogen
(nl/n2) can be obtained if one assumes that both of is felt, € is the probability of striking a site
these species have a uniform Maxwellian distribution affected by nitrogen and JHg is the incident currentcharacterized by the discharge chamber wall tempera-
ture (Tw). Then the current density of atoms density of the particles that effect sputtering.
leaving the primary electron region where they are The nitrogen concentration would after a period of
produced is given by: , operation reach a steady value so the nitrogen
n 8k_ k/-_w chemisorptionand sputter induceddesorptionrateswould be equal. The equat on describingthis con-
jl = TLV_-_) : nlV _, (17) dition would be
: • _ sI (20)
Combining Equations (II), (12), (14) and (17) (Jl + J+ + 2J2+ _2+) (I - €) JHg
one then obtains:
nI 2 Zl + (l+fc+) + 2+ where S1 is the sputteringrate of nitrogen atomsfrom a site w re ni rogen is present. Chemis rp-
_ 2 Z2 + 2_2+ fc+ Z2 (18) tion probabilitiesofunity have been assumed for
n2 the nitrogen atoms and atomic ions in this equation.
AV__p(l_fcl) + + Combining Eqns. (19) and (20) to eliminate theV _T (l+fc+)Zl probabilityfactor € one obtains the following ex-
pression for the base metal removal rate:
The first term in the numerator and the first _Sl Jl + J+ + 2_2+ J2+term in the denominatortend to dominate this ex- +
pression. Physicallythis dominancemeans that _-r Sneutral atoms are produced primarilyby the reaction W " S JHg (21)
identifiedin Eqn. (3) and lost as a result of mi- : JHg | Sl Jl + J+ + 2_2+ J2+
gration at thermalvelocity to anode potential sur- LST+
faces or through the grid apertures. It is probably S' "
desirable at this poiDt to reiterate that atoms JHg
going to cathode potential surfaces are considered
to be sputtered back off as atoms in the model and In the limit of high nitrogen chemisorption
this physical condition is reflected in the (l-fcl) this equation yields a base metal loss rate per
term appearing in the denominatorof Eqn. (18). unit area that is characteristicof a saturated
surface (JHg S') and for the opposite limit the
Eqns. (18), (16), (17), (ll) and (12) now rate is that for the virgin metal (JHg S). Thecomprise a closed form solution for the particle
densities of the nitrogen atoms and molecules and limiting behavior is thereforeconsistentwith the
the current densities of molecular and atomic ions observationsof Rawlin and Mantenieks.l The ratio
and neutral atoms in terms of plasma properties, (Sl/S')appearing in Eqn. (21) represents the
known propertiesof nitrogen and geometrical prop- average number of nitrogen atoms sputteredper base
erties of the discharge chamber. Current densities metal atom sputtered when a site influencedby ni-
computed from these equations when multiplied by trogen is bombarded. Equation (21), while it may
the chemisorption probabilityfor each correspond- not represent the sputteringprocesses involved in
ing specie determine the rate of formation of this problem with complete physical accuracy, does
sputter resistant sites on the base material. This demonstratehow nitrogen currents to the surfaces
informationmay now be applied to a sputtering of a thruster could be incorporatedinto a sputter-
theory to determine the effect of the nitrogen on ing model.
the erosion rate of the base material.
ExperimentalProcedure
Applicationof Nitrogen Arrival Rates
in a Sputtering Theory In an effort to verify the theoreticalmodel
of nitrogen specie productionproposed in this
Rawlin and MantenieksI observed what appeared paper, experimentswere conducted in which the
to be a transitionbetween two sputteringlevels molecular and atomic ion currents coming from a
as the nitrogen partial pressurewas increased from SERT II thrusterI0 were measured directly and also
very low to very high levels. They suggested this calculated using the model proposed herein. The
transitionwas determined by the relative arrival SERT II thruster was equipped with a standard grid
rates of sputteringions (mercury)and the con- set (71% open area screen grid, 48% open area ac-
taminant particleswhich are being chemisorbed celerator grid, 13.9 cm dia. beam) and was operated
(nitrogen). Such a theory might be formalized by at 2kV and 3kV net and total accelerating voltages o
assuming that incident mercury ions arriving at a respectively.
site would exhibit two distinct types of behavior
5
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Tests were conducted by operating the thruster
on mercury for severalhours until it was running
stablyand the vacuum tank pressure was in the
5 to 7 X lO-6 torr range. Nitrogen was then in-
troduced into the tank at a locationupstream of
,- the thruster until stable thruster operationat the
total tank pressure desiredwas established. The
nitrogenwas introducedinto the tank in the manner
mentioned to preventdirect access of the nitrogen
throughthe thruster grids without at least one
encounterwith the tank wall. This facilitated
equilibrationof the molecular nitrogen and the
tank wall temperatures. With the thruster operating
stably its ion beam was probed using a collimating
E x B momentum analyzerll to determinecurrent
density profilesfor the pertinent ionized species
(H_, N_, N+) in the beam at probe pitch anglesof 0°,
o- o o5 , lO and 15 . These data were subsequently
analyzed to determine the current density of each
specie averaged across the beam. Immediatelyafter _" _'° _; _ _ATEVO_TAGE(,o,,,)
the beam currentdensity profiles had been obtained
the discharge chamber was Langmuir probed at sixteen
locations. Subsequentanalysis of these Langmuir Figure4. E x B Probe Signature in the
Beam of a Nitrogen Contaminatedprobe data using the technique developed by
Beattie_ yielded plasma Property profiles for the Ion Thruster
dischargechamber. Plasma propertiesaveraged over
the primaryelectron volume were then determinedso Tests were conducted over a range of nitrogen
they could be used as input to the theoretical partialpressuresand thruster flow rates, discharge
model described previously in this paper, currents and voltages. The test conditionsand re-
sults obtained in these tests are shown in Table I.
Figure 4 shows the E x B probe output measured The plasma propertiesgiven in this table are the
as the plate voltageon the probe was varied to volume-averagedvalues determinedfrom Langmuir
change the charge-to-massratio of the specie being probe data which were used as input to the theo-
sensed by the instrument. These data were obtained reticalmodel. The calculatedvalues of atomic and
with the probe on centerlinelooking down the molecular ion current ratios were obtained by using
thruster axis. The figure shows the highest peak these data to calculate nitrogen currentdensities
for singly-chargedmercury with other, lower in- from Eqn. (18), (16), (ll) and (12), then multiply-
6 tensity peaks occurring at charge-to-massratios ing the resultsby the beam cross sectionalarea
correspondingto doubly-ionizedmercury, molecular and dividing by the measured beam.current attribu-
nitrogen ions and atomic ions. Note that the upper table to mercury ions.
curve is a thirty-foldamplificationof the lower
one. Figure 4 suggests that both molecular and The estimated temperaturesand geometricaland
atomic nitrogen ions are produced in significant chemisorptionprobabilityfactorsdetermined for
numbers in the dischargechamber when nitrogen is the SERT II thrusterand used as input to these
present in the facility, equationsare:
TableI
TestConditionsand Results
Nitrogen Max. Pri. Maxwellian Primary Atomic Ion Molecular Ion
Test Partial Elec. Elec. Density Density Current Ratio Current Ratio
# Pressure Temp. Energy nm n meas. calc. meas. calc.
Po (eV) (eV) (m-) (m-p) (%) (%) (%) (%)(torr)
l 2.2x10-6 6.5 21.6 2.0xlO17 8.0xlOis 0.99 0.81 2.07 1.47
2 1.2xlO-s 5.6 21.7 1.9xlO17 6.7xi0Is 1.17 2.23 4.95 5.13
3 3.5x10-6 7.5 28.2 8.5xi0z6 ].OxlOzG 0.68 1.03 4.86 2.10
4 3.0xlO-6 6.6 28.2 8.4xi016 l.OxlO16 0.78 0.62 2.94 1.52
5 3.0xlO-B 5.7 25.7 8.8xi016 l.lxlO16 0.67 0.48 3.42 1.27
6 1.3xlO-s. 5.6 23.1 9.4xi0Is 6.9xi0Is 1.85 1.18 6.66 4.00
7 5.2xi0-6 6.5 28.4 1.4xlO17 1.6x]O16 1.53 1.69 4.96 2.89
8 1.5xlO-s 6.4 27.6 1.6x]O17 1.4xlO16 2.49 5.56 7.59 9.36
9 4.5xi0-6 8.7 29.9 1.2xIO17 1.4xlOIG 1.76 2.81 5.70 3.68
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o Vacuum Tank Wall Temperature,To : 77°k _c
Q
o DischargeChamberWall Temperature, []MOLECULARIONCURRENTRATIO
TW : 500°k
0 ATOMIC ION CURRENT RATIO
o Prima_v Electron Region Volume-to-Surface
Area Ratio, Vp/Ap = 1.45 X 10-2 m -
o Screen-to-AccelGrid Open Area Ratio, o /
As/Aa = 1.5 _ 7
o EffectiveOpen Area-to-AccelGrid Open Area,
Ae/Aa : 0.60 _ 6 0
PERFECT0 Fraction of Thruster Interiorat Cathode _ 5 CORR ATION
Potential as seen by Neutrals, fcl : 0.36 _ / EL
u / oo Fraction of Thruster Interior at Cathode _ 4
Potential as seen by Ions, fc+ = 0.28 _ ' o
o Sticking Probabilityfor Molecular Nitrogen _ 3
= 0.5 (this quantity is a func- u o a
I°nS'o _on energy and base material, o []
tion z
Reference 3 suggests a value of 0.5 for 2
molybdenum and discharge voltageof about
40v). D []
I
The measured currentratios in Table I were
determined by taking the ratio of average nitrogen
specie current density to average singly ionized o , , , , , , , ,
mercury current densityas determined from analysis o l 2 3 4 s s T e
of the E x B probe measurements. Figure 5 is a MEASUREDCURRENTDENSITYRATIO(%)
plot of the calculatedmolecular and atomic current
ratios against the measured ones. The data show
considerable scatter but suggestthat the model for Figure 5. Correlationof Measured and
molecular and atomic nitrogencurrent densitycal- Calculated Results
culations is accurate to within about ± I00%. It
is also noteworthy that the atomic ion data seem to
be centered close to the line of perfectcorrela- of ion thrusters has been developed. These species,
tion. The majority of the molecular ion data on which are identifiedas nitrogen atoms, atomic
the other hand lie below this line and this suggests nitrogen ions and molecular nitrogen ions, tend to
a possible systematicerror in the model. The most be chemisorbedon cathode potential thrusterwalls
probable sourcesof such an error are consideredto when they reach them. The model suggests that ni-
be related to the values assumed for sticking co- trogen atoms are produced primarily by electron
efficientsand geometric factors. The accuracy of induceddissociationof molecular nitrogen and lost
nitrogen partial pressure is also questionablebe- as a result of atom migration to anode potential
cause it was determinedas the difference in pres- surfaces and through the grids. These atoms are
sures measured before and after the introduction the major contributerto the currentdensity of
of nitrogen rather than with a residual gas species that are chemisorbedat cathode potential
analyzer. Finally Langmuir probe trace analysis is surfaces. The molecular and atomic current den-
always a source of possible error. Consideringthe sities are about one-fifth and one-tenth respec-
crudeness of the model and the possible sources of tivelyof the neutral atom current density. The
experimentalerror the results appear to be satis- current densitiesof nitrogen ions were measured
factory, in the beam of a SERT II thruster as a function of
Although the atomic neutral current density discharge chamber conditionsand nitrogen partial
given by Eqn. (17) could not be verified with the pressure. These measurementsagreed with current
available instrumentationit is probably safe to densities calculatedusing measured plasma proper-
assume that this equationwould also be accurate to ties and estimated geometricalfactors to within
within about ± I00%. Examinationof the magnitudes about ± 100%.
of the current densities of the various nitrogen
species given by Eqns. (ll), (12) and (17) for
typical SERT II mercury thruster operating condi- References
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A___pendix
On Board Nitrogen Mass Requirementfor 30 cm
Thruster Mission
The idea of carrying nitrogen on board a space-
craft to extend the lifetimes of discharge chamber
components by increasingtheir sputter resistance
could De of interest if it would not result in sig-
nificant increase in spacecraftmass. Screen grid
erosionrate data complied by Rawlin and Mantenieksl
suggestthat a substantialreduction in the erosion
rate of molybdenum began to occur in ground based
endurance tests of a 30 cm thruster operating at a
2 A beam current and a 36v discharge voltage when
the facility pressure was about l x lO-6 torr.
Equations (5), (6) and (7) of this paper can be
combined to yield the following equation which can
be used to calculate the molecular nitrogen flow
, rate into the thruster correspondingto this pres-
sure.
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THE SCREENHOLE PLASMASHEATH
OF AN ION ACCELERATORSYSTEM
, Graeme Aston* and Paul J. Wilburt
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado80523
• Abstract which the accelerated ions are extracted from the
plasma is not well understood. It is known that a
Results of the first probing of the screen plasma sheath is formed and that this sheath is a
hole sheath of an ion accelerator system are pre- transition region separating the plasma from a
sented. The screen hole sheath, represented as a region where ions are being accelerated through the
set of equipotent_al contours, extends over a large screen hole(s) of the accelerator system. Thisdistance within the discharge plasma. Under no
conditions examined does the sheath enter the screen hole pTasma sheath varies in position and
shape as a result of plasma density (i.e., beam
screen hole. Edge hole defocusing of multiaperture current) grid geometry and grid accelerating po-accelerator systems is due primarily to local
plasma density variations rather than adjacent tential variations. Consequently, changes in the
screen hole sheath interactions. The sheath physical characteristics of the screen hole plasma
sheath affect directly such things as the divergence
boundary is independent of screen-to-accelerator of the beam ions ejected from the accelerator system,
grid spacing when the gridset is operated at the direct ion impingement upon the accelerator grid
minimum ion beam divergence condition. Signifi- with its associated erosion, ion re-combination over
cant ion focusing effects occur in the sheath the screen grid surface and the associated lowering
adjacent to the screen grid webbing leading to of ion source beam current efficiency, ion bombard-increased ion source beam current efficiency with
decreasing screen-to-accelerator grid separation ment and erosion of the screen grid, and the limitto the ion current which can be extracted from the
and/or screen grid thickness, plasma.
Some theoretical and experimental work has
Nomenclature been done on determiningthe physical _h_racteris-
tics of the screen hole plasma sheath./-_ However,
= grid separationdistance, mm the theoreticalmodels treat the sheath as a single
g equipotentialsurface separatingplasma from accel-
d = screen hole diameter, mm erated ions with no transitionregion. Similarly,
s the availableexperimentaldata is limited to a
d = acceleratorhole diameter,mm couple of idealized cases; being photographicin
a nature, it representsthe sheath as a discontinuity
t = screen grid thickness,mm and is of little use. Therefore, a thorough experi-
s mental investigationof the physical structure and
t = acceleratorgrid thickness,mm behavior of the screen hole plasma sheath was under-
a taken. The basic physical phenomenauncovered would
VT = total acceleratingvoltage, volts providea better understandingof the ion extraction
processand aid in the developmentof improved
R = net-to-totalacceleratingvoltage ratio theoreticalmodels.
VD = discharge voltage, volts
AcceleratorSystem Scalin9
a¢ = potential variation through sheath,volts
In order to make accurate measurementsof the
T = Maxwellianelectron temperature,eV physical characteristicsof the screen hole plasma
e sheath (i.e.,position, shape and structure),it
NP/H = normalizedperveance per hole, amp/volt3/2 was necessaryto use a large acceleratorsystem so
adequate spatial resolutioncould be achieved. This
was done by increasingthe screen hole diameter from
Introduction a value of 2.06 mm, which is typicalof ion thruster
and ground applicationion source accelerator
The ion beam divergencecharacteristicsof ion systems, to a diameter of 12.7 mm. The other geo-
accelerator systemshave been studied experimentally metrical acceleratorsystem parameterswere also
by many workers in recentyears.I-6 Presently, the scaled directly by the ratio of these two diameters
ion accelerationand focusing process is fairly so geometric similaritywas maintained. It was
well understood. Using the data available in important to determinewhether the maximum normal-
Refs. 5 and 6, one can quite accurately predict the ized perveanceper hole5 and ion beam divergence
ion beam divergencecharacteristicsof an arbitrary characteristicsof such large acceleratorsystems
two or three-gridacceleratorsystem at any speci- were any different from the much smalleraccelera-
fled operatingcondition. However, the process by tor systems typicalof most ion sources. Careful
, probing of the ion beam emerging from the large
Research Assistant, Departmentof Physics, acceleratorsystems showed the divergencecharac-
Student Member AIAA. teristics of these grid sets were identical,within
experimentalerror, tothoseof the smalleraccel-
t Professor, Departmentof Mechanical Engineering, erator systems. Also, tests determiningthe maxi-
Member AIAA. mum normalized perveanceper hole of the larger
l
Relelstd Io AIAA Io publish in all forms.
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b
grid sets showed this limit to be equal to that location the probe was swept axially through the
obtained with the smaller acceleratorsystems. De- sheath and the variation in local plasma potential
tails of these tests have been publishedprevious- was recorded. In this way a full sheath'profile,
ly.10 In summary, scalingup ion acceleratorgrid for a particular acceleratorsystem geometry and
systems to larger sizes does not appear to affect operating condition,was characterizedby an array
ion beam divergencecharacteristicsor the maximum of local plasma potential values.
normalized perveance per hole as long as similar
non-dimensionalizedgrid parametersare maintained. The acceleratorsystem depicted in Fig. l was
positionedover a masked down discharge chamber of
an 8-cm diameter electron bombardment ion source.
Sheath Probing Technique This ion source had a mildly divergent magneticfield and used tungsten wire filaments as both the
The screen hole plasma sheath was investigated main and neutralizer cathode emitters. Argon pro-
at various grid geometry and accelerator system pellant was used and all source operation was con-
operating conditions. Figure 1 illustrates the ducted in a 30-cm pyrex tell jar. Average bell jar
manner in which these data were obtained. In Fig. la pressure was 2.3 x 10-4 Torr.
a cross sectional view of the large seven hole two-
grid accelerator system used for this study is de- TWIN BORE ALUMINA O.076mm DIA.
picted. The probing volume surroundingthe central TUBING1.57mmDO _. TUNGSTEN/26%
screen hole is shown by the dotted rectangle in this xO.4Omm BOREDI_ (_ RHENIUMFLAMENT
figure. The probe origin was set at the downstream
face of the screen grid and the sheath was probed a -_
distance of one screen hole diameter back into the
discharge chamber plasma from this point. The \ L o3mmwidth of the probingregion was 1.4 ds (ds = screen \hole diameter) in order that sufficientdata points
could be taken to define the sheathoverlap region \ _o.3mmDIA.
adjacent to the screen grid webbing. Figure Ib in- ALUMINATUBING NICKELWIRESSPOT WELDED
dicates the manner in which the probe traversed the 23BmmO.Dx TOFILAMENT
central screen hole. The sheath probe was set at _6omm_D"--..,
each of the fiften radial locations shown. At each ENCLOSINGREFRACTORY
CO-AXIAL WIRE
SAUEREISAN
SHEATHPROBING ELECTRIC
VOLUME SCREEN ACCELERATOR RESISTOR
GRID GRID CEMENT_T O PROBE
] -'---"MEASURING CIRCUITa) ,b
EMISSIVE PROBE "
FILAMENT
ENT_ HIGH IMPEDANCE
do / ELECTROMETER
BATTERY FILAM
HEATER SUPP_-_ .
_.CHAMBER ":?:_:.:_......_... .. "
:_:::_pLASMA._}_}:!I:!Z_iI_:; POTENTIAL
SC L toPLASMASHEATH Fig. 2. a) Sheath probe design details.
o) b) Circuit schematic for floating
potential measurements.
A floating emissive Langmuir probe was used to
study the screen hole plasma sheath and is shown in
CREEN potential is shown schematicallyin Fig. 2b.
RADIAL PROBING GRID Fig. 2a. This probe has a simple dog leg shape so
POSITIONSON it can be positionedoff the axis of the central
CENTRAL screen hole thereby permittingthe probe tip to
SCREENHOLE move radially as the probe is rotated. An enlarged
SHEATH drawing of the probe tip is also shown to detail
the basic constructionof the probe filament, its
dimensions and its attachment to the support wires.
The sheath probe is electricallyisolated from the
discharge chamber body and when the filament is
heated to incandescencethe filament floating po-
tential becomes the local plasma potential. The
instrumentation used to measure the probe floating
b) Briefly, an isolated battery supply provides heat-
ing power for the filament. The filament is con-
Fig. I. a) Sheath probing volume, nected through this battery supply to a high
b) Sheath probe location, impedanceelectrometerset to measure voltage; the
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low side of the electrometeris referenced to screen as a set of equipotentialcontours, for the central
grid potential. The accuracy of the screen hole screen hole of the large seven hole two-grid set
sheath emissive nrnhe was checked by comparing its shown in Fig. I. Unless indicatedotherwise, the
responseto thatof a small spherical Langmuir probe following grid geometry and acceleratorsystem
locatpd withinthe discharae chamberplasmaslightly operating conditionsmay be assumed:
off the ion source axis. This sphericalprobe was
"" used to measure local plasma conditionsjust prior center-to-centerhole spacing = 14.7 mm
to entering the screen hole sheath region. Plasma screen hole diameter, ds= 12.7 mm
potential measurementstaken with the emissive and total acceleratingvoltage, VT= It00 volts
spherical Langmuir probes in the same location net-to-totalacceleratingvoltage ratio, R= 0.7
• showed good agreement. Generally, the only source screen grid thickness ratio, ts/ds= 0.17
of error originatingwith the use of a floating acceleratorhole diameter ratio, da/ds = 0.64
emissive probe of the design shown in Fig. 2 is a acceleratorgrid thickness ratio, ta/ds= 0.37.
small D.C. voltage extending along the length of
the heated filament. This potential differencewas The central screen hole in Fig. 3 is shown in
approximately0.5 volt in this experiment. A more a cross sectional view and is drawn to scale as are
detailed discussion of the operating characteristics the equipotentialcontours. It should be noted
of floating emissiv_ Langmuir probes is presented that the path traced out by the sheath probe in
by Kemp and Sellen.H The positioningerror of Fig. Ib crosses the webbing of the adjacent screen
the sheath emissive probe was ± 0.05 mm in the holes at different locations. These locations were
axial direction and ± 0.25 mm in the radial not always the same as those shown in Fig. Ib be-
direction, cause each grid geometry tested was not orientated
in exactly the same way about the center line of
the source. Consequently,the path traced out by
Sheath Contour Results the probe, although always passing through the
screen hole center line and being set at the same
The screen hole sheath is really the set of r_dial positions,did vary somewhat relative to the
equipotentiallines that separate the region of adjacent screen holes. To indicate this variation
homogeneousplasma from the region of accelerated the cross sectional view of the screen hole in
ions where there are no electrons. These equipo- Fig. 3 has the screen grid webbing artificiallyex-
tentialcontours were computer drawn from the array tended out to the extremitiesof the probingvolume.
of data obtained after probing each sheath profile.
Finure 3 shows the screen hole sheath, represented The grid set used in Fig. 3 had an intermedi-
ate screen-to-acceleratorgrid separationratio,
NP/H=2"SxlO'° °mp/v°lt31t _q/ds = 0.50 and a discharge voltage, VD, of 45.0
2Qld==O.50 v61ts. This grid set was operated at a beam cur-Vo-45.0 voltsCONTOURFROM 0.0 TO -25.0 volts rent or normalized perveance per hole value known
CONTOUR INTERVAL OF I.Ovolt to give the lowest ion beam divergence. The zero
volt contour line shown in Fig. 3 is approximately
equal to the equilibriumbulk plasma potential
0.6 deep within the discharge chamber. Equipotential
contours are plottedat one volt incrementsrela-
tive to this zero reference potential and are shown
" extendino to -25.0 volts of this referenceplasma
potenL_al. The -25.0 volt contour line is veryw
0.4 close to the sheath boundary. Beyond this point
the local electron density drops rapidly off to
z zero over a distance of the order of the probe
z axial resolutionlimit (_0.2mm). The sheath sur-
0.2 rounding the central screen hole is fairly symmetri-
cal; the slight asymmetry is believed to be due to
o the sheath probe entering different regions of the
screen grid webbing at the extremitiesof its travel.
In these regions the adjacent screen hole sheath
_ interactionsare slightly different. Perhaps the
most importantconclusion to draw from Fig. 3 is
that the screen hole sheath extendsover a large
w distance, influencingion and electron trajectories
0.2 deep within the discharge chamber plasma. To illus-
trate this point, the Debye length for the plasma
condition shown in Fig. 3 was 0.6 mm whereas signif-
o icant potentialvariations are evident over dis-Z
0.4 tances ten times this value.
Figure 4 makes a comparison between the
sheath surrounding the central screen hole of
the large seven hole two-grid set and the sheath
0.6 that surroundsone of the edge holes of this grid
set. For clarity, only the -5.0, -15.0 and -25.0
I.O O.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 O.O volt contours are plotted in each case. Again, an
NORMALIZED AXIAL POSITION ~ xld= intermediategrid separation ratio was used while
the grid set was operated at a normalizedperveance
Fig. 3. Full screen hole sheatn profile per hole value known to give the ._minimumbeam di-
for standard grid set geometry vergence. Sheath distortion is evident for the
and operating conditions.
3
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NP/H • 2.50 x I0 t amp/volt_2
|g/_ -0.50 _ NP/H • I. 15x I0 t amp/volt_e
• 45.0volts .... NP/H • 3.46x10 ° omp/voit=/=
CONTOURFROM - 5.0 TO-25,0 volts fglds =0.50
CONTOUR INTERVAL OF I0.0 volts _ • 45.0 volts
i i = , CONTOURFROM-5.0 TO-25.0 voIts
i _ _ CONTOURINTERVAL OF IO.Ovolts
b6 I I ' ' ' I' ' ' I '
_CENTER HOLE !z I I
------ EDGE HOLE 0 0.6 =
, 1
o _ 02
D
w 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0
N I NORMALIZED AXIAL POSITION~x/ds0.2 I<
• I Fig. 5. Screen hole sheath movement and
shape change with increasing beam
o I current, or normalized perveance
z 0.4 _ per hole, (halfsheath profile).
I sheath's bowed shape becoming more planar with this'
I increase. An unexpectedoccurrencewas that the
screen hole sheath did not enter the screen hole
0.6 I even for a very large normalizedperveance per hole.
/ The maximum normalized perveance per hole condition
pertaining to the dashed line of Fig. 5 was that
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 one just below the onset of substantial accelerator
grid impingement. It is noteworthy that the sheath ,_
NORMALIZED AXIAL POSITION ~ x/ds has not been observed within the screen hole for
Fig. 4.'ComparisonOf center and edge any grid set or operating condition examined so far.
hole sheath equipotentiallines
(grid set edge towa_s bottom Figure6 compares the effect on the screen
of figure), hole sheath as the separation distance between the °
screen and acceleratorgrids was varied. In all
edge hole. This distortion is tending to direct cases the grid sets were operated at a normalized
the initial ion trajectoriesto greater off-axis perveanceper hole value known to give the lowest
angles than those emerging from the central screen
hole sheath. Plasma density variations across the ion beam divergencefor that particulargrid
edge hole were primarilyresponsible for the sheath separation. For clarity, only the -lO.O and -20.0volt contour lines are plotted. Comparing the
distortion shown in Fig. 4. An edge hole was also -20.0 volt contour lines shows that in all cases
probed in a region where the plasma density was uni- these lines were fairly coincident. The only signi-
form. Here, less significantsheath distortionwas ficant departure from this similarityoccurred for
evident. It has been well documented by numerous the closest grid separation tested (_q/ds = 0.25)
workers in the field that those ions emerging from and then only towards the center of the screen hole.
the outer ring of holes in a multi-apertureaccel- Since the -20.0 volt contour line is fairly close
erator system have very divergent trajectoriesand to the sheath boundary we can draw a tentativecon-
are responsiblefor most of the acceleratorgrid clusion. Namely that to first order the screen hole
erosion. The results of this study indicate that sheath boundary has approximatelythe same position
the decrease in plasma density which occurs as the and shape for any screen-to-acceleratorgrid sepa-
discharge chamber edge is approacheddistorts the rationwhen the grid set is operated at its minimum
edge screen hole plasma sheath giving rise to more beam divergencecondition.We should note, however,
divergent ion trajectories. The lack of adjacent that the sheath thickness is very different as
screen hole sheath interactionsfor an edge hole evidencedby the variation in the separation be-
does not significantlycontribute to this sheath tween the -lOv and -20v contours in the figure.
distortion and ion focusinq effect. Another interestingphenomenomapparent in Fig. 6
is that the sheath potentialsaround the webbing
Figure 5 shows the effect on the screen hole for the large grid separation (_9/ds = l.O0 -solid
plasma sheath when the grid set is operated at a line) tend to direct the plasma ions directly into
very low and very high normalizedperveance per the screen grid webbing. However, with decreasing
hole. Since the central screen hole sheath is grid separation these potential contours begin to
fairly symmetricalonly half a sheath profile is direct ions away from the webbing and into the hole.
being presented. As expected, increasing the This effect is illustratedby the electric field
normalizedperveance per hole, or beam current, vectors shown in Fig. 6. This deflectionof the
moves the sheath closer to the screen hole, the
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NP/H" 2.45xlOeomp/volts/t. Raids, 1.00 NPIH.2.5OxiO-tomplvolf s'e _gld= "0.50
NPIH, 2.50x IOtomp/voltsit Qg/ds• 0.50
NP/H • 2.70 x I(_Oamp/volts/= IPg/d=• 0.25 O.G o)Vo,45volt.CONTOUR FROM
Vo• 45.0 volts o.oTO -250
" CONTOUR FROM-I0.0 TO-20.Ovolt= 0.4 volts.CONTOUR
INTERVAL OF
._ CONTOURINTERVAL OF IO.Ovolts J.ovolt.
" ' ' ' ' I 'I;I'[////
" z 0.6-
o0 ._..
,_ 0.4 ! 0.6 b] VO • 65 volt.
" ii i /ri'€[ z CONTOURFROM
!J /i/ OOTO.on- rIQ 0 0.4 volts. CONTOUR02 : I ; I INTERVAL OF
-' ;1:1 ,.o,o,.
• t il'_ = 0.2°Z _.. I I I I I i I -- L
0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 ,_
NORMALIZED AXIAL POSITION~x/d s _ _ L__,... ... ]o
Fig. 6. Screen hole sheathmovement and
shape change with decreasing 0.6 o)PRESSURE•
screen-to-accelerator grid 4.6x I0-4 tort.
separation ratio, _g/ds, (half CONTOURFROM
sheath profile), o.4 o.oTO-ZSO
ions away from the webbing as the grid separation vo,=. CONTOUR
is reducedwould lead to reduceddischarge losses. INTERVALOF
1.0 volt.
Such a reduction has been observed by other workers o.z
but it appears to be sensitiveto screen open area
fraction,a parameter that was held constant at
0.67 throughoutthese tests.
0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0:0
Figure 7a shows a half profilefor the central NORMALIZEDAXIALPOSITION~ xlds
screen hole of the standard grid set operatingat a
minimum beam divergencecondition. Figure 7b shows Fig. 7. Comparisonof sheath half profile
, the profiles for the same grid where the discharge for standard grid set geometry
voltage has been increasedfrom 45.0 volts to 65.0 and operating conditions (a) with
volt. As before, the last contour line plotted in sheath half profile for increased
both cases should be a good approximationto the discharge voltage (b) and in-
sheath boundary. Comparing Figs. 7a and 7b one creased ion source operating
sees that the sheath potentialcontours have almost pressure (c).
identical shapes,with the sheath boundary for the the sheath and the sheath potentialgradients would
higher discharge voltage shiftedslightly closer to therefore be expected to be steeper.
the screen hole. The electric field gradients are
significantlygreater for the higher discharge Figure 8 shows the result of decreasing the
voltage as shown by the closer spacing of the lines screen grid thicknesswhile keepingall other
in Figure 7b. The profilesof these figures suggest parametersconstant. Here, the -5.0, -15.0 and
that variations in ion velocities imparted signifi- -25.0 volt contourlines are plottedfor clarity.
cantly upstream of the aperture may be more import- We note that the -5.0 and -15.0 volt contours are
ant in accounting for the beam divergence changes essentiallycoincident. However, the -25.0 volt
associatedwith varying discharge voltages5than any contour line has followed the thinner screen grid
gross change in the sheath shape near the screen at the webbing but is again coincident with the
grid. Figure 7c shows the effect of increasingthe -25.0 volt line of the thicker grid at the sheath
bell jar pressure by a factor of two over that center. Examininclelectric field vectors in this
pertaining to the results of Fig. 7a. With this webbing region, we note that as the screen grid is
large increase in neutral number density the small reduced in thicknes_plasma ions are focused away
spherical probe used to monitor bulk plasma proper- from the webbing and into the screen hole. This
ties indicated that the primary-to-Maxwellianelec- focusing effect at the webbing would lead to de-
tron density ratio was approximatelyzero as com- creaseddischarge chamber losseswith the reduction
pared to approximately0.25 for the standard in screen grid thickness. Such a reduction has
pressure condition. It is believed that this aD- been observed by other workers. The usual expla-
sence of primary electronswas'responsiblefor the nation given to account for this behavior is that
relative bunching of potential lines shown in the sheath is always located within the screen hole
Fig. 7c compared to those of Fig. 7a. Such a con- so that reducing the screen grid thickness results
dition would be expected to occur when primary in less ion recombinationon the inside screen hole
electronswere not presentbecause the lower energy edge. This does not appear to be the case however
Maxwellianelectrons would not penetrate far into becauseall data obtained to date indicates the
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t,/d,.O.17 This is an oversimplifiedmodel since the experi-
..... mental results indicate the sheath perturbs the
_/d$" 0.12
NPiH,2.5Oxl_lomp/vollS/l plasma significantlyback from the -25.0 volt con-
tour line shown in Fig. 9. It is felt that these
_,45.Ovolts fg/d=,O.50 { I _/ds'O'17 shortcomingsin the theoretical sheathmodel are
CONTOURFROM-5.OTO-2S.Ovolts J J-_--j-&_,-O.tZ responsiblefor the poor agreement between theo-
CONTOURINTERVALOF IO.Ovolts J J J rectial ion beam divergenceresults and those ob-
.... {_, , tained experimentallyin previous studies.5,6
z 0.6
Sheath Plasma DensityVariation -
So far the sheath has been characterizedby a
Jo_ set of equipotentialcontours. These contours de-
fine the extent over which the plasma is perturbed
by the acceleratorsystem potentialsand are very
a useful in determininginitial ion trajectories.
02 H Also useful is an understandingof the effect
3 ,// , , sheath potentialgradients have on the local ion
and electron densities. This informationcan be
I obtained directly from the sheath potentialcontoursO
Z _I ! I I I L I I I
O.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 O.O and the bulk plasma conditions. Briefly, a one
dimensionalmodel was deve10ped incorporating
NORMALIZEDAXIALPOSITION~ x/d, Poissons' equation, the ion energy equation and
Fig. 8. Ettect of screen grid tnlckness conservationof ion flux. The ions were assumed to
variations,ts/ds, on the screen enter the collisionlesssheath region with the
hole plasma sheath (half sheath modified Bohm velocity developed by Masek.14,15
profile). By taking the second derivativeof the potential
with respect to distance numerically throughthe
sheath does not enter the screen hole. sheath of the experimentaldata and using this as
input to the model it was possible to calculate the
ion and electron density variation through the
Figure 9 compares the screen hole plasma sheath.
sheath obtained theoreticallyby Kaufmanl2 using
the digital computer program of Bogart and Richley13
against the -25.0 volt contour line obtained experi- Figure 10 is a semi-log plot of the ion and
mentally at the same grid geometry and operating electron number density, normalizedby the bulk
conditions. Qualitativelythe shapes are similar plasma density, for the centerlineof the screen
but their positionsare different. The theoretical hole sheath shown in Fig. 3. Since the ions are
screen hole sheath is a single equipotentialsur- being acceleratedthrough the sheath their density
face at screen grid potential. Consequently,it drops off slowly. In contrast, theplasma electrons
terminateson the screen gr.idwebbing and cannot are being retarded as they enter the sheath region
account for the importantweb focusing effects and their density drops off much more rapidly.
broughtout by this experimentalstudy. Moreover, Near the sheath extremity the finite thicknessof
the theoreticalsheath is a discontinuityseparating the sheath probe (_0.2 mm) does not permit adequate
the plasma from the region of accelerated ions. spatial resolutionto sense the last few potential
contours necessary to send the electron number
density to zero. As a first attempt at modelling
NPI H =3.OOxlO9amp/volts/z these experimentalresultsthe plasma electronsare
assumed to be in a Maxwell-Boltzmandensity dis-
VT=5OOvolt R'O.7 tribution at a temperatureTe. The electron density
f_d==O.33 _/ds= I.OO is then given by the exponentialexpression shown
_/d$=O.12 ta/d=-O.33 in Fig. I0, where A_ is the potentialchange through
the sheath. Using this expression,a best fit to
._ , , , , , _ , , y// the experimental data was obtained with a Maxwellian
K _ electron temperatureTe = 11.0 eV. The small
0.6 spherical Langmuir probe used to determine bulkz
o EXPT. -25.Ovolt plasma parameters indicatedthe Maxwellman electron
CONTOUR,V o=45volt temperaturewas 7.8 eV, considerablyless than the
o .... THEORY CONTOUR I temperatureof the fitted curve. However, this/ same probe also indicated the ratio of primary(i.e.,
j 0.4 SET AT SCREEN electronswhich have undergone no ionizing colli-
_, POTENTIAL, VD=O volt sions) to Maxwellianelectronswas 0.25 for this
_ plasma. Therefore the plasma electronsactually
= entering the sheath region comprised a Maxwellian
0.2 _ populationcentered at 7.8 eV with a high energyN O
O primarydistributioncentered around 40-45 eV.
Hence, if only a pure Maxwelliandensity distribu-
I tion is assumed one would expect the effective
o I i i i i ' _ = l, _ electron temperaturenecessary to fit the experi-z
O.8 0.6 OA O.2 O.O mental data to be higher than the experimentally
NORMALIZED AXIAL POSITION ~x/d= observed Maxwellianelectron temperature. This is
indeed born out by test comparison shown in Fig. 10
Fig. 9. Comparisonof experimentalano where the necessary effective electron temperature
theoreticalsheath potential was ll._ eV while the measured Maxwellianelectron
contours (half sheath profile), temperaturewas only 7.8 eV.
6
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I.O mately the same position and shape, irrespectiveof
the screen-to-acceleratorgrid spacing, if that
o.9 grid set is operating at a normalized perveance per
hole corresponding to its minimum beam divergence
condition. Significantion focusing effects occur
• O.B in the sheath adjacent to the screen grid webbing.
Decreasingboth the screen-to-acceleratorgrid
0.7 separationand the screen grid thicknessenhance
this focusing effect. This results in the deflec-
" tion of more ions away from the screen grid webbing
O.E _ into the screen holes. This causes a subsequent
gain in ion source beam current efficiency. Present
theoreticalmodels are inadequateto describe the
_I_o._ many phenomena occurring in the sheath region.
z Furtherwork is being done to define the screen
hole sheath physical characteristicsfor more grid
geometriesand operating conditions.
Z
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